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Who has a low-cost tape transport that's all new - top to bottom? AMPEX 

Here's a transport that's far in advance of anything 
in its class-the all new Ampex TM-7. It's a low-cost 
tape transport designed for less maintenance, less tape 
wear. And its most advanced feature is the revolution
ary single capstan drive system. The new drive system 
has three major moving parts-a capstan and two reels. 
As a result, most of the components found in this type 
transport have been eliminated. Maintenance is far 
less. And tape wear? Virtually none. The two vacuum 
chambers keep a uniform tape tension on the capstan. 
There is nothing to smear the tape; nothing to stretch 
it. Tapes last and last. Even the old soft-binder tapes 
can be used with very little wear. The new Ampex TM-7 
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is completely compatible with IBM tape formats and 
with other Ampex equipment. It has a packing density 
of 200 and 556 bpi. A tape speed of 36 ips. A start 
and stop time of 10 ms with tape distance held within 
±10%. Also, Ampex designed a new series of data and 
control electronics for the TM-7 to provide low-cost 
tape memory systems. The TM-7211 is a complete 
memory system enclosed in a 19 inch rack cabin~. 0 
And the TM-7212 is a complete shared system with 
four TM-7 transports in one cabinet. Write to the only 
company proViding recorders, tape and core memory 
devices for every application: Ampex Corporation, 
Redwood City, California. Worldwide sales and service. 
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NOW AT THE CSC SERVICE BUREAU ... 

A FAST 
COMPILER 

AND 
EFFICIENT 

OBJECT 
CODE 

The SERVICE BUREAU at COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION now adds 

to its large scale hardware and mass memory a FORTRAN IV compiler 

of such unique distinction and proven merit as to sharply reduce your 

problem solving costs. 

QUESTION: Can a fast compile! produce highly efficient object code? 

ANSWER: FORTRAN IV at the csc SERVICE BUREAU compiles up to nine 

times faster and permits execution of object programs up to two times 

faster than all competitive systems now in the field. 

PROOF: Leading computer users and independent consultants have 

verified these facts by witnessing and timing their own FORTRAN pro

grams at the csc SERVICE BUREAU. COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION 

stands ready to demonstrate ,samples of your FORTRAN programs on 

csc's 1107. Write or call Dan Mason, Manager, csc SERVICE BUREAU. 

CIRCLE 4 ON READER CARD 
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SERVICE BUREAU DIVISION 

COMPUTER SCIENCES 

CORPORATION 

650 NORTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD 

EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA • 678·0592 



DETACHER for economical high-speed handling of continuous, forms and 
continuous tab cards. ,,11l1printswit~ sharp,'clearimp~essionsin ,accu rat~ 
register; detaches precisely; slits, ~emoves margins cleanly, sharply; stacks. 
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Small cost ... 
BIG 
PERFORMANCE 
Now, with the introduction of the 
new MT -75, Potter offers a com
plete family of high-perform
ance, vacuum-column magnetic 
tape transports, featuring pack
ing densities to 

800 b.p.i. 
These new Potter transports, the 
MT-24, the MT-36, and the MT-75, 
have been thoroughly value
engineered for the highest possi
ble reliability at minimum cost. 
They cover a tape speed range of 
1 to 75 ips; provide data transfer 
rates to 60kc. All are IBM-com
patible. Here are the facts: 

MT-24: 1-36 ips - data transfer 
to 28.8kc, 200 commands per sec. 

MT -36: 1-50 ips - data transfer 
to 40kc, 200 commands per sec. 

and the NEW MT -75: 1-75 ips 
- data transfer to 60kc, 200 
commands per sec. 

Interested? Complete data is 
available on these, as well as 
many other Potter models for 
speeds to 150 ips and packing 
densities to 1200 b.p.i. For infor
mation on the broadest line of 
digital transports available any
where, just write to Sales Man
ager. 

POTTER 
INSTRUMENT CO.,INC. 

c; 

151 Sunnyside Boulevard. Plainview. New York C 

T.M. 
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This big booming worldwide oil company will 
soon have a new Burroughs B 5000. 

Dr. W. Jacque Yost, Research Director, says 
Marathon will use its B 5000 "mainly to help 
develop new ways of finding petroleum-and 
of p~oducing, transporting and processing it." 

He continues: "The system will add greatly to 
the scope of our entire research activity in a way 
that no other system could have done. Because 
no other system we have seen is as quick and as 
uncomplicated to program, nor as adept at doing 
several jobs at the same time. 

"With our B 5000, we'll be able to tackle re
search projects which previously would have 
been too time consuming and we'll get answers 
in hours instead of weeks." 

To learn more about Burroughs computers. 
write us at Detroit, Michigan 48232. Burroughs-TM 

Burroughs Corporation 
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FOR PENNIES, YOUR COMPUTER CAN PLOT DATA DIRECTLY 
IN EASY·YO·READ GRAPHIC FORM 

Why try to visualize the significance of masses of digital data-or plot it laboriously by hand? The new EAI DATAPLOTTER~ 

Series 3110/3120/3130 automatically plots digital information on-line from almost any digital computer or from punched cards 

or punched tape. It will plot lines, points or symbols with extreme accuracy at speeds up to 120 points per minute or. charts up 
to 10" x 15 u

• YOU CAN RENT IT FOR $3.50 AN HOUR. 

If you want to get more out of your computer-generated data, write for information on the new EAI DAT APLOTTER today. 

EAI~----------------------ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., Long Branch) New Jersey 

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION SERVICES/ANALOG COMPUTERS/HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAL COMPUTATION EQUIPMENT/SIMULATION SYSTEMS/ 
SCIENTIFIC AND LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS/INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS/PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EQUIPMENT/RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS/TEST 
AND CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS/MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES/FIELD ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES 

CIRCLE 8 ON READER CARD 
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CONTROL DATA 
SCIENTIFIC & 

C·ORPORATION TO 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 

THIS IS TO INFORM YOU THAT CONTROL DATA CORPORATION ANNOUNCES THE 
CONTROL DATA® 3200 COMPUTER SYSTEM, NOW AVAILABLE AS THE ::rNDUSTRY'S 
FASTEST, MOST VERSATILE, LEAST EXPENSIVE MEDIUM-SCALE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
ANYWHERE TODAY. 

3200 D~SIGN IS SPECIFIC TO YOUR ORGANIZATION'S REQUIREMENTS WITH 
DECIMAL ARITHMETIC TO PROCESS MANAGEMENT DATA, FLOATING POINT FOR HIGH 
PRECISION SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING, MODULAR INPUT-OUTPUT FOR COMPREHENSIVE 
REAL-TIME PROBLEMS OR ANY OPTION COMBINATION FOR MOST CQMPLETE SYSTEM 
MANAGEMENT. 

FIRST DELIVERIES SCHEDULED TO AUSTRALIA COMMONWEALTH BUREAU OF CENSUS 
AND STATISTICS TO PROCESS DATA ON POPULATION, DEMOGRAPHIC TRADE, SOCIO
ECONOMIC STATISTICS, GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING. ALSO TO COMMON
WEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION (CSIRO) FOR RESEARCH 
IN ASTROPHYSICS ,CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES, RESEARCH 
SUPPORT TO AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES AND GOVERNMENT SCIENTIFIC GROUPS. 

C OMPL ETE 3200 INFORMAT I ON ~~~:~a~F!C~~~~~~~h~~~~~ •• Bc~~~~ra~~I!~a~~r~ 
• Dayton • Denver. Detroit. Honolulu • Hous-

AVAILABLE NOW NEAREST CONTROL ton. Huntsville • Ithaca • Kansas City • Los 
. . , ~lt~sm:h~i~n6~1~~I~So •• Np~'foar~lt~ ~ep'hiiaoJ~I~~l~ 

DATA REPRES-ENTATIVE. : ~~~i~~eg.o Ba~e~~~bU%as.hi~~~?; • .o.~.~;~~~~~ 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 
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• The annual meeting of the Digital 
Equipment Users Society (DECUS), 
will be held Nov. 18-19 at Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratories in Livermore, 
Calif. 
• The lith Annual Electronics Semi
nar, co-sponsored by the EDP com
mittees of the American Gas Assoc. 
and the Edison Electric Institute, takes 
place Nov. 18-20 in Chicago. 
• The Center for Programed Instruc
tion, Inc., N. Y. C., is holding a series 
of workshops. Introduction to Pro
gram Writing & Editing will be held 
for two weeks in Nov. '63, and Jan., 
Mar., and May '64, or two days per 
week for 10 weeks beginning Nov. 25. 
A course in Advanced Programming 
will be given Dec. '63, Feb. and April 
'64. 
• A national meeting will be held 
Dec. 3-5, by the RCA Computer Users 
Assn., at the Town House, West Palm 
Beach, Fla. 
• The annual meeting of the Ameri
can Mathematical Society will be held 
January 20-24, 1964, in Miami, Fla. 
• The annual Computer Applications 
Symposium, sponsored by ITT Re
search Institute, will be held at the 
LaSalle Hotel in Chicago, Jan. 30-3l. 
• The Sixth Institute on Information 
Storage and Retrieval is being spon
sored by the American Univ., Wash
ington, D.C., Feb. 10-14, 1964. 
• The winter 1964 meeting of 
SHARE, the IBM 704/9/90/94/40/44 
Users Group, will be held at the Jack 
Tar Hotel, San Francisco, March 2-6. 
• A conference on Industrial Applica
tions of New Technology, conducted 
by the Georgia Institute of Technol
ogy, will be held April 2-3, 1964. 
Conference sponsors are the Southern 
Interstate Nuclear Board and Georgia 
Tech's School of Nuclear Engineering 
in cooperation with the Atomic Energy 
Commission and NASA. 
• The Svstems Engineering Confer
ence and Exposition will be held con
currently at the New York Coliseum, 
June 8-11, 1964. 
• The Fourth International Analogue 
Computation Meetings will be held 
September 14-18, 1964, at the Tech
nical College, Brighton, England. 
Sponsor is the British Computer So
ciety, under the sponsorship of the 
International Association for Analogue 
Computation. 
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MAGNETIC ... 

OPTICAL ... 

CHARACTER RECOGNITION IS CLEARER 
WITH COLUMBIA EDP RIBBONS 

Columbia EDP ribbons; .. magnetic or optical ... deliver sharp, un
mistakably clear characters ... to a degree of uniformity that is your 
assurance of highest readout and lowest rejection rates of input docu-
ments. Get the most out of your _________________ -, 
character reader and protect that 
sizeable overall investment with 
the ribbons that read best. There's 
a Columbia Ribbon for every 
electronic data processing appli
cation and machine. 

FREE DEMONSTRATION 
Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Mfg. Co., Inc. 

303-11 Herbhill' Road, Glen Cove, New York 

Please have your representative arrange demonstra· 
tion of Columbia EDP ribbons at our convenience. 

Name ________________________________________________ _ 

Ti tie ____________________________________________ --,-_ 

Co m pa ny ____________________________________________ _ 

S t re et ________________________________________________ _ 

City ______ State _____ _ 

DATA PROCESSINO RIBBONS L ________________ ...J 
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Honeywell 400 
COBOL 
compiles at 
twice the speed, 
half the cost 
of its competition 
Honeywell has long claimed that there 
is a difference in COBOL compilers. 
True, the language is common, 
and a useful measure of compatibility 
does exist among compilers 
designed for various computers. 
But the efficiency of an object 
program and the speed arid cost of 
its compilation can and do vary 
widely from compiler to compiler. 
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The need and the knowledge were there 
Honeywell, acknowledging the logic and potential 
of COBOL, set up a programming task force with 
the mandate to design the industry's best possible 
COBOL compilers for its family of compu,ters. 
Many members of this group have had long 
experience on the CODASYL committee which 
developed, and continues to advance COBOL. 
The effort was aided, too, by our depth of 
experience gained in developing FACT, generally 
recognized as the first advanced business compiler. 

How good is a good COBOL compiler? 
The first results of this effort, Honeywell 400 
COBOL, have been field tested and released to 
users. By all standards, its performance has 
measured up to expectations. These expectations, 
however, were extremely high, and to give you an 
eye-opening comparison, Honeywell 400 COBOL 
was put through its paces in direct head-to-head 
competition with the compilers for two of another 
manufacturer's most popular systems, one in 
essentially the same price category and the other 
a substantially faster and higher priced model. 
Eleven COBOL programs, selected to provide a 
representative test of COBOL compiler capabilities, 
were compiled on all three computers. Here is. a 
summary of the results: 

COBOL COMPILER COMPARISON 

Large-Scale Medium-Scale Medium 
Competitive Competitive Scale 

System System H-400 

Minimum Compiler Memory Requirement 10,000 words 20,000 char. 2,000 words 
Time per COBOL card 4.92 seconds 7.68 seconds 3.36 seconds 
Time per COBOL statement 6.54 seconds 10.38 seconds 4.68 seconds 
Cost per 100 COBOL cards $16.00 $14.00 $6.00 
Cost per 100 COBOL statements $22.00 $19.00 $8.00 

Costs in the table were derived by reducing 
monthly rental for comparable configurations to 
cost per minute and multiplying by the average 
time per card and per statement. Off-line printer 
output was used in all instances. Off-line punch of 

. the compiled object program without Loader, and 
conversion of object program with Loader from 
cards to an operable program tape are considered 
unnecessary with Honeywell 400 COBOL and no 
off-line operation~ were included in 
the compilation times. 

And that's not all ... 
Other advantages of Honeywell 400 COBOL 
include such features as restart ability without 
having to return to the beginning of the program, 
batch compilation, batched object programs ready 
for automatic checkout, and maintenance routines 
for a source program library. 

To all these features that mean substantial savings 
of time and money, add the fact that Honeywell 
COBOL can save steps as well. Less manual 
intervention in tape handling and fewer off-line 
requirements keep "footwork" to a minimum. 

Desired if not required 
In addition to incorporating all the Required 
Elements of COBOL 61 (no deferred items), 
Honeywell 400 COBOL contains many Electives 
including MOVE CORRESPONDING in the 
PROCEDURE DIVISION which enables bulk 
transfers of data within memory, the USE verb 
which affords the programmer greater flexibility in 
specifying input-output conventions, and the 
ability to SEGMENT programs enabling them to 
be run on computers with smaller 
memories than would otherwise be required~ 

Write for more information 
Substantiating details on the COBOL compiler 
comparison test· as well as general descriptive 
literature is available from any Honeywell EDP 
Sales Office. Or write: Honeywell ED P , Wellesley 
Hills 81, Mass. 02181, or Toronto 17, Ontario. 

Honeywell 
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
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Beforeyou answer check our new 
prices for analog/digital data sys
tems components. Better yet, let 
us quote your specific requirement 
for A-to-O and O-to-A' converters, 
solid-state multiplexers, sample 
and hold amplifiers, signal condi
tioners, and related hardware. Call 
or write I. R. Schwartz, Sales Mgr. 

?q~::--2 A 

[IIII~I 
292 Main St., Cambridge 42, Mass. 
1145 East Ash Avenue, Fullerton, Calif. 

2050 Woodson Rd., St. Louis, Mo. 
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sheriff's real-time system 
Sir: 
Your comments on the L.A. County 
Sheriff's Dept. Real-Time system 
(Sept., p. 19) need clarification. The 
specifications for this system are strin
gent and, as you also observed, past 
county experiences with edp dictated 
this; however, these facts should be 
made clear: 

1. It is common for the client to 
insist upon a system passing accept
ance tests before rental payment. 
Military and government agencies do 
it all the time. 

2. Both parties to the contract will 
have right of withdrawal with penal
ties; this is not the sole prerogative 
of the county. A schedule of payments 
by the county is provided in the event 
of termination. -

3. Specifications require that the 
system be available 100 per cent of 
the time rather than a computer up
time of 100 per cent. Entry and 
queuing techniques are to be incor
porated via peripheral gear to accom
modate any computer lapses. 

4. The file conversion task is un
doubtedly the most challenging. The 
size of the file and the goal of 100 
per cent accuracy are not unusual 
standards for similar systems where 
the penalty for error is so severe. I 
know of no specifications which set an 
accuracy standard other than 100 per 
cent for similar applications. 
C. J. VOSATKA 

Computer Usage Co. Inc. 
Los Angeles, California 

code capability & machine 
rental 
Sir: 
In Part II of his article, "The Ameri
can Standard Code for Information 
Interchange," (September, p. 39), 
Mr. Berner credits an IBM spokesman 
with saying that the IBM 7750 Pro
grammed Transmission Control rents 
for $8,000 a month with a single code 
and up to $13,000 a month to handle 
all codes. He reports that the addi
tional cost results from increased core
storage requirements for additional 
codes. I am not sure who Mr. Berner's 
source is, but the statements give a 
false picture of the relationship be
tween code capability and machine 
rental. 

In brief, any priced system can 
handle any or all codes. It is con
ceivable that an $8,000 system might 
be designed to handle all codes, in
cluding ASCII, and a $13,000 system 
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might be designed to handle only one 
code. Furthermore, the most that an 
increase to maximum core storage 
(from 4,000 to 16,000 words) would 
cost by itself is $2,400 a month. 

The most likely reason for a higher 
rental is an increase in the number of 
communications lines, not codes. An 
equally real cause for the increased 
rental would be the requirement for 
a more complex structure of editing 
and processing' within the system. An 
increase in communications lines and 
the attendant editing and processing, 
or simply an increase in editing and 
processing would, of course, both re
quire more storage. 

It helps to realize that both the 
IBM 7750 and the more recently an
nounced IBM 7740 Communication 
Control System are specialized digital 
compute'rs designed to handle multi
pIe codes, and that their cost is the 
result of a complex combination of 
'in'put/ output and processing require
ments in which the matter of code (s) 
alone is a relatively trivial item. 
RICHARD L. TAYLOR 

IBM Data Systems Division 
Poughkeepsie, New York 

kore & roman numerals 
Sir: 
Data processing magazines, contain-, 
ing reference to standardization and 
clarification of terms, appear to be 
inconsistent with working toward 
those goals. I refer to the substitution 
of the letter. K for M in the 2,000-year
old system of Roman numerals. Is it 
not 'true that the use of K came into 
being to indicate thousands of posi
tions of magnetic core? How then can 
you use such a term as "40K" which, 
literally translated, would mean "40 
dollars thousands of core'? Should you 
not use "$40M"? Perhaps there is 
something I have missed, but let us 
not contribute to a weakening of such 
a time-honored system as the Roman 
numerals. 
CLIFFORD A. WOODBURY JR. 

Provident Mutual Life of 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Keeripes, Mr. Woodbury, we didn't want to 
Kill off Roman numerals; we'd walk a kilo
meter, lift a kilogram, or drink a kiloliter of 
poison before we'd do that. Seriously, for 
the sake of brevity Datamation uses K, 
meaning thousands, wh~n referring to mem
ory size Ccore or otherwise) and dollars. 

compressive code vs 
inconvenience 
Sir: 
I am working on the development of 
a code capable of compressing data 
into one per cent or, by recycling, into 

0.01 per cent of the original number 
of characters or bits. Would your 
readers have any idea whether such a 
code justifies itself in communications 
or storage uses despite these disad
vantages: 

1. For encoding or decoding, the 
code would require much currently 
unorthodox ( though not infeasible) 
circuitry. 

2. It would not be directly address
able; that is, an indexing word would 
be required for sorting, sequencing, 
storage and retrieval. 

3. It would not be manipulative; 
any coded numerical data would have 
to be decoded by the circuitry prior 
to the performance of any mathema
tical or logical operations. 

4. It would not have a logical con
struction; unless it; were provided with 
a standard coded index word, no part 
of the coded material would indicate 
its numeric, alphabetic, or symbolic 
character. 

5. It would be ambiguous during 
encoding or decoding and could not 
be packed or unpacked except 
through completion of one of these 
processes. 

Thus its only virtue would be com
pression. 
MAX CARASSO 

New York, New York 

the short & the tall 
Sir: 
The announcement in your June issue 
of our new telemetry decommutation 
equipment carried a photograph 
which surprised our R&D and mar
keting staffs. No doubt packaging de
signers at some other firm were also 
surprised that the Beckman equipment 
should look exactly like theirs. 
ARLEIGH CHUTE 

Beckman Instruments Inc. 
Fullerton, California 

grosch's law returns? 
Sir: 
While I recognize that Charles Adams 
didn't care to defEmd his position when 
he said that Grosch's law has been 
repealed (July '62, p. 38), I would 
like to call his attention, along with 
those readers whom he would have 
pied-pipered away, to the lead para
graph in the August 31, 1963, Busi
ness Week story about the CDC 
6600: "Computers should obey a 
square law - when the price doubles, 
you should get at least four times· as 
much speed," says vp SeymourH. 
Cray of Control Data Corp. 

The undersigned can now relax, 
warm with the certainty that the law 
still rules. 
H. R. J. GROSCH 

Monte Carlo, Monaco 
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The CAPITRON* power supply packs it in ... 
power to spare in minimum space-500 watts per 
haL cubic foot ... a kilowatt per cubic foot ... 
closely regulated and reliable! 

This specially designed transistorized computer 
power supply goes a long way toward solving pack· 
aging density problems in new, miniaturized design 
requirements and it's built to go for a long time. 

For absolute minimum cube, close regulation to help 
maintain computer accuracy . . . for long life and 
extreme reliability ... check these features ... see 
how easily they fit your design plans: 

DESIGN FEATURES: 0 High power in small space 
o Protected against short circuits QClose regulation 

over full load range o Integral pancake type fan 
cooled 0 Output adjustable to -1-1.5 volts tolerance 
o Protected against input overvoltage 0 Easily 

accessible electrical connections 0 Fast recovery 
from load surges over full load range 0 Remote 
sensing to control output at the load 0 Output volt· 

" ~."-

CAPITRON* POWER SUPPLY 

age and current can be varied over a range of 
200% within the same size package if output 
power is held constant. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS: 
• Input-95 to 130 V AC, 10, 60 -I- 3 cps 
• Outputs-

+ 20 V DC at 10 amperes, 1 % Ripple P to P 
- 20 V DC at ·20 amperes, 1 % Ripple P to P 
+ 171/2 V DC at 5 amperes, 5 % Ripple P to P 

• Regulation-Better than 1 % from a to 100 % 
load variation and 95 to 130 V input • Ambient 
Temperature-15°C min. to 38°C max .• Size-
71/2" H x 71/2" W x 14" L • Duty Cycle-Continuous 

r----------------------, 
! .~ [Rfl] L C)) CAP/TRON! 
II NCO R P 0 RAT E D DIVISION I 
~~5_~A~~~~~:~.:~:.A~:~~~~~!~_J 

*Trademark of AMP INCORPORATED 

AMP products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: Australia • Canada. England • France. Holland • Italy. Japan. Mexi.co • West Germany 
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Computer and Data System Designers: 

rotating 
magnetic 
memory 
devices from 
General 
Precision 

DISCS - Many computer and data system de
signers are turning to the high storage capacity 
of magnetic discs. For example, General Preci
sion Random Access Magnetic Discs furnish 
storage up to 7,680,000 bits per disc. "Flying" 
heads permit high packing density of 400 bits/ 
inch. Exclusive GP-produced plated-cobalt disc 
coating gives exceptionally high resolution. 
Excellent thermal shock resistance. Heads 
replaceable without special tools or danger of 
disc surface damage. Ultra-precision Grade 9 
bearings give a service life of 10 years at 3600 
rpm. Meets MIL-E-4970A. DRUMS - Pick the mag
netic drums with a proved history of reliable 

SERIES L100 SINGLE DISCS (ONE-SIDE MAGNETIC MEMORY) 
Model Disc Maximum Max. Bits Total Bit Rotational 

No. Diameter Tracks per Track Capacity Speed (rpm) 

L104 4" 8 2400 19,200 3600-12,000 

L106 6" 16 3600 45,600 1800-12,000 

L108 8" 32 4800 153,600 1800-12,000 

L111 11" 64 6600 422,400 1200- 8000 

L116 16" 128 10,000 1,280,000 900- 3600 
L124 24" 256 15,000 3,840,000 900- 3600 

November 1963 

COMMERCIAL COMPUTER DIVISION 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS GROUP 
100 E. TUJUNGA AVE .. BURBANK. CALIF .• VI 9-6061 

performance in electronic computing systems 
designed for Navy, Air Force, NASA, business, 
engineering, and educational applications. 
Send for full information on drums and discs, 
from Commercial Computer Division, Informa
tion Systems Group (Librascope Division/Com
mercial Computer Division) General Precision, 
Inc., 100 East Tujunga Avenue, Burbank, Cali
fornia. 0 TWX BRB 9884, Phone 849-6061. 

For Series Ll00 and L200 discs (all models): 
Maximum bits per inch: 400. Head inductance: 25 to 150 microhen
ries. Type of recording: phase modulation. Recording surface: plated 
cobalt coating. Playback: 50 millivolts (under most conditions). Write 
currents: 40 to 100 milliamperes. Ambient temperature: 32'F to 149'F 
limits. Thermal shock: .:l T ambient in 10 seconds. Vibration: 15 to 
55 cps (0.015 db amp., 3 directions). Mechanical shock: 4-inch edge 
test (4 drops). 

SERIES L200 DOUBLE DISCS (TWO-SIDE MAGNETIC MEMORY) 

Model Disc Maximum Max. Bits Total Bit Rotational 
No. Diameter Tracks per Track Capacity Speed (rpm) 

L208 8" 64 4800 307,200 1800-12,000 

L211 11" 128 6600 844,800 1200- 8000 

L216 16" 256 10,000 2,560,000 900- 3600 
L224 24" 512 15,000 7,680,000 900- 3600 

CIRCLE 14 ON READER CARD 
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When it cOlftes to computers t~ice as last as a 7090 

at ZS% the cost ... 50S ~rote the book. 

o 

Here's page three. 

You'll have to ~rite lor the rest. 

S·-Is c' 
SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS 1649 Seventeenth St., Santa Monica, Calif. 
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computer 
careers 

Our clients have present critical 
needs in the $9,000-$25,000 class 
for Managers and Seniors and men 
who can accept management re
sponsibility and professional growth. 

EUROPEAN and 

NATIONWIDE CHOICE 
N.Y., N.J., MASSACHUSETTS, WASH: 
INGTON, D.C., BALTIMORE, PHILA
DELPHIA, HUNTSVILLE, HOUSTON, 

DALLAS, FLORIDA, OHIO, UTAH,. 
CALIFORNIA & OTHERS 

Contact us if you have experience or 
interest in anyone of the following: 

o Scientific Computation or An· 
alysis - For unusual Aerospace and 
lunar programs. IBM 7000 type ex
perience & strong Mathematics 

o Real Time - Programming 

o Software Development - lan
guages, Compilers, Assemblers, 
Monitor Systems, Etc. 

o Operations Research! Analysis 
-Linear Programming plus Com
puter Applications 

o Systems - Planning, Design, 
Analysis of State of the Art Massive 
Data Handling Systems 

o Programming- large 
Computers 

o Digital & Logical Design 
o Information Retrieval 
Personalized individual service by 
our technically trained staff helps 
you locate that unique position. 

Mgrs. and Seniors 
To $21,000· 

• 

Write in confidence outlining Para
meters or call (collect) Mr. Albert 

(Area Code 212) Plaza 9-1720 

alJ~n 
aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc. 

leading Consultants to Management 
in the Data Processing Field 

510 MADISON AVENUE, N.Y. 22, N.Y. 
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CONTRASTS MARK 
NEW ENGLAND RENAISSANCE 

Typifying the technological renaissance in New England 
-- electronics and computers replacing textiles -- are 
two young, small firms which provide contrasting 
studies for success story students. 

From 250,000 sq. ft. in the huge, rambling, century
old buildings which used to be the world's largest tex
tile mills in Maynard, Mass., Digital Equipment Corp. 
continues its solid, unhurried growth. Founded a 
little over six years ago by ex-MIT-ers Kenneth Olsen 
and Harlan Anderson, DEC started with a measly $70K, 
provided by American Research & Development. Beginning 
with logic modules, the company ran in the black its 
first year, has funded subsequent growth from profits. 
(The corrected roster of profit-making computer makers 

now includes IBM, Control Data, DEC and Scientific 
Data Systems (Since May). Moving carefully, DEC has 
built on good hardware geared to improved man-machine 
relationships, plus a no-lease plan designed to avoid 
debit financing. The results for FY '63: net sales of 
$9,903,000; net profits after taxes of $1,158,000. 

DEC announced its first machine, the PDP-I, four 
years ago. Its fourth, the PDP-6 was announced last 
May, will exist as a prototype by the end of the year. 
The most expensive of the line yet ($250K for a mini
mum system), the 6 is a 36-bit-word machine featuring 
busses for connecting multiple processors and I/O 
control modules. Main core (8K) cycle time is 4 usec; 
a 16-word memory has a 0.5 usec cycle time. Typical 
times: add, 3 to 8 usec; average floating point multi
ply, 10 usec. Software will include FORTRAN II, sym
bolic assembler and executive system. ' 

Housed in modern, stylish quarters in Framingham, 
Mass., Computer Controls Co. has moved in more tradi
tional fashion. Founded in '53, 3C went public in 
February of this year, evidently to help finance their 
jump from logic modules and special-purpose gear to a 
gp computer. Their first venture is the DDP-24, a 24-
bit version of a machine developed on the west coast 
under private contract. Announced in March, the 24 has 
already chalked up 17 orders, encouraging the company 
to up its original production release from 20 to 70. 
Software for the 24 -- FORTRAN II and assembly programs 
-- is being developed by Systems Programming Corp., 
Santa Ana, Calif. 

1004 GETS INTO 
TIME SHARING ACT ---------- ------

O Not all of the time sharing work (see September Busi
ness & Science) in the U.S. is going on under the 
auspices of DOD's ARPA, it seems. Case Institute of 
Technology has just installed -- at a county hospital 
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GOOd engineering must keep in mind 
the end user. That's why Anelex High 
Speed Printer Systems are designed 
with the machine operator in mind. 
JActually,Anelex printers have fewer 
operator controls and are easier 
to use than almostany other piece 
of office equipment. 

Just a touch and the printer is 
operating at 1000 lines per minute, 
lO,OOO,OOOwords in an eight hour ' 
shift. And all the operator has to 
do is maintain a supply of forms. 

Designed 
for a 

It is this large capacity and'reli
ability that has led almost all 
major computer manufacturers to 
include the Anelex printer as part 

young 
Lady 

of their data processing systems. 
Shouldn't your next system include an 
Anelex Printer, too? 

For. a brochure describing Anelex 
Printer Systems,. write: 

CIRCLE 16 ON READER CARD 
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Who turned 
the tables on 

(~aperwork costs? 

Machine Manufacturer's Rotary gives instant 
access to price information on 27,000 parts. 

Acme Centrac ® 

Rotary syste'ms 
are paying off in many different fields. Find 
out how orJe can save its cost many times 
over somewhere in your business. Let an 
Acme Visible represe"ii"t"ative tailor a system 
built around the many types of Acme Instant· 
Access Rotary Files to solve your paperwork 
problems for keeps. Send the coupon. 

tfHl4JV'S'BLE I 
l Acme Visible Records, Inc. : 
I 7511 West Allview Drive, Crozet, Va. I 

: Please have your representative show me : 
I how an Acme CENTRAC Rotary syst~m I 
: provides fast access to records. : 
I I 

('"NAME l 
,--(,POSITION : 

: COMPANY : 

! ADDRESS l 
I I 
I CITY ZONE_STATE __ I L ________________________________ -J 
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AFIPS WOOS ONE MAN. 
SEVERAL SOCIETIES 

RACE FOR lO-MEGABUCK 
L.A. SHERiFF SYSTEM STARTS 

November 1963 

RUMORS AND 
RAW RANDOM DATA 

10-12 miles from campus -- a 1004 which is on-line to 
its computing center's 1107. Using Dataphone, the 
hook-up will be used for real-time analysis of patient 
medical data (ekg, eeg, etc.). The joint research by 
Case and Highland View Hospital is being supported by 
computer time bought by the Dept. of Health, Education 
& Welfare. Case plans, in a separate operation, to 
install other remote 1004's on campus ••• two of them 
in dormitories, yet. 

Modification for on-line use of the 1004 costs $200 
a month~ plus the cost of the Dataphone. Computer 
Sciences Corp. will offer on-line Dataphone tie-ins to 
their 1107 in El Segundo, Calif. First clients: 
Douglas Aircraft and Rohr Aircraft in San Diego. 

The American Federation of Information Processing 
Societies is still hunting for an apparently elusive 
executive secretary who can represent the society be
fore its various publics -- including government 
agencies and committees -- and take over a major part 
of the load of conference committees. No salary has 
been announced, but the budget for the job and the 
office in NYC is $25K. 

AFIPS, by the way, is reportedly preparing to woo 
some potential new members. Among them: DPMA, SIAM 
(Society for Industrial & Applied Math.), Systems & 
Procedures Assoc., ORSA, TIMS (The Institute of Man
agement Sciences), and the American Documentation 
Institute. 

The starting gun sounds this month for proposals for 
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Dept. $lO-mi~lion real
time system (see Sept. Business"& Science, this 
month's letters). Proposals will be evaluated by Com
"puter Usage Co., who will recommend action to a spe~ 

cial County Board by mid-February. It looks as if 
there will be four or five bidders, including ITT 
(& 490), IBM (of course), Hughes Dynamics (has 
switched its allegiance from a Univac 490 to an RCA 
301), and the L.A. architectural engineering firm of 
Daniel, Mann~ Johnson & Mendenhall (priming it for 
Computer Sciences & Univac). 

Nobody's talking much, but the swing to centralized dp 
is on full force. A major steel company, other manu
facturing firms are beginning to wipe out b~anch data 
processing centers, which will be replaced by smaller 
scale on-line computers ••• A major consultant is in
vestigating linking its service bureaus ••• Look for 
Max Palevsky's Scientific Data Systems to go public 
next spring ••• We hear that Univac is quoting 8-month 
delivery of 1004's, is producing 45-50 of them a week • 
• ~. An IFIP working group has completed "in essence" 
the specification of a subset and I/O procedures for 
ALGOL '60. Both will be submitted for consideration as 
official parts of the IFIP ALGOL language •••• The Air 
Force's" Electronic Systems Division has asked some 30 
computer manufacturers for "letters of interest" on a 
management data system and computers at five major air 
commands: Air Training, Air Defense, Pacific,Tactical 
and HQ. 
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This machine is talking to a factory in Atlanta 

The typist at this Teletype machine is filling out 
a production order form -just as she would on 
any ordinary typewriter. 

But as she types, an extraordinary thing is 
happening. She is communicating with another 
Teletype machine miles away. The distant ma
chine is following every move she makes with 
robot-like obedience. When she skips three lines, 
it skips three lines. When she types ". ~ . 649K 
APPLY ~TOCKS ... ", the Teletype printer in 
Atlanta will type those same words in the same 
space on an \dentical form. 

Teletype machine can send information to sev
eral destinations at the same time-cross office 
or cross country. 

Remember, too, that when the day's work is 
over, you have a printed record at each location. 
You also have a punched tape record which can 
be fed directly into your computer for further 
data h~ndling. 

For more information, contact: Teletype Cor
poration, Dept. SIL, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, 
Illinois. 

This·type of equipment is made for the Bell System and others who 
require dependable communications at the lowest possible cost. And after production is programmed at the 

factory in Atlanta, YOll can use thifL same ma
chine to send and receive sales orders, payroll 
checks, personnel records, and invoices (as we.ll i: ~ Ai TEL E T V P E® 
as . plain ordinary messages). Also, this single K ~,.,. CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY OF Westun Electric Co~pa"r 
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DATA-PHONE service can tie your organization 

together with a low-cost communications system 
that's thousands of times faster than the mai l

and 16 times faster than people can talk. 
It makes possible business machine "talk" 

over regular telephone lines-at regular telephone 

rates. You can transmit anything that can be 

THE 
FASTEST 
OUTBOX 

IN THE 
WORLD 

pu~ched on cards or tape at speeds up to two 
million words in 24 hours. 

Your people can have all of the information 

they need-'-when they need H. No costly delays. 

No postponed decisions. 
Just call your Communications Consultant at 

you r Bell Telephone Busi ness Office. 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
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TRADE SHOWS: 
PR ... OR PRACTICAL RESULTS? 

Americans have long been noted for their fascination with quantity. Beginning 
with tall tales, they have tried to live their lies, creating or chronicalling the 
tallest buildings, the deepest holes. Nine out of 10 doctors agree ... a TV audi
ence of 30-million ... cast of thousands ... 430 horsepower. 

The information processing community is no exception, of course. Regularly we 
try to count our computer installations, ignoring the worth of their output. In our 
own version of the horsepower race, microseconds give way to nanoseconds as 
we stretch frantically for picoseconds, slighting the more meaningful require
ments of programming, input/output, man-machine relationships. 

Computer technical conferences-trade shows-reHect this confusion of bigger 
with better. Press releases proudly pronounce 50 papers, 100 panelists and 
speakers, 200 exhibitors, 3000 attendants. It's obvious that numbers with twice 
these values would represent a conference twice as meaningful. 

The false prestige of size obscures the true purpose of a technical conference 
-the exchange of information and ideas ... going to listen, to change, to grow. 
Impressed with their own importance, speakers work to stomp out or undermine 
the ideas of those blind enough to disagree with them. And everybody knows that 
an expert doesn't ask questions. 

Size has some other, more down-to-earth implications, too. Nobody can attend 
half the sessions. It's just plain foolish to listen to a man deliver a paper you 
could read at home. The practice of verbal paper summaries with questions and 
discussion by panels of open-minded experts should be widened. Some Euro
pean conferences send out papers in advance of the sessions, which become ques
tion-answer periods. 

Because listening is a one-way learning street, we'd like to see more active 
audience participation, perhaps in the form of «buzz groups" feeding ideas to a 
panel. Topics should be more specifically defined than «current state-of-the-art." 
Such panels-made up of people good at probing, questioning, discussing, work
ing with others-might even come up with some concrete recommendations for 
organizations capable of doing something about them. 

Another thought. How about strengthening some of the excellent regional 
symposia, broadening the base of their sponsoring organizations? The best· papers 
might be selected for presentation at a national conference. Heretically, we~ d like 
to suggest that such a conference-held in a quiet spot conducive to thought and 
work-might even be small. A few carefully screened papers and panels, at
tended by a few hundred bright, open-minded participating people who could 
carry the word back out to the real world. 

Such a National Computing Congress might not be the biggest, loudest or 
swingingest. But it might be better than anything seen yet. 

23 
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[OnTEmpORARY 

The accompanying article on Soviet computers and the 

following Adams' Computer Characteristics charts were 

not designed for side by side comparison. But they 

suggest some of the major distinctions which can be 

made between computing in these two drastically dif

ferent halves of the world. 

As expected, the U. S. free enterprise system has pro

duced a bewildering variety of computer systems, at least 

in name. The Soviet bloc's total output is represented by 

perhaps 18 different families which add up to an esti

mated 1000-2000 machines. 

Technologically, there appears to be approximately a 

three-year gap between the two countries., Major Soviet 

troubles: solid-state and magnetic tape technologies, the CI ( 
lack of any disc development, and, of course, production. 

DATAMATION 
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fl. In the August 1962 issue, Datamation published 

a survey of Soviet computing. Since that time, 
D II • much new information on Soviet computing has 
been assembled from various sources. This is the second 
article on the subject, including what may be the first 
detailed description in the free world of the Soviet M-20 
computer, a machine whose problem-solving ability lies 
between the IBM 709 and 7090. A new machine in the 
URAL series is also described for the first time; this, the 
URAL-4, is presently being installed by the Soviets in 
many computing centers for economic planning and con
trol. The EPOS computer is of Czechoslovakian design. 
The UMShN is a machine designed by V. M. Glushkov's 
group at the Institute of Cybernetics in Kiev for industrial 
process control. Finally, a table summarizes various char
acteristics of a variety of new Soviet designs. 

.the ural-4 digital computer 
The URAL-4 consists· of a main frame and various 

auxiliary units. The main frame contains a control console, 
an arithmetic unit, core store, magnetic drums, and mag 
tapes. Auxiliary equipment includes card and paper tape 
punching and reading equipment, a teleprinter, input and 
output controls, and an alphanumeric line printer. 

It is possible to achieve simultaneous operation l of sev
eral input and output units by means of the I/O unit. The 
number of such I/O units in use will depend on the 
particular problem. 

The URAL-4 machine has a special magnetic tape unit 
which differs from the one on the URAL-2. Later versions 
of the URAL-2 have been retrofitted with this improved 
mag tape. Either 80- or 45-column cards can be used, 
where each row of the card represents one decimal num
ber. The card reader operates at 300 cards per minute, 
and the punch at 50 cpm. 

Five-hole paper tape equipment is a new feature to the 
URAL series, permitting information to be received via 
communication lines from a remote point. The paper tape 
reader operates at 400 alphanumeric characters per second 
and the punch at 8-10 cps. 

The line printer is similar to that of the URAL-2 except 

1 This implies that I/O devices are buffered. 

2 This implies that 10 decimal digits or six alphanumeric characters are 
stored in a 40-bit word. Hence, a four-bit decimal code or a six-bit 
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- the URAL-4 printer is equipped with alphanumeric 
capabilities. The font consists of 63 characters, with 128 
characters to the line; the printing speed is 300 lpm. 
It is also possible to operate this printer to produce 
graphical output. 
. The storage in the machine consists of a core store, 
magnetic drums, and mag tape. The core store accommo
dates 2,048 (40-bit) words, equivalent to 4,096 instruc
tions. Consequently, 20,480 decimal digits or 12,288 alpha
mimeric'characters can be stored.2 

The magnetic drum capacity is 16,384 (40-bit) binary 
words or 32,768 instructions. Hence, the drum can ac
commodate 163,840 decimal digits or 98,304 alphanumeric 
characters. Up to eight drums can be connected to the 
main frame. Average drum transfer rate is 1,000 digits per 
second. 

The mag tape units are special units unique to the 
URAL-4. Each unit holds four reels of tape and each 
reel has a capacity of 262,144 (40-bit) words, or 2,621,-
440 decimal digits, or 1,532,864 alphanumeric characters. 
The transfer rate of the magnetic tape is 2,400 (40-bit) 
words per se'cond.3 

The URAL-4 has greater external storage capacity than 
URAL-2 and has unique instruction formats. The I/O 
systems have also been augmented, and the URAL-4 is 
better able to handle problems in scientific and engineering 
fields and in processing of statistical and planning data. 
It is also intended to aid in giving deeper insight to 
computational problems: The URAL-l and URAL-2 handle 
only scientific and engineering problems. The URAL-4 
main frame does not differ in appearance from the earlier 
-1 and -2 models, but many changes have been made in 
the auxiliary units. ' 

In handling scientific or technical problems, URAL-4 
can carry out some 5,000-6,000 operations per second, but 
in data processing applications its speed is 9,000-10,000 
operations per second. It has both fixed and floating point 
capability; input is via punched cards and teletype paper 
tape in BCD or in binary-coded octal systems. Subroutines 
translate such codes into 'pure binary;· after computation, 

alphanumeric code is being used. 

3 The unique feature of the URAl-4 tape units is that take-up reels are 
used instead of the gravity drop bins used on previous Soviet designs. 
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output is accomplished in the original system. Under 
operating conditions, program and data input is accom
plished with either the card or tape reader, and output 
is via printer, punched card, or punched tape. The in
struction format is single address. 

Power consumption of a URAL-4 configuration is 40-60 
KW; an installation requires 250 square meters. The cool
ing systems require 6,500 cubic feet per minute and 
approximately nine tons of refrigeration. Humidity must 
be maintained between 30 and 70 per cent and the 
temperature at 25° C. 

A URAL-4 costs approximately 850,000 rubles, as com
pared with a URAL-2 which costs 450,000 rubles. Like 
the URAL-2, the URAL-4 is available 18 hours per day 
with the remaining six hours required for maintenance 
and service. 

the epos computer 
The Czechoslovakian computer EPOS was designed in 

late 1959 by Dr. A. Svoboda and J. Oblonsky at the 
Research Institute for Mathematical Machines,' in Prague. 
This computer is a medium-sized decimal machine in-· 
tended to be used for automatic data processing in business 
applications, for scientific technical calculations, and for 
the control of industrial processes. It is a decimal, series
parallel, modular type machine which can process numeri
cal as well as alphabetic data, and includes provisions 
for time-sharing. The speed of EPOS is 18,000 operations 
per second. The time-sharing feature permits up to five 
programs to be active in the machine simultaneously. The 
original version of EPOS uses tubes and diodes of Czech 
manufacture, but the next model will use transistors. These 
machines will be produced by the VE Company ARITMA. 

An EPOS machine has a central unit consisting of a 
control, central memory, sequencer, and console. The cen
tral unit contains no arithmetic ability because the control 
contains logiC for shifting, for some decisions, and for the 
addition and subtraction· of 12-digit decimal numbers in 
fixed point representation. Subroutines are used for multi
plication and division. The central unit plus input and 
output can be regarded as a general-purpose computer. 

The operating store of the machine consists of nickel 
magnetostriction delay lines of five words each, supple
mented by a core store of 1,024 words. Access time to 
both the delay line and the core store is 13 usec. An 
instruction contains one full address for communication 
with the core store, and three addresse,s of one decimal 
digit each for communicating with the delay line store. 

The central unit can be expanded in the following way: 
1. The capacity of the delay line store can be in

creased to nine words. 
2. An arithmetic unit can be connected which executes 

basic fixed or floating point decimal operations. It 
can also handle operations which a central unit 
all)ne is not able to handle. 

3. A drum store of 5,000-50,000 words can be con
nected. 

4. From one to 10 tape units can be connected. 
5. I/O devices can be connected as follows: 
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a. An electric typewriter for input or output. 
b. From one to 10 card readers operating at a 

speed of 14 cards per second. 
c. From one to 10 card punches. 
d. Fr·om one to 10 line printers with a speed of 

four lines per second at 120 characters per line. 
e. Punched paper tape equipment and high-speed 

printers are also planned. 

Internal arithmetic is serial-parallel and has the unusual 
feature that all operation~ are derived from multiplication. 
Numbers are represented internally in the Valach
Svoboda code which implies that arithmetic processes are 
of the no-carry modular kind. 

EPOS has two kinds of time-sharing. The outermost 
time-sharing permits the sequencer to interleave the 
simultaneous processing of up to five programs. Inner 
time-sharing permits the parallel execution of some in
structions in a program while multiplication and division 
are being executed. 

There is automatic correction of errors in the transmis
sion of information between the store and the arithmetic 
processes. Special logic permits the detection and cor
rection of errors in the main circuits of the arithmetic 
operations. 

The EPOS computer contains 2,400 tubes, 15,200 ger
manium diodes, 2,500 resistors, and 6,800 capacitors. Its 
operation times, in microseconds, follow: 

Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 

Fixed Floating 
52 130 

208 234 
1196 1209 

With Internal 
Time-Sharing 

Fixed Floating 

65 104 
52 91 

the umshn broad-scope control machine 
The UMShN has a wide range of applications, including, 

for example: 
a. Controlling and checking a number of industrial 

operations which are concentrated in a small area 
and do not lend themselves to optimal control by 
normal methods of automation; 

b. Automating processes in accordance with alogrith
mized technological processes; 

c. As a gp computer. 
The final decision for using the UMShN to control a 

specific system must be based on a consideration of the 
requirements which the system places on a digital com
puter and on the parameters of the UMShN. In this 
regard, it must be noted that the machine has several 
configurations which alter its parameters and, further
more, it" is possible to select a minimum configuration. 
An UMShN configuration can also be chosen to provide 
a specific amount of reserve capacity in case the details 
of the control process are insufficiently understood. 

General Technical Characteristics 
The UMShN is related to high volume production ma

chines. Its general structural scheme is shown in Fig. 1. 
The external appearance of a minimum machine is shown 
in Fig. 2. The small dimensions of the UMShN result from 
the use of transistors, ferrite ·cores, and other radiotech
nological details. 

The machine consists of three structurally isolated parts: 
(1) the communication unit (US) for interaction between 
the controlled process and the operator; (2) the compu
tational unit (VCh), which includes the arithmetic section, 
the store, and control; and (3) the I/O unit (UVV) for 
inputting data and the routine which controls the action 
of the machine, and also the output of printed information 
to the operator. 

The computational unit is actually a general-purpose, 
digital, high-speed, asynchronous, two-address parallel 
machine with a magnetic core operating store. Supple
mentary memory blocks can be added. Read-only memory 
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blocks may be added to the machine and are based on a 
wired-in transformer technology.4 Mag tape units may 
be added to the computational unit. The routine for the 
machine may be stored in any part of any of the storage 
devices. 

Teletype paper tape which is photo-optically read is 
used by the I/O unit for accepting initial data and the 
routine. Tape punching is done by the ST A-35 telegraphic 
device. Printing is done on either a "Reinmetall" type
writer or on a high-speed digital printer. The computa
tional unit together with the I/O unit can be used as a 
gp machine. 

The communication unit is a telemechanical pre-proces
sor which provides the machine with communication capa
bility between the operator and the process he controls. 
Besides the basic unit, there is an operator's console with 
keys, signal lights, and the usual clock. In using the 
manual keys, the operator can input to the communication 
unit various information. Binary and analog signal trans
mitters are. hooked directly into the communication unit 
channels. It is possible to attach a remote control system 
directly to the output channels of the communication unit; 
digital control information is then passed directly. The 
communication unit, which contains an electronic clock 
directly readable by the machine, is not intended to be 
used independently of the UMShN since it is controlled 
by commands from the computational unit. 

The inputting and outputting of information via the 
communication unit occur only if specific provision is made 
for such activity by corresponding instructions in the 
machine's routine. By using input instructions, it is possible 
to: 

a. Interrogate the analog and binary signal transmitters 
connected to the communication unit; 

b. Interrogate the key units on the operator's console 
which are intended for such purposes as inputting 
decimal numbers to the communication unit, for in
dicating the status of the machine's operation, or for 
calling a special print-out of interrogated parameters; 

c. Interrogate the electronic clock located in the com-
munication unit. 

Input instructions can also be used to enter instructions or 
addresses for regulators, to switch on and switch off the 

Figure 1: the UMShN structural schematic 
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binary regulating channels and corresponding signal lights 
on the operators console, to control a status register in the 
communication unit by inserting in it a new code. 

Basic Parameters of Communication Unit (US) 
a. A maximum of 250 channels for interrogating analog 

4 This appears to be the same read-only store technology which was 
previously in the KIEV machine, also designed by Glushkov's group at 
the I nstitute of Cybernetics. 
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signal transmitters is provided. 
b. Such a transmitter can be interrogated in two milli

seconds. 
c. The accuracy of conversion from analog to digital 

is 0.4 per cent. 
d. Up to 400 channels are provided for input of 

binary information. 
e. The interrogation of the binary input transmitters 

is 28 milliseconds. 
f. The instructions to various regulators and the ad

dresses of these regulators are written in binary 
code in a 17 -place output register. The mapping 
between the various addresses and the regulators 
which they control is arbitrary. 

g. The number of channels for sending binary informa
tion to remote control circuits is 30. 

h. The operator's' console has three groups of key units 
allowing input to the communication unit of: 
(1) six-digit decimal words, the mantissa and sign 

of which are arbitrarily arranged within the six 
digits; 

(2) thirty indicators for calling a special printout of 
selected parameters; 

(3) six status indicators. 
i, A time register accumulates seconds, minutes, and 

hours to a maximum of 24 hours. 

Figure 2: the UMShN computer 
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Console 
~ 

I/O 

Computer Unit 
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j. The restrictions on the signals connected to the com
munication unit are as follows: 
(1) the analog signals must stay within the limits 

of 5-25 milliamperes or 0-25 volts; 
(2) the signal source mus~ tolerate a loading of 

3,000 ohms; 
(3) the internal resistance of the source must not 

exceed 1,000 ohms; 
(4) the binary signal sources must have outputs 

I 
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at 0 or 12 volts arid an internal resistance of 
1,500 ohms. 

k. Remote control blocks are not included within the 
communication complex. When using remote control 
blocks with this machine, the loading on the cells 
of the communication output register must be con
sidered. The instructions to various regulators are 
passed through the communication output register. 

machine configuration is 512 (26-bit) words. The 
maximum number of additional storage blocks is 
three. 

d. The, capacity of a supplementary block of read-only 
storage is 512 (26-bit) words. The maximum num
ber of additional read-'only blocks is six. The read 
time of this storage is approximately 9 usec. 

e. The capacity 'of a block of information on mag tape 
is 200,000 (26-bit) words. Search time to a zone 
is 75 seconds I on the average, and the flow rate is 
500 words per second. 

1. Possible modifications of the control unit are as 
follows: 
(1) If only a small number of analog signals are 

transmitted to the communication unit, it is pos
sible to eliminate the unused points in the scan
ning commutator; 

(2) When it is necessary to have a large number 
of channels for passing binary signals to remote 
coIitrol circuits, it is possible to use the output 
register with the addition of a decoder and a 

, corresponding control circuit; 
(3) When it is necessary to substantially increase 

the number of special calls for print-out, a key
board for inputting decimal words instead of a 
keyboard for sending calls to the printer can be 
provided; 

(4) It is also possible to sub-connect key-type trans
mitters which will open or shut a selected input 
channel. 

£. The instruction format is two-address, and there are 
25 basic and 36 modifiable operations (a total of 
61). Of that number, seven operations are for pro
viding the machine with communication to the oper
ator control system. 

g. Time to complete arithmetic operations, taking into 
consideration the time for storage consultation, is 
(in microseconds): 

Operation Minimum Average Maximum 
Addition or 29.5 43.5 57.5 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 31.5 213.5 395.5 
Division 379.5 393.5 407.5 

Basic Parameters of the Computing Unit (VCh) 

These times depend on such things as the indexing 
of an operation, the distribution of digits in the 
numbers for multiplication, and the completion times 
for other operations. In transferring to. a computer 
routine in floating point, the completion time for 
the operation is increased approximately 10-fold. 

a. The machine word is 26 bits in length. When ,writing 
numbers, the high~order digit of the word is dropped. 

b. Arithmetic processes are fixed point with the decimal 
point before the high-order digit. 

c. The capacity of the operating store for a, minimum 
h. The basic registers' in the arithmetic unit have five 

additional positions each. The machine uses an 
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M-20 

Razdan-2 

ERA, 
Commercial 
Calculator 
Minsk-2* 
Scientific and 
engineering use 
Minsk-21 ** 
Minsk-22** 

Minsk-11 *** 

Minsk-12*** 

Minsk-14*** 

* A transistor version of Minsk-1. 

Point, Power, Instruction Format, 
Circuits, Size 

Binary, 3-address, fixed and floating, 
4500 tubes, 35,000 diodes, 50 KW, 
370 sq m 
2-address, fixed and floating, tran· 
sistors and cores, 2.1 x 1.8x 1 me
ters,3 KW 
Binary, single address, fixed, 4000 
tubes 

Binary, ,2-address, fixed and floating, 
transistor 

Same 
Same 

Saine except fixed only, alphanu
meric, 800 tubes, 96 diodes 

Same 

Same 

**Various configurations of Minsk-2. 

Store, Access Time, Word Length 
Primary: 4K (45 bits) words core, 6 
usec. Aux: 3 magnetic drums of 4K 
words ea, 4 tapes of 75K words each 
Primary: 2K (38 bits) words core, 25 
usec. Aux: Mag tape-120K words, 
128 zones 
Primary: 4K words core, 13 usec. 
Aux: 5 mag tapes-200K words 

Primary:4K or 8K words core, 30 
usec. Aux:Mag tape-400K words 

Same 
Same except 8K words core and 
1,600K words tape 
Primary: 1 K (31 bits) words core. 
Aux: Mag tape-65K words 

Same except 2K words core, 262K 
words tope 
Same 

***Various configurations of Minsk-l. 
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abbreviated multiplication and division procedure. 
i. Numbers are stored in sign-magnitude representa

tion. A plus sign is represented by digit 0 and a 
minus sign by digit 1. 

j. In the addition, subtraction, modulus subtraction, 
and division operations, negative numbers are tem
porarily transformed into complement representation. 
In other operations, arithmetic is carried out in sign
magnitude representation. 

The computing unit is governed by a routine written 
in either the operating or read-only storage. If the routine 
is written on mag tape, it must be transferred into the 
operating store before its execution. 

Basic Parameters of I/O Unit (UVV) 

a. Information for the operator is printed in rows on 
a paper roll 450 millimeters wide at a maximum 
speed of seven alphanumeric characters per second. 
Printing may be done in either black or red with a 
specified number of tabular positions per line. 
Spacing between successive characters is 2.6 milli
meters. Maximum number of characters per line is 
150 to 165. 

b. The initial input of the routine and numerical mate
rial to the operating store of UMShN uses six-channel 
punched paper tape. The I/O unit is activated by a 
special button on the console. The initial address 
of the operating unit to be loaded is also specified 
from the console. Loading proceeds sequentially 
from that initial address and continues until the tape 
is exhausted. A maximum of 2,048 numbers or com
mands can be loaded. Tape speed is one meter per 
second, which corresponds to an input rate of 40 
instructions or 45 numbers per second. Instructions 
are input in octal form, and numerical information 
in BCD form using six decimal characters per word. 

the m-20 computer 
The M-20 is a three-address, fixed and floating point, 

binary computer intended for general scientific and engi
neering applications. The number of instructions in the 
repertoire is 52. It has a store of 4,096 words of 45 
bits each. Access time to the store is six usec. Storage 
elements are type BT-1 magnetic cores whose dimensions 
are 2.1 x 1.4 x 0.85 millimeters and whose magnetic 
characteristics are coercive force 1.25 oersteds, remenant 
flux 2300 gauss, saturation flux density 2500 gauss, square
ness ratio 0.92, signal-to-noise ratio 10. The core store 
is driven by a magnetic switch using type K-28 switch 
cores whose dimensions are 3 x 2 x 1 millimeters and 
whose magnetic properties are coercive force 1.5 oersteds, 
remenant flux 2600 gauss, saturation flux 2800 gauss, 
squareness ratio 0.93, signal-to-noise ratio 11. The store 
physically consists of 32 cases, each of which contains the 
storage cores and magnetic switches for 130 (48-bit) 
words. Only 128 (45-bit) words in each case are used; 
the others are provided as spares. 

Three magnetic drums of 4,096 words each are pro
vided, and there are four mag tapes of 75,000 words 
each (a total of 300,000 words). The flow rate between 
the magnetic core and drum is 12,000 words per second, 
and between the magnetic core and tape, 2,800 words 
per second. The machine, depending on configuration, con
tains, 3,740 to 4,500 vacuum tubes, 2,500 to 3,500 diodes. 
The power requirement is 50 KW, and a floor area of 
370 square meters is needed. 

Operation times are as follows: fixed point addition and 
subtraction, 28.5 usec; multiplication, 70 usec; division, 
1,365 usec. 

Input is from 80-column punched cards at a speed of 
60 cards per minute. Output is to 80-column punched 
cards at a speed of 30 cpm or to a line-printer at 20 words 
per second. • 
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Speed Input Output 
20,000 operations 80 column cards-60 cpm 80 column cards-30 cpm, 
per sec (see text) line printer-20 lines per sec 

5,000 operations Paper tape photo-reader Printer-20 lines 
per sec 35 words per sec per sec 

+-65 usec Cards-150 cpm Printer 
X-104 usec 
+ -429 usec 
+-250 usec Paper tape photo-reader Alphanumeric printer-
X-1400 usec 800 cps 20 lines/sec. 
+-1500 usec Tape printer-20 cps 
Same 80-column cards 80-co!umn punch 
Same Same Alphanumeric printer 

Same Alphanumeric information in international code In international code CCIT-2 
CCIT-2. Teletype STA-2N~7 cps, or LTA-57- or in code of Minsk-11 printer 
10 cps. Card reader SV-800 cps BPN-20-20 cps 

Same Same 

Same Same Printer-5 lines per sec, 
95 char per line 
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For the fourth consecutive yedr, Charles W. Adams Assoc. 
Inc. offers Datamation readers material from its Computer 
Characteristics QJarteriy. Now in its fourth year of publica
tion, the Quarterly catalogs salient features of virtually ali 
stored-program, electronic digital computers commercially
available throughout the free world. Last May, Datamation 

ONCE AGAIN • • • 
by CHARLES W. ADAMS 

0
' The leaves have turned once again in New 

England, Los Angeles swelters once again in its 
fall heat wave, the FJCC has defected to the 

West, and on the following pages Adams Associates once 
again makes its small offering to the computing fraternity 
as far as Datamation's readers can be said to represent it. 

A tabulation of the salient features of all general pur
pose, stored-program digital computers commercially avail
able in the free world has obvious interest for many 
readers. Just how great was the interest we learned shortly 
after we published the, Computer Characteristics Chart, 
in September 1960, as part of a brochure describing our 
EDP consulting, programming and educational services. 

Eighteen thousand copies of the chart were mailed in 
response to over 8,000 written requests before it became 
evident to· us that if more requests were to be honored 
and the data were to be kept current, a charge would 
have to be made. Ergo, the appearance in February 1961 
of the first issue of the Adams Associates Computer Char
acteristics Quarterly in the plastic-bound pocket-sized 
edition with which so many are now well acquainted. 

Sin~e its inception the contents of the Quarterly has 
doubled twice - once through a twofold increase in the 
number of general purpose systems on the U.S. market, 
and again by the introduction of three new sections: 

II. Systems manufactured in the United States with 
general-purpose capabilities but used principally 
in process control, message switching and other 
specialized applications 

III. Unclassified systems developed for the Department 
of Defense and other U.S. Government agencies 
but having some degree of general interest 

IV. General-purpose computers manufactured in 
countries other than the United States 

The price of the Quarterly has, as an unfortunate corol
lary, doubled once, to $10 a year for a subscription and 
$3.50 for a single issue in either the pocket- or the 
standard-sized (8%" x II") edition. 

The original chart, reprinted in the November 1960 
issue of Datamation, listed 15 vacuum-tube and 28 solid
state systems. The former have not increased in number 
since then (aside from a decision to include the granddaddy 
of them all - the vintage 1951 Univac) and their charac
teristics have been omitted from this reprint although they 
still appear as Section V of the Quarterly. The solid-state 
systems, however, have increased considerably, from the 
original 28 to 45 in Datamation's November 1961 reprint 
of the Quarterly, to 60 in November 1962, and to 75 in 
this issue. 

The new systems announced during the past year, in
cidentally, number 21 rather than the apparent 15, since 
three computers which appeared in the 1962 reprint have 
been transferred to new sections of the Quarterly; two are 
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reprinted Sections II, III and IV of the Quarterly, which de
scribe process control, unclassified U.S. military, dnd for
eign gp systems, respectively. Material on the following 

. pages is from September 1963's Section I, solid-state com
puters. Omitted for the first time from these pages is Sec-
tion V, vacuum-tube systems. 0 

./ 

no longer offered (General Mills AD/ECS 37 and ASI 
420); two announced since last year have ,likewise been 
withdrawn (Epsco 275 and Philco 4100); and the Philco 
2000 model 210 has been listed separately from the model 

.212. The surviVIng 19 new computers: IBM 709411, 7010, 
1460 and 1440; GE 235 and 215; DEC PDP-5 and 
PDP-6; Univac 1050; RCA 3301; Honeywell 1400; Hughes 
330; SDS 9300; National 315-100; PB 440; ASI 2100; 
TRW 230; LGP 21; and HW 15K. 

It is interesting to note that the number of new general
purpose systems announced each year has held fairly 
steady at between 15 and 20, so that each issue of the 
Quarterly generally· includes four or five new systems as 
well as substantial changes in 12 to 15 of those already 
listed. It may also be of interest, though perhaps not 
significant, that while the total number of computers in 
Section I (adjusted for shifting between sections) increased 
nearly 30 per cent (from 58 to 75) during the past year, 
the number which rent for from $4,000 to $16,000 monthly 
increased 33 per cent (from 18 to 24) and those under 
$4,000 increased 41 per cent '(from 17 to 24), both at 
the expense of the systems over $16,000, which increased 
a mere 17 per cent (from 23 to 27). 

On entering the fourth year of its publication, we in 
Adams Associates are pleased that the Quarterly is being 
increasingly used not only by those in the computing 
fraternity to whom I referred earlier, but also by a wide 
range of professional and business executives who, though 
not actively engaged in electronic data processing, feel 
nonetheless the need and desire to keep abreast of new 
developments and applications of computing machinery. 
\Ve would aDDreciate any suggestions you might have for 
enhancing th~ value of -the -Quarterly to you or to this 
other group. 

Mr. Adams served as dp ad
viser to both Westinghouse 
Electric in Pittsburgh and Cre
ole Petroleum Corp. in Caracas, 
Venezuela, before joining John 
T. Gilmore Jr. in the formation 
of Adams Assoc. late in 1959. 
He was with the MIT Digital 
Computer Lab while still an 
undergrad in 1947, and be
came head of scientific and. 
engineering computation two 
years later. During that time, 
he received a as in physics 
and MS in math. 
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VACUUM-TUBE SYSTEMS* 

1951 
Mar - Univac I 

1953 
Apr -IBM 701 

1954 
Jul - Burroughs 205 
Dec -IBM 650 

1955 
Feb -IBM 702 
Aug - CDC G-15 
Dec -IBM 704 

? -Alwac IIIE 
? - Burroughs E-IOl 

1956 
Jan -IBM 705 
Mar - Univac 1103A 
Sep - RPC lGP 30 
Dec -IBM 70S, II 

1957 
Nov -IBM RAMAC 305 
Nov - Univac II 

1958 
Jan - Univac File Computer 
Sep -IBM 709 
Sep - Univac 1105 
Dec - Burroughs 220 

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING 
1958 

Nov - Philco 2000-210 
Nov - Recomp II 

1959 
Jun -IBM 70S, III 
Nov - NCR 304 
Nov - RCA 501 

1960 
Jan - Control Data 1604 
Jan - General Precision l-3000 
Jan - Univac SS 80/90 
Mar - Philco 2000-211 
May - Monrobot XI 
May - Univac larc 
Jun -IBM 7070 
Jun -IBM 7090 
Jul - Control Data 160 
Sep - IBM 1401 
Oct - IBM 1620 
Nov - DEC PDP-l 
Nov - General Electric 210 
Nov - RPC-4000 
Dec - Honeywell 800 
Dec - Packard Bell 250 

SOLID-STATE SYSTEMS 

1961 
Jan - General Electric 225 
Feb - RCA 301 
Apr - CDC G-20 
Apr - NCR 310 
May - Computer Control DDP-19 
May -IBM 7030 Stretch 
May - NCR 390 
Jun - Recomp III 
Jul - CDC 160A 
Aug -CDC 924 
Sep - Burroughs B250 
Sep -IBM 7080 
Nov -IBM 1410 
Dec - Honeywell 400 
Dec -IBM 7074 
Dec - Univac 490 

1962 
Jan - NCR 315 
Jan - Univac File Computer II 
Mar -IBM RAMAC 305 II 
Apr -ASI 210 
Jun -IBM 7072 
Jun - Univac III 
Jul - Burroughs B260-270-280 
Jul - DEC PDP-4 
Aug -SDS 910 
Sep -IBM 7094-1 
Sep -SDS 920 
Sep - Univac 1107 
Nov - RCA 601 

1963 
Jan -AS1420 
Feb - Burroughs B5000 
Feb -H-W 15K 
Feb - Philco 2000-212 
Mar - General Precision lGP-21 
Apr - CDC 3600 
Apr - IBM 7040 
Jun - Computer Control DDP-24 
Jun - Philco 1000 
Jun - Thompson Ramo 

Wooldridge 230 
Jul - IBM 7044 
Sep - Packard Bell 440 
Sep - Univac 1004 
Sep - Univac 1050 
Oct - DEC PDP-5 
Oct - IBM 1460 
Nov - Honeywell 1800 
Nov -IBM 1440 
Dec - ASI 2100 
Dec - Honeywell 1400 
Dec - SDS 9300 

? - Hughes Aircraft H-330 
? - RCA 601 
? - General Electric 215 

1964 
Jan - IBM 7010 
Apr -IBM 7094-11 
Jun - CDC 6600 
Jul - DEC PDP-6 
Nov - National 315-100 

? - RCA 3301 
"Many computers delivered in 1953 through 1958 but no longer being produced have not been included in this list. The IBM 701 and 702 are not in the chart but appear here as landmarks_ 

ADVANCED 
SCIENTIFIC 
Advanced Scientific Instruments 
5249 Hanson Court 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

ASI 210 ............. 37 
ASI 2100 ........... 37 

AUTONETICS 
Autonetics, A Division of 
North American Aviation 
Company 
3584 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles 5, California 

Recomp II. _ .......... 37 
Recomp III .......... 38 

BURROUGHS 
Burroughs Corporation 
6071 Second Avenue 
Detroit 32, Michigan 

B250 ............... 37 
B260, B270, B280 .... 36 
B5000 .............. 35 

COMPUTER CONTROL 
Computer Conttol Corporation 
2251 Barry Avenue 
Los Angeles 64, California 

DDP-24 ............. 37 

CONTROL DATA 
Control Data Corporation 
8100 34th Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

160 ................ 38 
160A ............... 37 
924 ................ 35 
1604 ............... 34 
3600 ............... 33 
6600 ............... 33 
G-20 ............... 35 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
Main Stteet 
Maynard, Massachusetts 

PDP-l .............. 37 
PDP-4 .............. 38 
PDP-5 .............. 38 
PDP-6 .............. 36 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
General Electric Corporation 
13430 N. Black Canyon 

Highway 
Phoenix, Arizona 

210 ................ 35 
215 ................ 36 
225 ................ 36 
235 ................ 35 
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GENERAL PRECISION 
Commercial Computer Division 
General Precision, Inc. 
101 West Alameda A venue 
Burbank, California 

L-3000 .............. 33 
LGP-21 ............. 38 
RPC 4000 ........... 38 

HONEYWELL 
Monneapolis-Honeywell 

Regulator Company 
60 Walnut Street 
Wellesley Hills 81, 

Massachusetts 
400 ................ 36 
800 ................ 34 
1400 ............... 35 
1800 ............... 34 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Fullerton, California 

H-330 .............. 33 

H-W 
H-W Electronics, Inc. 
14 Huron Drive 
Natick, Massachusetts 

15K ................ 38 

IBM 
International Business 

Machines Corporation 
590 Madison Avenue 
New York 22, New York 

1401 ............... 36 
1410 ............... 35 
1440 ............... 38 
1460 ............... 36 
1620 ............... 38 
7010 ............... 35 
7030 (STRETCH) .... 33 
7040 ............... 35 
7044 ............... 34 
7070 ............... 34 
7072 ............... 35 
7074 ............... 34 
7080 ............... 33 
7090 ............... 33 
7094, Model I ........ 33 
7094, Model II ....... 33 

INDEX 

MONROE 
Monroe Calculating Machine 

Co. 
555 Mitchell Street 
Orange, New Jersey 

Monrobot XI ......... 38 

NATIONAL 
National Cash Register 

Company 
Dayton 9, Ohio 

304 ................. 35 
310 ................ 37 
315 ................ 36 
315-100 ............ 36 
390 ................ 38 

PACKARD BELL 
Packard Bell Company 
1905 Armacost Avenue 
Los Angeles 25, California 

PB 250 ............. 38 
PB 440 ............. 37 

PHILCO 
Philco Corporation 
A Subsidiary of Ford 

Motor Co. 
3900 Welsh Road 
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania 

1000 ............... 36 
2000~10 ....... ; .... 34 
2000-211 ............ 34 
2000-212 ............ 33 

RCA 
Radio Corporation of America 
Camden, New Jersey 

~g} ::::::::::::::: J~ 
601 ................ 34 
3301 ............... 35 

SCIENTIFIC DATA 
Scientific Data Systems 
1542 Fifteenth Street 
Santa Monica, California 

SDS 910 ............ 38 
SDS 920 ............ 37 
SDS 9300 ........... 36 

THOMPSON RAMO 
WOOLDRIDGE 
TRW Computer Division 
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, 

Inc. 
8433 Fallbrook Avenue 
Canoga Park, California -

TRW 230 ........... 37 

UNIVAC 
Univac Division 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
315 Park Avenue South 
New York 10, New York 

490 ................ 34 
1004 ............... 38 
1050 ............... 36 
1107 ............... 33 
LARC ............... 33 
SS 80/90 I, II ....... 36 
UIII ................ 34 

PUBLISHED AND COPYRIGHTED <@1963) BY 

charles w. adarn.s associates inc. 
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EXPLANATION OF COLUMN HEADINGS 
Monthly Rental 

Typical 

Range 

First Delilmy 

Month and Year 

Processor Spud 

The purchase price usually is equal to from forty to 
fifty times the monthly rental, though in the case of 
manufacturers who prefer to sell their equipment or 
lease it through an agency, the fraction is as low as 
thirty. (Monthly rental information appears only in 
Sections I, IV and V.) 

What a customer might pay for a system with basic 
peripheral equipment and, if available, magnetic tapes. 

The first figure in parentheses is the cost, in thou~ands 
of dollars, of the minimum useful configuration. The 
second figure, where given, is the approximate cost of 
the maximum configuration likely to be ordered. 

The date on which the first operating installation was 
or will be made. 

The effective speed of the central processor is measured 
roughly by some hard-to-determineaverage of the add 
time and cycle time, lightly salted with the number of 
instruction addresses. In addition. such features as 
instruction look-ahead, overlapped core memory banks, 
asynchronous memory and others referred to in the 
computer footnotes influence the over-all computing 
speed of a system. 

Complete Add Time The time required to acquire and execute one fixed
in Microseconds point add instruction. Where add time is faster than 

or equal to cycle time in other than core memory 
machines, maximum optimization has been assumed. 

Storage Cycle Time For core storage, the total time to read and restore; 
in Microseconds for drum or other serial storage, the total time for one 

full revolution. 

Internal Storage 

Capacity in Words 

Type. 

Logic 

Word Size 

I nstr. Addresses 

Magnetic Tape 

The internal storage capacity is measured by multi
plying the number of words by the word length, 
throwing in an extra factor of three to four if the words 
are decimal or four to six if they are alphabetic. 

The number of words of addressable internal storage 
available or the number of characters in character
addressable systems where the word size is shown as 1. 
In both, K represents thousands. 

The type of memory, namely, core, drum or fast (the 
last indicating a serial type area of fast access secondary 
storage). For example, "32K core" means that 32,000 
words of magnetic core are available. 

Each computer has its own instruction code and other 
logical specifications which affect the speed and ease of 
programming. Any unusual instruction code features 
are mentioned in the computer footnotes. The "Other 
Features" columns also contain some information which 
gives further insight into logic. 

The number and type of digits comprising one storage 
word (a = alphanumeric, six, seven or eight binary 
digits, deperiding on parity and addressing logic; d = 
decimal, four binary digits; b = binary, one binary 
digit). 

The number of separate storage addresses in a con
ventional instruction. 

Tape file effectiveness is measured by characters per 
second but with a number of qualifications, including 
buffering. 

Thousands of Char- The transfer rate between the computer and magnetic 
acters per Second tape, measured in six-bit characters (one alphabetic, 

one decimal, or six binary digits) unless otherwise noted. 

Buffering 

Maximum Units 
Attachable 

32 

The letters in parentheses indicate that combinations 
of reading magnetic tape (R), writing it (W), and com
puting (C) can be performed simultaneously. (M) 
indicates that multiple simultaneous operations are 
possible. 

The largest number of units which can be attached to 
and addressed by the computer. 

Random Access File In most instances this is considered as auxiliary storage 
which is addressable by groups of words rather than 
by individual words. 

Capacity 

Access Time 
in Milliseconds 

Peripheral Devices 

Cards per Minute 
In-Out 

The maximum number of characters available (M 
representing millions) in an external mass storage unit 
such as tape loop, drum or disc. The type of characters 
and the characteristics of the storage unit are shown in 
the computer footnotes. Where the units attachable 
are virtually unlimited, the numbers shown are for one 
unit; otherwise they are for the total of all units which 
can be attached. 

The time required to locate a single record, including 
read-write head positioning and normal rotational 
access time (i. e., half the revolution time for drum 
and disc storage). 

If other standard input-output devices are available in 
addition to cards, paper tape and printers, they are 
referred to in the computer footnotes. 

The maximum number of cards which can be read or 
punched on-line by the computer in the time stated. 

Paper Tape Char- The maximum number of characters which can be read 
acters per Second or punched on-line by the computer in the time stated. 

In - Out 

Printer 
Lines per Minute 

The maximum number of lines which can be printed 
by the computer in the time stated. Unless otherwise 
specified in the computer footnotes, each line is consid
ered to be 120 columns wide. 

Off-line Equipment Reference is made, by name or model number, to a 
smaller satellite computer which can be used to prepare 
input to or process output from the main system. 
"Same" means that on-line peripheral equipment can 
be disconnected from and used independently of the 
central computer. 

Other Features 

Program Interrupt A check hI) indicates the availability of a special 
feature which, on the occurrence or completion of an 
external operation, causes a new program sequence to 
be initiated. 

Index Registers The number represents the maximum special registers 
whose contents may be added to the address portion of 
an instruction to form an effective instruction address. 

Indirect Addressing A check (,;) indicates the availability of a special 
feature which permits the use of the specified address 
as the effective address ior an instruction. 

Floating-point Arith. This can be programmed in any system, of course, even 
though not a built-in feature. However, only where 
floating-point arithmetic is integral to the machine is 
this capability indicated by a check (';). 

Console Typewriter 0 refers to a device capable of printing alphanumeric 
characters at the console; I/O refers to a console key
board capable of supplying data to the computer and 
actuating the printer. 

Software Software comprises standard programs used to compile 
symbolic programs from statements in a problem
oriented language, assemble machine-language from 
symbolic programs, and aid in the operation and testing 
of programs written by the ultimate users of the com
puters. The best known are the compilers, especially 
those which accept procedural statements expressed in 
COBOL, ALGOL or FORTRAN source language. 
This information appears only in Sections I, IV and V. 

Algebraic Compiler The month and/or the year in which such a compiler 
became or will be available is shown in the computer 
data and the name of the compiler indicated in the 
footnotes. ' 

Business Compiler The information is presented in the same format as that 
for algebraic compilers. 
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IBM 7030 
STRETCH 

UNIVAC LARC 

CONTROL DATA 
6600 

IBM 7094 
MODEL II 

'IBM 7094 
MODEL I 

IBM 7090 

IBM 7080 

CONTROL DATA 
3600 

HUGHES 
AIRCRAFT 
H-330 

GENERAL 
PRECISION 
L-3000 

PHILCO 2000 
Model 212 

UNIVAC 1107 

$160,000\ 5/61 1.5C 2.2 16-262 K core 64b 
1 

62 256 
MRWCJ 

710M 1000 
132M 250 

CD 

c 
:e 

GOO 1401 v 16 .; .; I/O 

A. Computer no longer marketed. C. Instruction look-ahead and overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. 
output under separate control. M. Access time varies from 51 to 231 milliseconds I depending on file organization. 

$135,OOOA 
(135- ) 

5/GO 4 10-97K core 12d 
1 

25 40 
MRWCJ 

36ML 
68 

N p Q R 99 .; .; I/O 

Q) 

.~ 
Co) 

'" Q) 
c 
.~ 

a:a 

]. Input-

A. Computer no longer marketed. C; Instruction look-ahead and overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. ]. Input
output under control of a separate computer and it is possible to add a second computing unit. L. Up to 24 drums of 250,000 words each. 
N, P, Q, R. All UNIVAC peripheral equipment (including high-speed film printer) can be used.' • 

$120,000 6/64 .7 .7 16-262K core 60b 30-83 1000 350 1000 .;.; .; .; 
1 MRWC 250 110 

Note. Preliminary information not confirmed by manufacturer. System has not been formally announced by CDC. 

$76000 4/64 1.4 1.4 32K core 3Gb 15-170H 80 280L 250 150 1401 .; 7'; .; 
(72~131) 2.8C 17500 186K drum 1 MRWCJ lGO 100 14GO 

6/63x 6/63Y 

C. Instruction look ahead and interleaved core memory banks allow increased internal speed. H. See information on tape speeds 
(IBM 7090 and 7080). 1. Data channels (up' to eight) are separate input-output controls for up to ten tape units or peripheral equip
ments. L. IBM 1301 (lisc file has 56 million BCD characters per unit (up to five units). X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL, 
COMmercial TRANslator. 

$70,000 9/62 40 2 32K core 36b 15-170H 80 280ML 250 150Q 1401.; 7'; .; v 9/62x 12/62Y 

(66-106) 17500 186K drum 1 MRWCJ 160 100 1460 
C. Instruction look-ahead allows increased internal speed. H. See information on tape speeds (IBM 7090 and IBM 7080). ]. Data 
channels (up to eight) are separate input-output controls for up to ten tape units or peripheral equipments. L. IBM 1301 disc file 
has 56 million BCD characters per unit (up to five units). Q. Off-line printing of 600 or 1100 lpm per printing unit available. 
V. Double-precision floating point available. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL, COMmercial TRANslator.' . 

$63.000 6/60 4.4 2.2 32K core 3Gb 15-170H 80 280ML 250 150Q 1401 .; 3'; .; /59x 12/62Y 

(60-100) 17500 186K drum 1 MRWCJ 1GO 100 14GO 
H. For all 7000 series, 729 II tape units operate at 15K and 41.6K while 729 IV tape units operate at 22.5K and 62.5K. 729 V and 729 VI 
tape units (with 800 characters per inch density) operate at 60K and 90K, respectively. (See IBM 7080.) ]. Data channels (up to eight) 
are separate input-output controls for up to ten tape units. L. IBM 1301 disc file has 56 million BCD characters per unit (up to five storage 
units). Q. Off-line printing 600 or 1100 lpm per unit. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61, COMmercial TRANslator (9/61). 

$55,000 9/61 l1C 2 80-1GOK core la 15-170H 40 280ML 250 500 -Q 1401 .; - 0 .; - I/O 8/61x 12/61Y 

(40-73) 11K core 1 MRWC . 1GO 100 1460 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. H. The IBM 7340 (1963 delivery) Hypertape Drive, with cartridge load, will read in both 
directions or write 170,000 alphabetic (or 340,000 numeric) characters per second. (For 729 tape speeds, see IBM 7090.) L. IBM 1301 
disc file. Q. Off-line printing 600 or 1100 lpm per unit. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. 

$55,000 4/63 2C 1.5 32-262K core 48b 30-83H 4096K 120M 1000 350 1000 160A .; 6'; .; v 4/63x 4/63Y 

(40-75) 10 MRWCJ 100 250 110 
C. Overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed., G. Instructions stored two per word. H. CDC Model 606 or IBM 729 
tape units. T. Data channels (up to eight) are separate input-output controls for tape units and other periIJheral equipment. K. Mag-
netic tapes are IBM compatible. V~ Double-precision floating point available. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL. 

$53,000 /63 1.8c 1.8 16-131 K core 48bF 30-83 128 1500 350 1000 same .; B 24T'; .; I/O /63x 
(35- ) 1 MRWC 300 110 
C. Instruction look-ahead and overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. F. Word size is optional; may be 24b, 30b, 
36b or 48b. S. Forty-nine levels of program interrupt available. T. Also 24 decrement registers. X. FORTRAN IV. 
Note. Preliminary information not v~rified by publisher. 

$50,000 1/60 16C 4-64K core 8a 50 1023 200M 200 350 1000 .;.; 11 .; .; I/O 
(25- ) 10 MRWC 90 foo 60 same 
C. Full cycle time; instruction look-ahead and overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. G. Variable field addressing 
allows designation of operands from one to eight characters. 

$50,000 2/63 .6c 1.5 32-65K core 48b 90-240 64K 167ML 2000 1000 900 1000 .; 8'; .; v I/O /59x /62Y 

(35-80) 10 MRWCJ 135 100 60 same 
C. Instruction look-ahead (four-level) and asynchronous, overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. G. Instructions stored 
two per word. ]. Two separate input-output processors, each of which controls up to 32 tape units. K. Magnetic tapes read in 
forward and reverse directions. L. Up to four disc file units of 5,242,880 words each (41,943,000 characters per disc) are available. 
V. Double-precision floating point available. X. ALTAC, Fortran type. Y. COBOL '61. 

$45,000 9/62 4C 4 16-65K core 36bF 25-120 180K 66ML GOO 400 GOO SS80/90.; 15.; .; I/O 10/62x 12/62Y 

(32-GO) .6 128 film 10 MRWC 300N 110 '100 1050 
C. Overlapped core banks and thin film memory usage allow increased internal speed. F. A half, third or sixth word may be addressed 
directly.,' G. Designators in each instruction permit use of virtual two~ or three-address instruction logic. K. Magnetic tapes 
read in forward and reverse directions. An IBM compatible type unit is available. L. Each flying head drum unit (eight per sub
system with maximum of 15 subsystems) has a capacity of 786,432 words or 4,518,592 BCD characters. Each FASTRAND drum unit 
(eight per subsystem with maximum of 15 subsystems) has a capacity of 66.06 million alphanumeric characters. N. 150 cpm punch 
available. X. ALGOL, FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. 
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PHILCO 2000 
Model 211 

HONEYWELL 
1800 

CONTROL DATA 
1604 

RCA 601 

IBM "7074 

PHILCO 2000 
Model 210 

IBM 7044 

UNIVAC 490 

IBM 7070 

UNIVAC III 

HONEYWELL 
800 
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$35,000 3/60 6.2c 10 8-32K core 48b 90 16K 262KL 2000 1000 ,900 1000 ...; 8 - ...; I/O /59x /62Y 
(24-66) 9 IG MRWC 17 100 60 same 
C. Asynchronous, overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. G. Instructions stored two per word. K. Magnetic tapes 
read in forward and reverse directions. L. Additional drums of 32,768 words (262,144 characters) each are available. X. ALTAC, 
Fortran type. Y. COBOL '61. 

$35,000 11/63 8C 2 8-32 K core 12dF 89-124H 64K 120ML 800N 1000P 150 same ...; G4T"'; ...; I/O /61x /61Y 
(27-GO) 3 MRWC 100 250N 1I0 900 . 
C. Complete time for normal three operand addition. F. Word size is 12d including sign or 48b with binary and decimal arithmetic 
instructions included. H. Numeric information can be transferred at 133,000 or 186,000 ch/sec. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward 
and reverse directions with programmed error correction (Orthotronic count). L. Units of 12 Bryant discs contain 45 million BCD 
characters with increments of 24 discs up to a maximum of 96 discs. N. 240 and 650 cpm readers and 100 cpm punch available. 
P. 200 ch/sec reader available. T. Up to eight programs can be processed concurrently. X. AUTOMATH 800, AUTO-
MATH 1800 (/63), Fortran type. Y. FACT, COBOL '61 (/63). 

$34,000 I/GO 4.8C 6.4 8-32K core 48b 30-83H 96K 1300N 350 ·150 160A ...; ...;...; I/O /GOx 2/6F 

89-35) . IG MRWC 100 110 1000 
. Overlapped core banks allow increased speed. G. Instructions stored two per word. H. CDC Model 606 tape unit 

operates at 30K (with 200 characters per inch density) or 83K (with 556 characters per inch density), while IBM tape unitsoperate up to 
62.5K. K. Compatible with IBM tape units. N. 100 and 250 cpm readers available. X. FORTRAN. . Y. COBOL '61. 

$32,000 11/62 5.7 1.50 8-32K core 56bF 33-120H 48 GOO 1000 1000 301...; 8T "'; ...; I/O /62x 9/62Y 
(24-68) 6.7c 2.5 1-3G MRWC - 200 3001' . 
C. Asynchronous, overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. D. 604 central processor has faster staticizing and address 
modification than 603. F. Binary and decimal arithmetic instructions included. G. Variable length instructions (one, two, three or 
four half words) operate on character, half-word or word. H. Numeric information can be transferred at a rate of 180,000 ch/sec. P 100 
ch/sec punch available. T. Eight index registers available for each program. X. ALGOL. Y. COBOL '61. . 

$29,300 12/61 lOC 5-30K core lOdF 15-170H 40 280ML 500 150Q 1401 ...; 99 "';U"'; I/O /61x 2/62Y 
(17-36) 1 RWCJ lGO 250 14GO 
C. Parallel adder circuit increases speed over serial circuit in IBM 7070. F. Word size is 10d plus sign. H. See IBM 7090 and IBM 
7080 for 729 and 7340 tape data. ]. MRWC possible when four channels are used. L. IBM 1301 disc file. O. Off-line 
printing 600 or 1100 lpm per unit. U. Indirect addressing limited to scatter-read and gather-write operations. X. FORTRAN. 

Y. COBOL '61. 

$28,000 11/58 15C 10 8-32K core 48b 90 16K 262KL 2000 1000 900 1000 ...; 
(20-GO) IG MRWC 17 100 60 same 

8 - ...; I/O /59X 12/62Y 

C. Asynchronous overlapped core banks allow increased internal speed. G. Instructions stored two per word. K. Magnetic tapes 
read in forward and reverse directions. L. Additional drums, each having a capacity of 32,768 words (262,144 characters), are available. 
X. ALTAC, Fortran type. Y. COBOL '61. 

$26,000 7/63 5 2.5 8-32 K core 36b 
(20-55) 1 

7.2-90H 50 
MRWCJ 

280M 
160 

250N 

125 
500 600 1401 ...; 

1100Q 1460 
3 ...; I/O 9/63x 1O/63Y 

H. For tape information see IBM 7090. ]. 7904 data channels available for separate input-output control of up to ten peripheral units. 
N. IBM 1401 can be connected on-line through input-output synchronizers or 800 cpm reader, and 250 cpm punch and/or printer can be 
connected to the input-output channel through 1414 synchronizer. Q. Up to total of 3300 lpm available. X. FORTRAN. 

Y. COBOL. 

$25,500 12/61 
(18- ) 

4.8C 

12 
16-32K core 30b 

IG 
25-125H 192K 377ML 

MRWC 17 
GOO 

150 
400 

110 
GOO SS80/90 ...; 
700 lOGO 

7 - I/O /61x 10/6F 

C. This is add time for repeat mode only. G. Half-word logical operations can be performed. H. Numeric information can be transferred 
at a rate of 175,000 ch/sec. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward and reverse directions. IBM compatible tape units available. . L. Each 
fiying,head drum unit (eight per subsystem with maximum of 12 subsystems) has a capacity of 786,432 words or 3,932,160 BCD characters~ 
Each FASTRAND drum unit (eight per s~bsystem with maximum of 12 subsystems) has a capacity of 64.8 million alphanumeric characters. 

X. NELIAC. Y. COBOL '61. 

$24,000 
(12-31) 

6/GO GOc 5-10K coreE IOdF 
1 

15-90 40 
RWCJ 

280ML 500 
lGO 250 

150Q 1401 ...; 99 ...;U...; 
14GO 

I/O /GOx 2/62Y 

C. Add time varies by number of digits in field to be added and does not include indexing time. E. Up to 30K core memory available. 
F. Word size is 10d plus sign. ]. MRWC possible when four channels used. L. IBM 1301 disc file has 28. million six-bit charaCters 
--per 25-disc module or 43 million four-bit characters stored in packed (eight-bit) format. Model II 1301 has two modules or 50 discs. 
Q. Off-line printing 600 or 1100 lpm per unit. U. Indirect addressing limited to scatter-read and gather-write operations. 
X. fORTRAN. . Y. COBOL '61. 

$22,500 
(16.6-30) 

6/62 8 . 8-32K core 25-133H 38K ...; L 
MRWC 

700 
300 

5001' 
110 

700Q SS80/9Oy 15 ...; _ 
1050 

I/O 12/62x 10/62Y 

F. Word size is 6d plus sign. G. Instruction may process up to four data words. H. Numeric information can be transferred at a 
rate of 200,000 ch/sec. Model IIA tape units operate at 25K while Model IlIA units function at speeds of 120K to 133K, depending on 
internal logic variations of UNIVAC 1107, 490 and III. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward and reverse directions. IBM compatible 
tape units available. L. Specifications unavailable. P. 1500 ch/sec possible in non-stop mode. Q Numeric information only 
printed at 922Ipm. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. . 

$22.000 12/GO, 24C 6 4-32K core 12dF G4-124H G4K 120ML 800N 1000P 150 same...; G4T"'; ...; I/O /61x /61Y 
(19-35) 3 MRWC . 100 250N 110 900 

C. Complete time for normal three operand addition. F. Word size is 12d including sign or 48b with binary and decimal arith-
metic instructions included. H. Numeric information can be transferred at 96,000, 133,000 or 186,000 ch/sec. K. Magnetic 
tapes read in forward and reverse directions with programmed error correction (Orthotronic count). L. Units of 12 Bryant discs contain 
45 million BCD characters with increments of 24 discs up to a maximum of 96 discs. N. 240 and 650 cpm readers and 100 cpm 
punch available. P. 200 ch/sec reader available. T. Up to eight programs can be processed concurrently. X. AUTO-
MATH.800, Fortran type. Y; FACT, COBOL '61 (/63). 
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RCA 3301 

CONTROL DATA 
G·20 

IBM 7010 

BURROUGHS 
B5000 

RCA 501 

IBM 7072 

NATIONAL 304 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 210 

IBM 7040 

,BM 1410 

HONEYWELL 
1400 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 235 

CONTROL DATA 
924 
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$21,000 /64 32c 1.75 40-160K core la 30-120K 24 528ML 900N 1000 1000 v 3 v v I/O /64x /64Y 

(14-40) .25 200 tastE 2 RWC ioo 300 100 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. E. 50 four-character words of micro-ferrite construction. K. Magnetic tapes read 
in forward and reverse directions. L. Up to eight disc five units, each of four modules of 22, 44, 66 or 88 million alphanumeric char-
acters, are available. N. 1470 cpm possible when reading 51 columns. 

$20,000 4/61 15c 6 4-32K core 32b 120H 500 62ML 800 500 1000 same v 63 ..J..J I/O 2/62x 12/62Y 
(7.3-35) 10 MRWC 90 250 100 300 
C. All arithmetic operations done in floating-point mode. G. Variable instruction length permits multiple operations.· H. Numeric 
information can be transferred at 240,000 ch/sec. Independent search while comp'uting. r::. Bryant disc has capacity of 15.6, 31.2 48.6 
or 62.4 million eight-bit characters. . X. ALCOM 2/62, FORTRAN 5/62. Y. COBOL '61. ' 

$18,500 1/64 33C 2.4 40-100K core laF 7.2-90B 20 280ML BOO 500 600Q 1401 v 15 - v I/O 12/61x 6/62Y 
(12-35) 2 MRCW 160 250 1100 1460 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. F. Variable-length instructions operate on varia!:>le-length data fields. H. For tape 
information see IBM 7090. L. Up to five I~M 1301 disc units available with 28 or 56 million alPHanumeric characters each. Up to 
ten 1311 disc stOI:a...ge drives each with a capacity of three million characters are also available. ~. Numeric information only printed 
at 12851pm. X-:- FORTRAN. Y. COBOL. 

$16,200 2/63 3c 6 4-32K core 48b 24-66 16K 960ML 800N 1000 700 8280 V _T..J u..J v I/O /62x /62Y 
(13.5-50) 17000 32K drumE 00 MRWC 20 300 100 
C. Instruction look-ahead allows increased internal speed. E. Two drums available. G. Polish notation allows operations to be per-
formed without designation of addresses. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward and reverse directions. L. Each B472 Storage Unit 
has a capacity of 48 million characters, in modules of 9.6 million characters. Up to 20 units may be attached. N. 200 cpm reader and 
10.0 cpm punch available. T. U. All addressing relative to Program Reference Table. V. Double-precision floating point available. 
X. ALGOL. Y. COBOL '61. 

$16,000 11/59 360c 15 16-262K core laF 33-66 63K 600 1000 600 301H - 8..J U - 0 /60Y 

(11-26) 12D 2 RC, WC, or RW 200 lOOP 900 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. D. With new speed-pak feature. F. Variable-word length computer using four-
character (tetrad) parallel transfer. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward and reverse directions. P. 300 ch/sec punch available. 
R. Card equipment and printer may be used off-line. U. Indirect addressing limited to scatter-read and gather-write operations. 
Y. COBOL '60. 

$15,800 6/62 12 5-30K core 10dF 7.2-20H 20K 60 1401 v 99 ..J U v I/O /60x 12/62Y 

(14-32) 1 RWC 1460 
F. Word size is 10d plus sign. H. Low-speed magnetic tape only~ K. IBM 7330 tape units. U. Indirect addressing limited 
to scatter-read and gather-write operations. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. 

$15,000 11/59 600 60 2~4K core lOa 30 64K 2000 1800 6BO same - 10 -..J I/O 8/61Y 

(12.5-19) . 120C 30 RWJ 250N 60 900 
C. Micro-flow, single-address instructions. G. Two words per instruction. J. In processing inactive records, RWC is achieved. 
K. Magnetic tapes have no space between records. N. 100 cpm p~nch available. Y. COBOL '61. 

$14,000 11/60 64 32 4-8K core 6dF 30 13 1500N 200 1000Q 1 - - I/O /61Y 

(10.5-36) 10 RWC 250N 

F. Word size is 6d plus sign. G. Double-precision arithmetic instructions included. N. 400 cpm reader and 100 cpm punch available. 
Two 1200 MICR-document per minute sorter-readers can be multiplexed. Q. Printer can print magnetically-encoded characters and 
also be used off-line. Y. CAP. . 

$14,OOOA 4/63 16 4-32K core 36b 7.2-90B 50 280M 250 500 600 1401 v 3 v v I/O 9/63x 1O/63Y 

(9-36) 1 MRWCJ 160 125 1100Q 1460 
A. Identical to IBM 7044 with exception of internal operating speeds. H. For tape information see IBM 7090. J. 7094 data channels 
available for separate i!1.p ut-output control of up to ten peripheral units. Q. Up to total of 3300 Ipm printing available. 
X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL. 

$13,500 11/61 88c 4.5 10-80K core 1aF 7.2-9QH 20 280ML BOON 500 600 1401 ..J 15 - - I/O 12/61x 12/61Y 

(6-32) 2 RWC 160 250 1l00Q 1460 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. F. Variable-length instructions operate on variable-length data fields. H. For tape. 
information see IBM 7090. L. Up to five IBM 1301 disc units available with 28 or 56 million alphanumeric characters each. Up to 
ten 1311 disc storage drives, each with a capacity of three million characters also available. N. MICR reader available. 
Q. Numeric information only printed at 1285 Ipm. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. 

$14,000 12/63 78C 6.5D 4-16K core 12dF 32-89H 16 100ML 800N 1000 900 same v 
(10-22) 3 . RW 110 250 110 
C. Complete time for normal three operand addition. . D. Cycle time baSed on 24 bits (4 characters). 
sign or 48b. H. Numeric information can be transferrep, at rate of 48,000,96,000 or 133,000 ch/sec. 
ments of 25 million BCD characters. N. 650 cpm reader and 100 cpm punch available. X. 
Y. COBOL '61. . 

- v I/O /63x /63Y 

F. Word size is 12d plus 
L. Bryant discs in incre

AUTOMATH, Fortran type. 

$10,900 12 4-16K core 20b 15-41 56 526ML 1500N 1000P 900 same v 96T - v I/O 1/62x 1/62Y 
(3-26) IG MRWC 199 300 110 
G. Binary, deciinal, and double-precision arithmetic instructions included. L. Up to 28 Data Products units of 16 discs each available. 
Each module capacity is 18.8 million characters. N. 400 cpm reader and 100 cpm punch available. Two 1200 MICR document-per
minute sorter-readers available: P. 250 ch/sec reader available. T. Three index registers standard. Additional 93 available as 
option. X. ALGOL functions as a part of GECOM. WIZ. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61 as part of GECOM. 

$10,000 8/61 9.3c 6.4 8-32K core 24b 15-83H 96K 1300N 350 150 160A v 6 ..J - I/O 
(8.7-20) 1 MRWC 100 110 1000 
C. Overlapped core memory banks allow increased internal speed. H. CDC Model 606 tape unit or IBM 729 tape units. For tape 
information see CDC 1604. K. Magnetic tapes compatible with IBM tape units. N. 100 and 250 cpm readers available. 
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$9,000 
(6-14) 

12/61 9.25D 

CD 
Co 

~ 

1-4K core 

CD 

0) 

.~:g 
(1)< 

. :: ~~ 
~=== 

12dF 

3 
32-89H 8 

RW 
400ML 
110 

800N 1000 
250 110 

0) 

... Co 

~'" cO) 

'i:.: ....... 

900 same 

C. Complete time for normal three operand addition. D. Cycle time based on 24 bits .(4 characters). 
including sign or 48b. H.Numeric information can be transferred at rate of 48,000, 96,000 or 133,000 ch/sec. 
in increments of 25 million BCD ~haracters. N. 650 cprri reader available. X. AUTOMA TH 400, Fortran type. 

I/O 3/63x 3/63Y 

F. Word size is 12d 
L. Bryant discs 

Y. COBOL '61. 

$9,000 
(6.6-15) 

12/63 1.75 
8300 

1.75C 4-32K core 24b 16-83H 64 800N 300 1000Q 910 3 ..; ..; I/O 3/64x 
16-96K drum 1 MRWC 250 60 

C. Overlapped core memory banks allow increased internal speed. H. Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. N. 100 cpm reader 
and 100 cpm punch available. Q. 300 Ipm printer available. Graph plotters and analog. conversion equipment available. 
X .. FORTRAN II. 

$8,500 
(3.8-30) 

1/62 2-40K core 2aF 24-60 16 
1 RWC 

88ML 2000N 1000 
235 250 110 

680Q 
900 

..; 32 - - I/O 8/63x 10/62Y 

5/63Y 

C. Add time assumes a five- or six-character field. F. Decimal format allows 3d word size. L. Magnetically-encoded cards on a drum 
(CRAM) permit random and sequential file processing. Sixteen units with 5.5 million alphanumeric or 8.3 million BCD characters each. 
N. MICR documents can be read at 750 per minute. Up to four similar peripheral devices may be attached to each peripheral I/O channel. 
Q. Numeric information only printed at 1750 Ipm. X. FORTRAN II. Y. COBOL '61, 10/62 tape, 5/63 CRAM. 

$8,100A 10/63 108C 8-16K core laF 7.2-90 6 15ML 800N 500 1100Q 3 - - I/O 12/61x 6/62Y 

(3.5-16) 2 RC or WC 150 250 150 
A. Typical rental for tape system. C. Add time assumes a five-character field. F. Variable-length instructions operate on 
variable-length data fields. L. IBM 1311 disc drives, featuring interchangeable disc packs, of three million characters each. 
N. Optical and MICR readers available. Q. 600 Ipm printer also available. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. 

$8,000 
(7.5-19) 

7/64 3.5e 4 16-262K core 36b 
.5 16 fastE 1 

96K drum 

15-90 128K 800N 400 1000Q ..; 15 ..; ..; I/O 7/64x 
MRWC' 300 63 

C. Add time varies up to eight microseconds depending upon which memories are used. E. Additional fast memory modules may be 
included. K. Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. N. 200 cpm reader and' 100 cpm punch available. Q: 300 Ipm printer 
available. Cathode ray tube display (with optional_character plotting) and light pen available. X. FORTRAN II. 
$8,000 1/60 3400 2.4-7.6K drumE IOdF 25 10 240ML 600 500 600 3 9/63x /6IY 
(3.6-13) 85 850 .2-1.6K fast IG RC, WCJ 385 150 100 
$8,500A 51 17 1.2K core 12.5-25 20 
A. Model II typical rental. E. STEP card and tape systems allow increments of 400 words drum and 200 words fast memory. F. Word 
size is 10d plus sign. G. Last part of instruction word indicates address of next instruction. ]. In Model II, which will have core 
memory and magnetic tape, it is possible to achieve RWC with use of a second synchronizer. L. Up to ten Randex drum units (two 
drums) have a capacity of'24 million digits each. X. FORTRAN II. Y. COBOL '60 compiled on UNIVAC II. 

$7,250A 9/63 117C 4.5 8-32K core la 22-133H 2K 1000 700Q ..; 7 - -
(5.7-9.6) 1 RC, WC 300 
A. System designed to be used as peripherial to UNIVAC III, 490, 1107. C. Add time assumes a five-character field. H. Numeric 
information can be transferred at 200,000 ch/sec. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward and reverse directions. IBM compatible tape 
units are available. Q. Other than special characters printed at 922 Ipm. 

$7,010 6/63 39C 3.5D 8-32K core laF 16-240 32K 2000N 1000 900Q _8 4 I/O /64Y 

(6-15) 1-4 RC, WC or RW 100 60 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. D. Asynchronous core banks allow increased internal speed. F. Four-character instruc-
tions operate on variable-length data fields. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward and reverse directions. N. 600 cpm reader and 200 
cpm punch available. Q. 300 Ipm printer available. S. Dual program control facility present. Y. COBOL '61. 

$7,000 1/61 36 18 4-16K core 20b 15-41 64' 600ML 1500N 1000P 900 same ..; 96T - ..; 0 1/62x 1/62Y 

(2.5-26) IG MRWC 199 300N 110 
G.' Binary, decimal and double-precision arithmetic instructions included. L. Up to 32 Data Products units of 16 discs each available. 
F,~.c:h mQdl)..l~ t.:::!p9..city is 18.8 millie!! ch:!.r~cterz. ~r. Tvy"c 1200 }.1ICR dGCUUicnt-per-iil1nute sortef-feadcis L;d.i1 bc IJ.J.ultip lcxcu. 400 l,;}JIU 

reader and 100 cpm punch available. P. 250 ch/sec reader available. T. Three index registers standard; additional 93 optional. 
X. ALGOL functions as a part of GECOM. WIZ. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61 as part of GECOM. 

$6,50QA 7/62 777c 10 9.6K core lilF 50 6 480M" 800N 1000 700 0 - -
3 none 20 300 100 

A. Model 270, when used in proof and transit operations, has up to two six-tally registers. The card only system (B260) rents for $3,800. 
C. Add time assumes a five-character field. F. Instruction word is 12 characters. L. Each B472 Storage Unit has a capacity of 
48 million characters, in modules of 9.6 million characters. Up to ten units may be attached. N. Two simultaneous readers available; 
200 and 800 cpm in any combination. MICR documents can be read at 1560 per minute. 

$6,500A 9/60 230c 11.5 1.4-16K core laF 7.2-62H 6 20ML 800N 500 600Q 3 - - I/O 12/61x 6/62Y 

(2.5-12) 2 noneJ 150 250 150 
A. Typical rental for magnetic tape system. Monthly rental of a card only system is $2,500. C. Add time assumes a five-character field. 
F. Variable-length instructions operate on variable-length data fields. ] .. Normally only magnetic tape start-stop time may be overlapped 
with computing, but processing overlap feature permits input-output operations to overlap computing. L. IBM 1405 disc with 10 million 
or 20 mi~lion alphanumeric characters each. Up to five 1311 disc drives each with a capacity of three million characters are also available. 
Up to five 1311 disc storage drives, having total of 15 million characters, may be used. " N. Optical and MICR readers available. 
Q. Numeric information only printed at 1285 Ipm. 1404 printer used for printing on cards. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. __ _ 

$6,000 11/64 48C 6 2-80K core 2aF 12 8 102ML 400N 600 650 ..; 32- - I/O ll/64x ll/64Y 

(2.2-15) 1 none 235 80 120 
C. Add time assumes a five- or six-character field. F. Decimal format allows 3d word size. L. Magnetically-encoded cards 
on a drum (cram) permit random and sequential file processing. Sixteen units with 6.4 million alphanumeric or 9.5 million numeric 
characters. N. Up to four optical or MICR sorter readers may be attached. X. FORTRAN II. Y. COBOL '61. 
$5,500 /63 72 36 4-8K core 20b 15 8 75ML 1500N 1000P 450. same ..; 96T -..; 0 1/62x 1/62Y 

(2.5-10). 1 MRWC 199 300~ 110 
L. Up to four disc files, each consisting of 16 discs, may be attached. Capacity of each module is 18.8 million characters. N. One 750 
MICR document-per~minute sorter-reader available. 400 cpm reader and 100 cpm punch also available. P. 250 ch/sec reader available. 
T. Three index registers standard; additional 93 optional. X. ALGOL functions as a part of GECOM. WIZ. FORTRAN. 
Y. COBOL '61 as part of GECOM. 
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$5,200 2/61 980 10-40K coreE la~' '10-66 14K 176ML 800N 1000 1070P same 3T ..J..J v I/O 6/63x 1/63Y 

(3.3-25) . 2 Re, we, or RW 100 250 100 
C. Add time assumes an eight-character field for models 354 and 355. E. A 200-character -.Rosition table is used for arithmetic 
operations in place of adder circuits in Models 303 through 305. F. Variable-length data fields. K. Magnetic tapes read in forward 
and reverse directions. L. Up to two disc file Bryant units, each of four modules of 22, 44, 66 or 88 million alphanumeric characters, 
are available; or up to sixrecord files of 4.6 million characters each also are available. N. 600 CPfIl reader and 100 <;pmv.unch available. 
Optional MICR sorter/reader 9perates at 1560 documents per minute. P. Complete buffering available. ,. Available with 

. Models 354 and 355 only. X. FORTRAN. Y. COBOL '61. 

$4,200"- ,9/61 7770 10 9.6K core laF 

(2.8-6.7) 3 
214Q o -

A. Generally used in banking applications, the system includes central processor, ledger processor and card reader. C. Add time assumeS 
a five-character field. F. Instruction can be up to 12 characters in length. N. Magnetically-encoded 'ledger cards can be read at 
180 cpm. MICR documents read at 1560 per minute. Q. 214 Ipm on up to three forms. 

$4,000 7/61 12.8 6.4 8-32 K core 12b 15-83H 40K 13
1
0
0
0
0
N 350 150 ..J ,0 ..J - I/O /62x 

(2.2-9.5) 10 Re, we or RWJ 110 1000 
G. Instructions use no-address, direct-address, indirect-address ..... constant-address and relative-address modes. H. CDC Model 606 or 
IBM 729 tape units. j. Buffered version of CDC 160. .r... Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. N. 100 and 250 cpm readers 
available. X. FORTRAN. ' 

$3,600"- 11/60 10 4-65K core 18b 15-90RWe~4K 800N 400 1000Q ..J ..J - I/O 12/61x 
(2.9-15) 16-131K drum 1 M 100 63 , 
A. No rental prices announced. Prices derived from purchase price and do not include cost of m~netic tape units. j. Up to 16 high-
speed input-output channels may be connected. K. Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. . 200 cpm read~r available. Q. 300 
Ipm printer available. Cathode ray tube display (with optional character plotting) and light pen available. X. DECAL (Algol type). 

/63X $3,500 I/O 4-28K coreE 24bF 42-62 -
.2-4K biax 00 MRWe 

9/63 1000 

C. Add time variable from one to elevff microseconds. E. Biax memory is non-destructive for storage of microfommands. F. Word 
size is expandable to 36 or 48b. . Instruction addresses are variable, depe~ing on micro commands. , U. Index registers and 
indirect addressing available through mi<;ro-Gommand portion of stored logic. . FORTRAN. 

$4,000 
$2,000 
Many of the small tape systems listed above, e~g., Honeywell 400, UnivacSS 80/90, Philco 1000, General Electric 225, IBM 1401 and RCA 
301, are often used only as punched-card systems and rent at substantially lower prices. 

$3.000"- 12/63' 4-32 K cor~ 21b 22.5-62. 32K 400Q ..J - I/O /64X 

~~ 1 M~ 
A. Rental price does not include cos,Lofmagnetic tape units. K. Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. N. 20it 100 cpm readers 
and 100 cpm punch available. t;.!. 200 Ipm printer available. Analog conversion equipment also available. . FORTRAN II . 

$2,750"- 6/63B 10 5 4-32K core 24b 
1 

..J 1 T ..J ..J I/O /63x 

A. Rental price does not include cost ofm~gnetic tape units. B. DRivered in 19-bit configuration in May 1961. j. Up to 32 program-
addressable input-output channels operab.lf in interrupt mode: . Magnetic tape units are IBM c3f.patible. Q. Numeric infor-
mation only printed at 1200 Ipm. . Two additional index registers available as option. . . FORTRAN II augmented for 
FORTRAN IV. 

$2,690 9/62 16 8 2-16K' core 24b 3.5~hwe 32 200N 300 910 I/O 12/62x 
(2.5-6) 8300 16-96K drum 1 
A. Rental price does not include cost of magnet~ tape units. H. Magnetic tape units are IBM compatible. 
analog conversion equipment are available. . FORTRAN II. 

N. Graph plotters and 

$2,680 6/63 12 8-32K core 15b 15~hwe16 300 I/O 9/6JX 
(2-6.5) 65-262K drum O-P' 
F. Instructions stored two per word when using the no-add5{ss mode. T, U. Indirect addressing, indexing and 
operations facilitated by micro-programming technique. . FORTRAN II. 

multiple-word length 

$2,600"- 4/62 4-8K core 21b 22.5-62 32K 80QN SOOP 1000Q ..J S 3 ..J - I/O 4/62x 
(2.3-7.5) 1 . MRWC - 250 110 

. A. Rental pricp does not include cost of magI!etic tape units. K. Magnetic Bapes are IBM compatible. N. Analog equipment buffer 
available. . X-y plottexavailable. U· 200 Ipm printer available. . Data channel traps may be set by program to ignore or 
recognize an interrupt. , . FORTRAN, Intercom Translator. 

$2,500"- 11/58 9000 4K disc 40bF 1.8 4 
(2.5-4.5) 1080 950 16 fast 10 none 
A. Price does not include post of magnetic tape units. F. Instructions stored two per word. 
instructions included. . 400 ch/sec reader and 20 ch/sec punch standard, plotter available. 

900 $2,450"- 4/61 12.86.4 4K core 12b 
(1.6-6.5) 1 
A. Price does not include cost of ma¥>netic tape units. A version of the CONTROL DATA 160. 
read at 750 or 1620 per minute. . 1000 ch/sec reader available. 

'0 -..J I/O 6/60x 

G. Sq~are root and absolute value 
X. SALT, SCOPAC (Fortran type). 

o ..J - I/O 

N. Optical and MICR documents 
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$1,935 11/63 2000 11.1 4-16K core 1aF 15ML 400 500 240Q 3 - - I/O 
(l.5-4.5) 2 150 91N 150 
C Add time assumes a five-character field. F. Variable-length instructions operate on variable-length data fields. L. Up to five 1311 
disc drives, featuring interchan.zeable disc packs, of three million characters each. N. Punch speed is variable (91 to 360 cpm), depending 
on last column punched. \.c!.. Printer speed range is 120 to 600 lpm. 

$1,900 11/60 17000 8K drumE 32b 500P 1 - - I/O /61x 
(l.8-4.5) 1000 10000 128 fast IG 300P . 

E. Drum offers dual access with two read-write heads operating in two tracks, and eight words of 1000 microseconds access storage. G. The 
last half of the instruction word indicates the address of the next instruction. Repeat command allows !:II> to 127 repetitions of certain basic 
command at 250 microseconds per word. P. 60 ch/sec reader and 30 ch/sec punch available. X. FORTRAN. 

$1,850 5/61 11300 1200 200 core . 12d 15N 400 110Q 0 - - I/O 
(l.4·l.9) 4 15 17 
N. Magnetic ledger card stores up to 200 characters in magnetic strips. Printed information appears on front of card. Q. Programmable 
printer allows any columnar arrangement on forms and reports. 

$I,700A 8/62 16 8 2-16K core 24b 3.5-41H 32 200N 300 300 ..J ..J I/O 12/62x 
(i.5-6) 8300 16-96K drum 1 MRWC 60 
A. Rental price does not include cost of magnetic tape units. H. Magnetic tape units are IBM compatible. N. Graph plotters and 
analog conversion equipment are available. X FORTRAN II. 

$1,600 10/60 5600 20 20-60K core IdF 8MK 250 150 240Q 0 ..J ..J I/O 12/60x 
(l.6-5) 140 10 2 none 250 125 15 
C. A 300-character position table is used instead of adder circuits in Model 1 only. Model 2 features normal adder circuitry. Add time 
assumes a five-character field. F. Variable-word length. K. Up to four 1311 disc drives with interchangeable packs of three 
million characters each. Q. Printer speed range is 120 to 600 lpm. X. FORTRAN. 

$1,500 6/61 1080 9300 4K disc 40b 20 300P ..J I/O /62x 
(l.4-3) 1750 16 fast IG 15 150P 

G. Instructions stored two per word. P. 10 ch/sec reader and 10 ch/sec punch standard, plotter available. X. AUTOCOM (Fortran 
type). 

$1.500A 7/60 12.8 6.4 4 K core 12b 15-8311 20K 1300N 350 150 ..J - I/O /62x 
(1.5-3) 1 G noneJ 100 110 1000 
A. Price does not include cost of magnetic tape units. G. Instructions use no-address, direct-address, indirect-address, constant-address, 
and relative-address modes. H. CDC Model 606 or IBM 729 tape units. J. Magnetic tape start-stop time may be overlapped 
with computing. K. Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. N. 100 and 250 cpm readers available. X. FORTRAN. 

$1.500A 9/63 112 961 coreE 1a 300N 400Q 0 - -
(1.1-l.9) . 200 
A. Rental pri~e includes choice of either 80 or 90 column card equipment. E. Plugboard serves as instruction storage unit. N. Higher 
input rates (up to 400 CJ~m) possible when reading less than full card. Code image feature, permitting double use of each card column, 
optionally available. Q. 400 lpm can be maintained while printing 50 consecutive alphanumeric character,s and double spacing form. 

$l,200A 12/60 24 3070 2.3-16K delayE 22b 2 6 400 300P 500 1 - - I/O 5/62 
(1.2-6) 12 16 fast 1 none 110P 

A. Price does not include cost of magnetic tape units. E. Internal storage is magnetostrictive delay lines. P. 20 ch/sec reader and 
20 ch/sec punch standard while plotter and analog conversion equipment are available. 

$I,050A 

(1- ) 
7/62 16 4-32K coreE 

16-65K drum 
18b 
1 

15-60 8K 
MRWC 

800N 

100 
300 

63 
1000Q o ..J - I/O 

A. No rental prices announced. Prices derived from purchase price. E. Interlace storage arrangement (address locations on drum 
spaced according to word times) reduces drum access time. K. Magnetic tapes are IBM compatible. N. 200 cpm reader 
ilyailable. Q. 300 lpm printer available. Cathode ray tube display. with light pen available. Analog conversion equipment available. 
X. FORTRAN II. 

$750 3/63 7350 51000 4K disc 32b 
(.5-l.5) 1 

60 
60 

o - - I/O 3/63x 

N. Card equipment to be available at a later date. X. -ALGOL subset. Note. Preliminary information not verified by publisher. 

$700 5/60 9000 12000 1-2K drum 32b 15N 20P 0 - - I/O 
(.7-l.5) IG. 15 20 
G. Instructions stored two per word. N, P. Facilities for three input and three output devices, including teletypewriter, edge-punched card 
reader and punch, and a 16-key numeric keyboard, are available. A magnetic card input-output device is also available. Each IBM-sized 
card stores either 96 or 174 computer words. 

10/63 $625 18 1-4K core 12b 300P -Q ..J O..J - I/O 
1 ~ 

6 

P. 10 cps reader and punch standard. Q. Cathode,ray display scope, light pen, and analog conversion equipment available. 

$355 2/63 650 16700 4K drum 24b OT - - I/O 
~~ 1 
N. Facilities for four input and four output devices available. 
typewriter. T. Two index register available as option. 

P. 20 ch/sec reader and punch standard. Q'- 15.6 ch/sec Selectric 
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NORTHROP 
SETS 
A PATTERN 
by WILLIAM J. ROLPH 

D On Friday, July 26, a single-page memo was issued 
at the Northrop Corporation over the signature of 
president and chairman Thomas V. Jones begin

ning "It is the policy of the company to make a continuing 
effort to optimize the use of its machine data processing and 
computing capabilities ... " 

This mildly worded corporate policy directive signaled 
the official beginning of a drastic revision of all data process
ing activities at the company. Equipment will be replaced, 
rearranged, and regrouped. People will be given different 
assignments and find themselves in a different chain of com
mand. Divisions will become buyers of computing services 
instead of computer owners. And, for the first time, the cor
porate management of a large organization will have com
plete, direct control of every aspect of data processing, 
from specifying the brand of hand punches to setting the 
format for financial reports. 

in at the beginning 
Northrop has had a long and tangled data processing his

tory, including dealings with many manufacturers and sev
eral successful excursions into do-it-yourself computer de
sign. They have regularly been first with the latest. 

They had a Remington Rand installation in 1940 to han
dle material control. It was followed by others for manufac
turing control and finance, then an IBM engineering system, 
during the next five years. In 1947 the company pioneered 
in automatic data processing with the mating of a tab ma
chine and an electro-mechanical calculator. This experi
ment led, with awesome consequences, to IBM's develop
ment of the CPC, the first one built being installed at North
rop in 1950. At about the same time, Northrop engineering 
designed the BINAC, and had it built by Remington Rand. 

Two years later, Northrop engineering came up with the 
X-795. This time, IBM handled construction. The same 
partership produced three Northrop-specified IBM 797's 
in 195"3. 

branching out 
Meanwhile other sections of the company were going 

their own way in acquiring and using data processing equip
ment. The Ordnance Division, now the Systems Support 
Department, started in 1951. During the next ten years, 
they were to get assorted gear from Bendix, Remington 
Rand, and IBM. Other divisions followed their separate 
stars, with the result that the whole corporation is now 
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centralized control 
local operation 

spending some six million dollars a year "on data processing 
with each division selecting its own goals and choosing the 

" means to reach for them. 
The total amount spent could be considered modest, how

ever, both in relation to expenditures by other members of 
the aerospace community and to Northrop's size. One of the 
half dozen largest in the business, the company has sales of 
about $350 million at present. Twelve divisions, depart
ments and subsidiaries, some acquisitions during the last 
three years, now make up the company, in addition to 
corporate headquarters in Beverly Hills. These various 
units, specialized and decentralized, are engaged in the 
production of manned aircraft, missiles, satellite systems, 
and ground support equipment; airborne components and 
systems including analog computers; target and weapons 
systems; and telecommunications, radar, radio astronomy, 
and general communications equipment. 

This variety was matched by the computing activities and 
management began to consider the need for a change in the 
direction of greater corporate control of data handling. In
dividual success by divisions in meeting their direct goals 
left intact the problems of using the data processing capac
ity for corporate planning and decisions. And it provided no 
means for balancing computing capacity among operational 
units. 

a new direction 
In 1960, a first pass at unification was made. A corporate 

data processing committee was formed to study existing fa
cilities throughout the organization and recommend a course 
of action. This brought about a centralization of computing 
efforts at the Norair division, provided a single source for 
equipment order approvals, and set up a schedule of meet
ings for an" exchange of information among all departments 
concerned with data processing. 

But the basic problems remained. A set of principles de
signed to solve them was presented this way by Milt Stone, 

A free-lance writer with over seven years' experience in 
technical editing and writing, Bill Rolph has written news
paper and magazine articles, brochures and advertising 
material for computer manufacturers and oth,er organiza
tions. He was" formerly a technical editor and sales promo
tion writer for Burroughs Corporation's ElectroData Division. 
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Milton M. Stone 

who was brought into Northrop's corporate management 
early this year: 

Make best use of the corporation's data processing ex
penditures 
Provide timely recording, storage, and reporting of 
management information for departmental divisional 
and corporate levels " 
Supply advanced computing capability to all areas of 
the corporation without unnecessary duplication of 
facilities 
Establish data communication channels among facili
ties to balance the workload with available capacity 
Provide maximum convenience to the individual user 
Guide the expansion or contraction of any new or exist
ing area without forfeiting the foregoing objectives 

man with a plan 
Stone, assigned to realize these objectives, was appointed 

Corporate Director of Management Information. His data 
processing experience began with the former ElectroData 
Corporation, before it became a western outpost of Bur
roughs, where he was manager of a department handling 
training and business applications. He came to Northrop 
from Arthur D. Little, where he was a senior staff member 
in the OR section, in charge of the management informa
tion systems group. While there, he taught a course in man
agement information systems at MIT's graduate school of 
industrial management. 

on-line control 
The title meant that Stone was the head of an entirely 

new organization at Northrop, a unified corporate Data 
Processing Department. Responsible directly to the execu
tive vice president and the president, this is the department 
set into motion by the memorable memo. 

In broad outline, the master plan that the department will 
follow looks like this. 

The Data Processing Department, or DPD, will act as a 
nonprofit, service-oriented enterprise, responsible for order
ing, installing, and operating company-wide data process
ing installations. In addition to handling the engineering and 
business applications of the divisions, these installations will 
provide a means for continuous gathering and analysis of 
the total fund of data generated. . 

These services will be supplied to a divisional manage
ment according to a set of charging principles that provide 
a formula for assigning dollar values to both machine- and 
man-hours. 

Forecasts of requirements will be issued quarterly as a 
joint division/department project. The DPD will be respon
sible for maintaining the level of capacity at each installa
tion to fulfill the forecasted need. 

The department will review and approve all divisional 
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pi ails for the use of data collection equipment physically lo
cated outside the DPD's area. 

Programming systems and conventions for all installations 
will be established by the department, which will also sup
ply an programs for administrative application and pro
gramming services for technical areas. 

Outside professional services and computer time will be 
contracted for by the DPD if requirements exceed available 
capacity. If capacity temporarily exceeds requirements, the 
department will in turn sell these services. 

The DPD will develop a reporting system that regularly 
shows the cost and status of data processing operations by 
division and for the corporation as a whole. 

divisional responsibility 
On the other side, the general manager of each division 

will be responsible for: 
Providing the department with suitable sites 
Choosing division personnel to determine local policy 
and requirements for priority of various classes of use 
Designating' division representatives assigned to re
quest or cancel computing services and to develop di
visional budgets 
Establishing policies and procedures for the use of 
services and defining areas of responsibility for organ-
izational segments . 
Developing a schedule of plans for new or modified 
applications ' 
Providing for periodic review of all systems, proce
dures, and financial reports and conversion of manual 
operations 
Developing internal audit controls for installations 

Three areas of the scheme are of special interest: equip
ment selection and grouping, charging principles, and per
sonnel arrangements. 

equipment 
Installations will be compatible and standardized in three 

sizes. When the requirements for a given site are established, 
an installation will be ordered consisting of the standard 
units for the configuration level needed. Thus any installa
tion of a particular size will be just like any other within the 
company. This standardization should considerably simplify 
the process of setting corporate-wide standards and conven
tions and, of course, makes the writing of standard admin
istrative programs feasible. The DPD will consider requests 
for additional or special components, but they will only be 
installed at the division's cost. 

These geographically decentralized sites are being se
lected on the basis of convenience to the department. and 
division needs, economy of operation, and responsiveness to 
division and department requirements. -

A second key concept in the equipment category is that 
all installations will be interconnected by a communications 
network. Thus a division with minor data processing needs 
may not have an on-site installation, but will have quick ac
cess to one. In addition, the network will make the larger 
installations available for occasional use by divisions nor
mally using minimum systems. Most important for eco
nomical usage, the network wHl serve as a load leveler, bal
ancing machine idle time against extra-shift rentals. It is 
also intended to reduce turnaround time, which should be 
relatively constant throughout the corporate organization. 

assigning costs 
The network will have built into it means for automati

cally assessing priorities, with classes of jobs being estab
lished by the using organizations together with the Data 
Processing Department. 

Charging principles are fairly involved, but in general 
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all costs of equipment rentals, salaries, supplies, communi
cations, and services supplied by the DPD are charged 
against the host organization. Site costs, however, are cred
its to the host. The hard part, of course, is deciding how 
much computer usage and professional services are worth. 

The method is to establish a unit of capacity per hour for 
each type of resource, man or machine. These values are 
directly related to the cost per hour for machine time and 
hourly rate for personnel. 

Assume that there are two levels of machine configura
tion, A and B, and two levels of personnel, X for program
mers and Y for keypunch operators. The value of these re
sources in units of capacity per hour might be 1000 for ma
chine A, 400 for machine B, 200 for person X, and 100 for 
person Y. 

If the quantities of these resources available, throughout 
the corporation, are 5 of A, 2 of B, 10 of X, and 25 of Y, the 
potential capacity in units per hour for each is the quantity 
times the value: 5000, 800, 2000, and 2500 respectively. 

A loading factor is then considered. For machines it is 
known: 150%, for example, if the machine is in use 1% 
shifts. For people, it is, determined by job cards that show 
hours worked per job. 

To get total units used in a month, the potential capacity 
of machine A is multiplied by 150%, and the product multi
plied by 176, the number of working hours in the month. 
The final result is a figure showing total units of capacity per 
hour used. When this is divided into the total cost of oper
ating the Data Processing Department-including rental, 
salaries, supplies, and so forth-the dollar cost of an hourly 
unit of capacity is discovered. It is this cost that is used to 
compute monthly charges to the site installations. 

If a particular installation, then, used 1 hour of ma
chine A, 3 hours of machine B, 30 hours of person X, 

FACTOR FOR LOCAL COST . .. Nomograph relates factors 
affecting user costs. Curve in the first quadrant is variation 
of the familiar dollars-vs-hours-of-use curve. Time require
ment is found on x axis and line projected to intersect the 
curve; projection is then taken to second quadrant to inter-
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and 10 hours of person Y, the bill would be the sum of 
the pr'oducts for each category-times the unit dollar cost. 

people 
Personnel arrangements, in general, call for nearly all 

those directly concerned with computing to be a part of the 
Data Processing Department, wherever they happen to be 
stationed. 

Exceptions are that each site division will appoint two 
analysts, one for engineering problems and one for general 
systems. They will feed work to the installation program
mers and operators. The latter will belong to the DPD, as 
will the installation manager. Such administrative details as 
salary reviews will be jointly handled by the general man
ager of the division, the site manager, and the DPD directcr. 

A good-sized group of department employees will be in
volved in headquarters functions. The organization chart for 
the programming systems section, for example, includes 
boxes for systems and equipment evaluation, computer lan
guages and compilers, program information dissemination 
and standards, programming systems implementation and 
maintenance, and consulting and training. 

One result of the plan, then-from a nonmachine, people 
standpoint-is that there will be someplace to go, other than 
another company, for employees at any level, no matter 
how small their individual installation. 

If all goes well, the unique Northrop system should be of 
some interest to other large users of data processing equip
ment, in and out of the aerospace industry. It allows for ex
pansion, including addition of new installations to the net
work. It should be adaptable to any decentralized organiza
tion that wants to combine the convenience of local installa
tion availability with centralized control of operation, infor
mation gathering, and analysis. • 

cept appropriate DP Dept. load line; then down to appro
priate user condition line (e.g., priority one, on-line, etc.); 
then over to -y axis where appropriate cost/hour factor for 
job under consideration is found. 
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Emeritus professor George Polya is introduced by George Forsythe, head 
of Stanford's Computer Science Div., at dedication of 
the Computation Center. 

COMPUTING 
AT STANFORD 
by EDWARD K. YASAKI, Assistant Editor 

D Dedication ceremonies were recently held for, 
the new quarters of the Stanford· Computation 
Center, ·10 years old this year. Set in a landscape 

conducive to meditation, quiet research, and just plain 
loafing, the center nevertheless has attained a high level 
of work throughput. As its director George E. Forsythe 
expresses it, "Stanford's most significant operation in the 
past has been the well-run job shop." 

Long known for its study of things theoretical, Stanford 
today has tailored a campus service bureau with few, 
if any, comparisons. Operating for students writing their 
first programs, as well as seasoned programmers, the center 
is experiencing a 55-78 per cent utilization of the recently
installed 7090, presently in use 100 hours per week. In 
the nine-week spring quarter of 1963, production on the 
90 totalled 22,000 jobs, of which 17,000 were students' 
programs. 

Described as a "mass production answer shop," the 
center operates on an open shop basis for students and 
faculty members campus-wide, as well as the 500-1,000 
students enrolled annually in courses offered by the Com
puter Science Div. "So far as I know, no other university 
is providing so much service to such a large percentage of 
students," Forsythe says. The center, however, does not 
try to offer a complete problem-solving or programming 
service but, rather, serves as computer consultants. It must 
be guided by three cardinal rules, according to Forsythe: 
the center is not interested in creating an empire, its 
competence at acquiring answers cannot match that of 
the department with the problem, and its members must 
be dedicated to aiding people with their problems, helping 
them to learn to use the computer "gracefully." 

Two other roles of the center were reviewed by the 
slender, graying Forsythe at the dedication ceremonies of 
the $800K complex of buildings and landscaping that 
house the CSD and computation center. Installed just 
prior to the ceremonies was a B5000 which supplements 
a hardware inventory of a 7090, 1401, PDP-I, and Bur
roughs 220. Yet to come is a second 1401, enlarged 
PDP-I, and disc and drum memories. 

"The computation center also has the responsibility of 
supplementing the classroom instruction of the CSD 
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scholars & throughput 

the educational role - by teaching programming and 
making available machine time," Forsythe said. The CSD 
last spring offered 18 hours of instruction, including what 
has been called "the second most popular course on 
campus": Use of Automatic Digital Computers (three 
credit hours). Other courses are Computer Programming 
for Engineers, Numerical (and Advanced Numerical) 
Analysis, Intermediate (and Advanced) Computer Pro
gramming, and such seminar-type courses as' Computer 
Lab, Advanced Reading· and Research, and Computer 
Science Seminar. Selected Topics in Computer Science 
this fall will cover computing with symbolic expressions 
and the LISP language ... in the winter, a mathematical 
theory of complltation . . . and spring, artificial intel-
ligence. . 

Last year, 876 students were enrolled in CSD courses, 
of whom more than 50 per cent were graduate students. 
(Total enrollment at Stanford is approximateiy 10,000, of 
whom 5,000 are graduate students.) During the current 
school year, 600-700 are expected in introductory pro
gramming courses, and 70 in the master's degree program. 
A PhD in numerical analysis is also offered, five graduates 
having been produced so far, and work has begun on a 
similar program in computer sciences. 

The majority of programs, and almost all students' 
work, has been written in BALGOL {Burroughs Algebraic 
Language), for which the 7090 has a translator written 
at Stanford and based on a previous translator for the 
220. In timing runs, BALGOL was found to compile 
three to 10 times faster than FORTRAN, although it is 
five to 10 per cent slower on the object program. In a 
test case, a problem of 150 equations (150 unknowns) had 
a compile-and-go time of 2.1 minutes in FORTRAN, 
and 2.5 minutes in BALGOL; the latter time was reduced 
to 1.6 minutes by coding the inner loop in machine 
language. The same problem in B5000 ALGOL ran 3.2 
minutes, a respectable figure considering that the 90's 
memory is almost three times faster than the 5000' s. In 
another test, a 7090 FORTRAN program with a run time 
of two minutes was translated and run on the 5000 in 
four minutes. 

In a quite different test, in~olving the sorting of the 
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Computer Science Div. is in Polya Hall, adjoins Pine Hall 
housing hardware. 

columns of a two-dimensional array,. the following times 
were found: 

I run time I total time 

B5000 ALGOL 405 sec. about 425 sec. 
7090 FORTRAN 47 sec. 72 sec. 
7090 BALGOL 71 sec. 84 sec. 

Student utilization of the 90 during the last school year, 
however, was only 22 per cent; sponsored and unsponsored 
research projects took up the remainder - 52 and 26 
per cent, respectively. With the installation of the 5000, 
the campus language will be switched to ALGOL. "The 
new machine will be used for the job-shop work," Forsythe 
says, "for which it is ideal. That will make the 90 available 
for experiments in time-sharing and other research." 

This, then, is the third area of activity of a university 
computing center - research which will increase mail's 
understanding of the computing sciences. Under Forsythe's 
direction, Stanford computer activities have moved from 
under its heavy numerical analysis orientation toward more . 
immediate or popular research - time-sharing and list 

In one room is 7090, on-line PDP-1, and off-line 140l. 

processing: The recruitment of John McCarthy from MIT 
and the recent courtesy appointment of CE's Joe Wei zen
baum as research associate signify the development of a 
CSD faculty resembling Forsythe's projections. 

McCarthy was one of four who delivered a time-sharing 
paper at the last Spring Joint Computer Conference. The 
system reported on then includes five operator stations 
on-line with an 8K PDP-I. The PDP is connected to a 
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drum memory with which it swaps 4K words as each 
user's main frame time comes up. Thus, as far as the user 
is concerned, he faces a 4K machine. Stanford's PDP is 
being replaced in February with a 20K model with 12 
stations, each with a keyboard and display console. Early 
next year, McCarthy says, the system should be on the air, 
and experimentation undertaken in preparation for its use 
with the 7090 and in the computer-based learning and 
teaching lab. To be established under a one-megabuck 
Carnegie grant, the lab's physical plant will be an exten
sion of Pine Hall. 

Says Forsythe, "If you can see two or three years ahead, 
you're doing well in this field. But we're all looking 
toward the wide availability of computers to people. Our 
long-range goal is to continue de,,:elopment of the com
puter as an extension of the human mind-and enable 
almost anybody with a problem to have access to com
puters, just like the availability of telephone service." 

McCarthy is also working on the Advice Taker system 
in his three-year ARPA-funded research in artificial in
telligence. Designed to facilitate the writing of heuristic 
programs, the Advice Taker will accept declarative sen
tences describing a situation, its goals, and the laws of 
the situation, and deduce from it a sentence telling what 
to do. 

"Out of optimism and sheer necessity of batch proces
sing, we dream that computers can replace thinkers," says 
Forsythe. "This has not yet been realized, but there have 
been valuable by-produCts from this work." Forsythe and 
Prof. John C. Herriot have grants from the Office of Naval 
Research· and the National Science Foundation, respec
tively, for work in numerical analysis. 

Forsythe, asso'ciate director R. Wade Cole, and Herriot 
are all numerical analysts. Herriot returned last summer 
from a year's sabbatical which he spent teaching numerical 
analysis under a Fulbright grant at the Univ. of Grenoble 
in France, and completing his recently-published book, 
"Methods of Mathematical Analysis and Computation" 
(Wiley) . 

"When we get the new PDP, I hope to improve my 
chess and Kalah-playing programs," the heavily-bearded, 
bespectacled McCarthy says. His chess program can use 

Visitors at dedication ceremonies inspect 85000 system. 

considerable improvement, he adds, and the enlarged 
PDP will give him this opportunity. 

The most popular program, however, is the PDP's 
"space war," written by the programmer Steve Russell, 
who worked under McCarthy at MIT and was brought 
to Stanford from Harvard. Aptly described as the ideal 
gift for "the man who has everything," space war is a 
two-dimensional, dynamic portrayal of armed craft dis-
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played on the console scope. Each player utilizes four 
Test Word switches on the console to control the speed 
and direction of his craft, the firing of "bullets" and, with 
the fourth, the erasure of his craft from the CRT (to 
avoid being hit - a dastardly way out). With each 
generation of images on the scope, each player's limited 
supply of "fuel" and "bullets" is pre-set, and a new image 
is automatically generated after a player scores a hit. Much 
to the consternation of the CSD staff, the game is a hit 
with everyone; by executive fiat, its use has been restricted 
to non-business hours. 

The young and jovial Russell, whose character and 
demeanor fit the nature of space war, is presently working 
on LISP-2. ' 

library & the computer 
The computation center and the Hoover Archives are 

jointly developing an information retrieval system for the 
7090. The Archives, under the directorship of Dr. Rita 
Campbell, will index and abstract a wide variety of 
materials - cablegrams, contracts, letters, etc. - for early 
use in the system. Machine techniques will make more 
readily available to scholars the economics materials which 
are buried within the usual chronological arrangement of 
most archives. 

"The library and the digital computer an~ becoming 
jointly the heart of the university," according to Richard 
W. Hamming of Bell Telephone Labs, speaking at the 
dedication ceremonies. The library is no longer the single 
center of the university, Hamming said. The school must 
also have a tool for combining and manipulating recorded 
information. "But let me make it clear that I am not 
thinking of the computer as an information retrieval device 
to be used by the library staff; I, am thinking of it as an 
information processing machine, a tool for research, for 
combining ideas and information to produce new ideas 
and new information." 

Noting that computers have had little effect so far in 
mathematical research, Hamming described as a hopeful 
start its use in vague, undefined fields of knowledge -
the study of creativity, for instance. "For the first time in 
history, we have a tool for studying this problem." The 
important thing, he added, was the people behind com
puters. "Don't judge a computing center by the dollar 
value of the equipment or by its output volume." 

The responsibilities of a university computation center, 
he continued, weigh in as "an incredibly difficult task, 
seldom achieved." While efforts in the past have been 
concentrated on immediate results, the concern now is 
with hqw to do things - a transition at Stanford that can 
be dated from the addition to staff of McCarthy. The first 
stage of development, however, began with the establish
ment of the center in 1953 with an IBM card-programmed 
calculator, which was replaced with a 650 in 1956. For 
three years, the 650 was shared by the Stanford Research 
Institute and students engaged in classroom assignmen'ts 
and working on research projects. In the spring of 1960, 
the present 220 augmented the 650, and within a year 
an average of 250-300 problems, per day was being run. 

For almost a year before its delivery last December, the 
7090 was being utilized at the nearby IBM-San Jose plant, 
awaiting completion of Pine Hall, which houses the comp 
center. At present, Stanford has use of the 90 for 12 
hours per day during the week and 40 hours each week
end; 40 per cent of total time thus falls on weekends. 
Nevertheless, students are getting an hour's turnaround 
time on the 90 with .the inception of "express runs" three 
times daily. 

To qualify for the run, a program must use less than 
one minute of main frame time, produce at most 400 
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lines of output, and require no special handling such as 
mounting tapes or punching cards. Because the 1401 is 
used off-line, the 90 time is pure compile and run. 

Today, 1,000 programs are run on a busy weekend in 
Pine Hall, which houses the 90, 5000, and keypunch 
equipment, along with offices, an atrium, and snack bar 
on some 12,000 square feet of floor space. Connected to it 
by an arcade is Polya Hall - named after the famed 
mathematician and emeritus professor; George Polya -
which houses the CSD. Half again as large as Pine Hall, 
Polya Hall has 53 offices, two conference rooms, a 76-seat 
lecture room, and a library. 

The concurrent growth in personnel has been from an 
original two to almost ,70, including the center and the 
division, both clerical and professional. The CSD faculty 
today numbers six, and there are four visiting professors. 

"I think of a computer science department as eventually 
including experts in programming, numerical analysis, 
automata theory, data processing, business games, adaptive 
systems, information theory, information retrieval, recursive 
function theory, computer linguistics, and so forth, as 
these fields emerge in structure," says Forsythe. Looking 
toward joint appointments of computer science faculty 
members with other departments in humanities and scien
ces, medicine, engineering, law and business, Forsythe, 
who punctuates his spoken phrases with spontaneous 
chuckles, says, "Like the computation center, itself, one of 
the significant roles of computer science should be to 
provide an academic clubhouse where interdisciplinary 
stimulation can counteract the effects of specialization." 

Computer courses for all math students, who are taught 
algorithms to solve problems, is one goal. Learning ALGOL 
in their freshman year, math students can then be in
troduced to algorithms in this language in subsequent 
courses. "In a one-quarter course in matrix theory, I have 
introduced ALGOL programs for evaluating determinants, 
for computing the rank of a matrix, and for solving a 
linear system," he says. 

<'I detect a trend in computation toward more abstrac
tions, a deeper understanding, which I favor." It is this 
deeper understanding of computer science that Forsythe is 
attempting to establish and teach., "Because the nature of 
computing will change two or three times within 10 years 
of their graduation, our students must learn basic mathe
matics." 

But the location of a computer science division within 
the school structure remains a question. At Stanford, it is 
a division of the Math Dept. "Like statistics, computer 
science is not a part of math," he says. "At present, it 
seems to be about halfway in spirit between humanities 
and science, and engineer-
ing." Forsythe favors the Prof. George E. Forsythe 

former, however, in part 
because of the necessity 
to retain the abstract na
ture of the field-making it 
easier to recruit students 
to computing. 

Reference to a "science" 
of computing is questioned 
by some who nevertheless 
admit that if it is to be
come a science, only the 
university is in a position 
to make it one. With in
creasing emphasis on re
search at universities such 
as Stanford, computing ma
tures and moves closer to 
becoming a true science .• 
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"Our problem was to find a 'satellite' computer that could handle FORTRAN efficiently. 



"We really searched, but nothing could touch General Electric's Compatibles."He liked 
the idea of a manufacturer designing a FORTRAN compiler from the ground up. No warmed 
over competitor's program this. 0 GE-FORTRAN incorporates the very latest compiler techniques, 
and that's why it is far and away the fastest available for any medium price computer. For exam
ple, it has a monitor that performs both control and chaining functions. Only the very largest 
systems provide such a comprehensive FORTRAN listing with diagnostics. 0 The GE-FORTRAN 
compiler enables any of The Compatibles to accept most FORTRAN II programs, with little or 
no changes. And GE-FORTRAN programs can be compiled as is on most large-scale scientific 
computers. 0 There is also a one-pass FORTRAN that requires only an 8192-word central proc
essor, card reader and punch. 0 Sound good? Write for "FORTRAN Capabilities of the Com
pati bles." General Electric Computer Department, Dept. J 11, Phoenix, Arizona. 
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PACKAGING 
A COURSE 
IN COMPUTING 
by FRED GRUEN BERGER 

video films 
poi nt the WClY 

Now, proper advance planning would seem to call for an-

O
· . There seems to be Httle doubt that· computing

either as an academic subject or as a practical 
. , tool-is moving into our secondary schools. Cur

rent efforts, to be sure, are pioneering in their nature, and 
only a few high schools have actual operating equipment. 
But the trend is clear, and the mass waVe may not be too far 
off. If left to itself (or to the computer salesmen) this move
ment could easily be disordei:ly and haphazard, similar to 
the influx into the colleges a decade ago. 

ticipating three things: 

The, introduction of computers and computing into the 
secondary schools could be made more orderly (and perhaps 
speeded up) with some advance plannirig. This planning 
should be done now, by computer people working in co
operation with peopl~ in education. Similar cooperative 
projects in the past have proved successful. 

A good case can be made for the desirability of having 
computing taught In the high schools. For one thing, the 
subject is easier to learn wheri young, since there is a paral
lel to the learning of a foreign lariguage. The learning of 
computing involves technical details and a new language 
and both are discussed in that new language. This is diffi
cult fot older students; young ories don't' seem to have 
trouble with it. For another thing, the· skills and concepts 
are sorely needed at the subsequent college level of learn
ing. The essential point, however, is this: the machines are 
entering our secondary schools. 
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1. The machines themselves. 
2. Suitable textbooks. 
3. Trained teachers. 

The first of these will take care of itself. For one thing, by 

Author of five books on com
puting, Mr. Gruenberger is 
assoc. mathematician at RAND 
Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. 
He holds a master's in math 
from the Univ. of Wisconsin/ 
where he also served as proj
ect supervisor in the Numer
ical Analysis lab, later, as nu
merical analyst for GE in Rich
land, Wash. His latest text, on 
the J 620, is Introduction to 
Electronic Computers (Wiley), 
co-authored with Datamation's 
Dan McCracken. 
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the time the schools need computers, there will be over 
1,000 machines (drum storage and vacuum tube types) for 
which the only possible market remaining is the schools. 
This is not to disparage the old equipment. The require
ments for training beginners are not such that high-speed, 
solid-state devices are needed, and the prices on the older 
machines might be attractive. On the other hand, some 
schools may choose to select newer machines: there is also 
the possibility of government subsidy. Since new machines 
pop out almost every week, the range of choice gets con
tinually wider. And, who knows, some bright manufacturer 
may even design a machine specifically for this market. 

How about textbooks? As of mid-1963 there are at least 
four texts\) (on the 1401 and 1620) suitable for students at 
the senior year level; there will certainly be more. 

And so we arrive at the third problem: how shall the 
teachers be trained? Few, if any, school systems will be 
able to hire a computer expert to teach. In all probability, 
an existing high school math or science teacher will learn 
the subject in summer school. All colleges that deal with the 
summer rush of teachers will be offering courses designed 
to upgrade them in a hurry. (And the colleges, in turn, will 
notice a lack of competent teachers at their own level.) The 
training will take place, to be sure, but down at the second 
level-the high school kids-the end results might be poor. 

A natural aid to this problem might be a complete pack
aged course in computing, in the form of, say, forty half
hour films. These could be made with care by experts. Given 
access to a computer (which is vital to learning computing), 
a good textbook, the set of films, and an instructor who can 
be somewhat less than a computer expert, the job might be 
done well. 

Interestingly enough, electronics comes to our aid here, 
too. Within the last two years a flourishing industry has 
sprung up for the production of electronic films; that is, 
movies shot through video cameras. In the distant past, such 
things were called kinescopes, and were awful. More re
cently, the process was improved by videotape-to-film trans
fer processes (and many com'mercials you see on TV these 
days are made that way). The most recent development has 
been gadgetry to by-pass the tape link and record directly 
on film from the video image. The RCA TFR-1 is the first 
such device. 

Video films offer many advantages over conventional film
ing: 

1. Immediate playback. The recording can be made 
simultaneously on tape, and be played back immediately, 
while the performers, the set, and the lights are still ready 
for reshooting if necessary. 

2. Dynamic editing. Shooting can take place with three 
or four cameras simultaneously; the recorded image can be 
selected by the director just as in TV work. Moreover, the 
several images can be combined, faded, dissolved, and 
wiped in an endless choice of combinations during the ac
tual recording. While the final film can be edited and spliced 
in traditional ways, there is usually no need for it. Film 
handling and editing is one of the costliest steps in film pro
duction; in electronic filming this step is eliminated. The 
whole process is sometimes called "real time filming" since 
it is not uncommon to have a 30-minute film shot (including 
titles, music, and editing) in 1800 seconds. 

3. Dynamic shooting. Consider a common situation in 
TV work: the performer on camera says "Look at this rec
ord album," and a camera zooms in on it in perfect focus. 
In movie work, such a simple scene requires a great deal of 

*Basic Programming Concepts' and The IBM 1620 Computer. 
Leeson and _Dimitry, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962. 
Programming the IBM 1620, Germain, Prentice-Hall, 1962. 
Programming The IBM 1401, Saxon and Piette, Prentice-Hall, 
1962. 
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advance preparation with tape measures and chalk marks. 
The reason is simple: movie people are trained to set up 
each short shot with elaborate procedures; the video cam
era focuses by eye, and the cameraman's eye sees pre
cisely what the camera does. Moreover, the TV director sees 
each "take" on screen before he selects it. 

This simple point is priceless in filming a lecture or dem
onstration. There is still need for planning and rehearsal, of 
course, but the performer now has much greater freedom of 

. movement. Among other things, this means that the per
former need not be a professional actor. 

4. Cost. The going rate for electronic filming is around 
$1000-$1500 per half hour of finished product (that is, to 
the point of a negative master). The rule of thumb for 
standard movie techniques (with two cameras and double 
system sound) is $200 per minute minimum. 

The advantages of video filming seem to make it an ideal 
tool for filming a set of lessons on computing. It has been 
estimated that a team of five people (plus guest experts), 
working for a year, could produce a packaged course on 
film for around $300,000 (to the point of 20 hours of nega
tive masters). To be useful, such a course would have to be 
based on a real computer. The marginal cost of a parallel 
set of films, based on a different real computer, would run 
about $50,000. 

For such a project to be successful, safeguards would 
have to be devised. The. aid of both teachers' groups and 
computer experts would have to be solicited, to insure ac
curacy and competency. The use of the finished films would 
have to be debugged with live subjects, to guarantee 
effectiveness. 

The plan outlined here is not wholly untried. In 1961, a 
. film was made on the topic of coded loops. It was one of 
the early attempts at using electronic filming methods. This 
film has been used in several classes, and appears to fill the 
need for a packaged lesson. 

The probability is high that such a set of films could be 
of great aid in relieving a pending teacher shortage. The 
possibilities are endless.' Consider, for example, cartoon 
animation to show the action of the sequencing of a com
puter. Or, the appearance on the screen of an expert com
piler writer, explaining how a compiler works. Or, closeups 
of all current input/output devices in action. Or, historical 
clips of now non-existent machinery. And so on. 

Now is the time for action. It is hard to predict, but the 
demand for trained high school teachers may come around 
the summer of 1965. It is not too soon to plan to meet that 
demand. The proposed set of films could also be used in the 
high school classroom, to bring the same expert instruction 
to the students. . 

It is proper to raise the question "Who is to pay for such 
films?" Since it has been assumed that the use of the films 
would benefit almost all of the industry, the industry as a 
whole should subsidize them. This includes the manufac
turers, educational institutions, professional groups and the 
government. Sponsorship' by an unbiased, neutral group 
(BEMA, ACM, National Council of Teachers of Mathe
matics, etc.) would probably be necessary. 

Or there may be another avenue. Each organized group
such as doctors-claims that computer training for its mem
bers is different. This may be so. Then, provided that the 
examples used in the film were adjusted to the problem 
situations (and jargon) of that group, sponsorship (and fi
nancing) might be realized from a source like NIH (Na
t:ional Institutes of Health). • 

Introduction to Electronic Computers, Gruenberger and Mc
Cracken, Wiley, 1963. . 
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THE 
COMPUTER & 
PROGRAMMED 
INSTRUCTION 
by WERNER J. KOPPITZ 

D 
Time and again we hear today of a revolution 
in education through teaching machines. The 
prediction of such a revolution is, however, not 

exactly of very recent vintage. Thirty years ago, already, 
Sidney L. Pressey, professor of psychology at Ohio State 
University, wrote a series of articles, "Contributions toward 
the coming 'industrial revolution' in education." He was 
the first who recognized the possibilities of special teaching 
devices. Better still, he demonstrated how students with 
the help of such devices learned more and retained better 
what they had learned. In spite of this apparent success, 
Pressey's suggestions hardly caused a ripple on the calm 
waters of education at that time ... much less' a revolu
tion. Unless an urgent need presses for changes, estab
lished methods cannot be uprooted easily. Some 25 years 
later, when the embers of the predicted revolution were 
kindled again by another psychologist, B. F. Skinner, this 
need had become pressing and could not be overlooked 
much longer. Something had to be done in educatiori. 

In schools, colleges, and universities, classrooms were 
filled to capacity. The stream of students promised to 
increase further in the years ahead. Clearly, the demand 
for teachers at all levels could not be satisfied. Since the 
conventional school system simply could not cope any 
longer with the problems, educators were forced to look 
for new methods. When, at that point, Skinner promoted 
"teaching machines" as a solution to the mounting educa
tional problems, he aroused growing interest for this new 
teaching method. Though some educators condemned the' 
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evolution, not revolution 

idea of mechanizing teaching, others hailed the movement 
as a last-minute redemption and a revolution in education. 

Years of experimenting with animal and human learning 
convinced Skinner that the essential factor in learning is 
"reinforcement." For animals a food pellet may be rein
forcing, for children a piece of candy or praise, for adults 
the satisfaction of having solved a problem, found a 
correct answer, or something of that sort. Any behavior, 
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IBM's Behavioral Sciences 
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town Hts., N.Y. Born in Berlin, 
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including verbal responses, has a higher probability of 
. occurring again in a similar situation if it has been fol
lowed previously by reinforcement. In ordinary instruction, 
reinforcement regrettably is left too much to chance. 
Skinner proposed to make instruction more effective by 
controlling reinforcement carefully. In the beginning, any 
response vaguely related to the desirable final behavior is 
reinforced. Many irrelevant responses cali· be avoided by 
providing ample cues that elicit appropriate responses. 
Once a repertoire of responses ha~ been established, these 
cues are gradually withdrawn and the range of reinforce
ment IS more and more narrowed down to the most 
appropriate responses. Those responses that are not re
inforced any longer will drop out eventually and the most 
desirable responses will remain. The principle of this in
struction method appears to be deceivingly simple, and 
the actual planning and execution of a course based on 
this principle is extremely difficult. 

It was rather unfortunate that Skinner coined the term 
"teaching machine" for his method of instruction. Mechan
ically his device was of utmost simplicity. 'The text was 
printed on a paper band, which rolled over a drum. A 
cover with a cutout window exposed only a sentence or a 
short paragraph at a time to the student;. such a small 
portion of the material was called a "frame." After the 
student had read the material he· answered a question 
about the material, sometimes by writing the answer into 
a space provided for this purpose, in other versions of the 
equipment by pressing one button of a multiple choice 
arrangement'. By turning a crank the correct printed 
answer was revealed and the student could check whether 
he was right or wrong. We do not have to go into the 
various modifications of this method, but it becomes Clear 
that the so-called "teaching machine" does not teach. In 
many cases it is no more than a propelling device for the 
course material. The course program, the printed band, is 
the essential part of the method. Therefore, it is much 
more appropriate. to speak of "programmed instruction" 
whether the course is presented in book-form, as pro
grammed text, in the above mentioned memory drum 
device, in a projector, or with the help of a computer. 
Much polemic could have been avoided. 

programmed instruction vs. lectures 
The justifiable question must now be answered: Why 

can programmed instr.uction accomplish more than class
room teaching or a lecture? In order to do this we have to 
look into the shortcomings of conventional teaching 
methods. 

In a crowded classroorri a teacher seldom. has an oppor
tunity to get to know his students; Teaching consists too 
often of lecturing exclusively. Only an occasional remark 
or an examination gives the teacher an indication how 
much of his lecture has reached a student. Students, in 
turn, rarely have a chance to clarify their doubts or to 
find out whether they understood correctly. The lack of 
interaCtion between teacher and student is the most 
serious drawback to lecturing. 

To use an analogy from information processing: the 
information loop between lecturer and student is essentially 
open. The system lacks sufficient feedback. Without feed
back from st~dents a lecturer cannot adjust his talk to 
their needs, he caimot praise, nor can he correct mis
understandings. Psychological learning experiments have, 
however, shown that encouragement, reward, knowledge 
of doing well are important stimulants for learning and 
retention. If such stimulants are missing, . an optimal rate 
of learning will not be reached. 

It is not difficult to find an obvious solution to this 
problem, at least on paper: a private tutor for every 
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student. A good tutor can stimulate continued interaction 
with his student. Frequent discussions provide excellent 
feedback from the student. He can praise good thoughts 
when they occur; he can correct errors immediately and 
follow up with additional explanations, he. can lead his 
student on a way most suitable to his abilities and his 
capacity to the desired goal. Of course, to demand a 
tutor as the appropriate solution is in our age of chronic 
teacher shortage completely unrealistic. This was, however; 
not the purpose of the example. It was the intention to 
show that human teaching situations exist which can fulfill 
the most stringent demands of effective teaching. But 
there was a second reason for selecting this example. Many 
features of the tutor situation which are lacking in class
room teaching will be found in programmed instruction. 

For instance, while a lecture is an uninterrupted flow 
of material, program~ed instruction breakS down the 
material into small units. This forces the student to pay 
close attention because at the end of each frame he has to 
prove that he has understood what was explained. Since 
all his answers are recorded, information is accumulated 
which can be used to adjust further course material to 
his needs. 

A student can progress at his own rate according to 
his abilities. The immediate confirmation of right responses 
reinforces the learning process. The immediate detection 
of errors prevents mistakes from becoming habits. The 
student is kept busy and alert by frequent changes of his 
activities: reading, answering questions, writing, checking 
answers, manipulating the apparatus, etc. Such changes 
of various short activities keep the majority of' students 
active and preverit boredom, a common danger of book
studying and listening to lectures. 

the crowder method 
Another approach to programmed instruction advocated 

by· Crowder and his associates must. be mentioned. In 
the.se programs, instruction branches to different course 
sections depending on whether the student gives a correct 
or an incorrect answer. The bright student follows the 
main track without detours while the slower student who 
gives incorrect answers can obtain more detailed explana
tions from sidebranch ~ctions. As soon as he has proven 
that he understands the subject matter he is guided 
back to the main track and continues. This method uses 
multiple choice questions exclusively. Branching cannot 
easily be used on Skinner-type teaching machines. This is 
one of the reasons why it has not found the same wide
spread use. 

As method,. programmed instruction simulates certain 
features of an ideal learning situation. It should, therefore, 
be more effective than the· usual classroom procedures, 
provided the course material has been prepared well. 

Upon this last codicil hinges. the success of the method. 
It is the most stringent prerequisite. In..-spite of scores of 
articles and books about the writing of programmed 
courses; it is not possible to define ultimately what "well" 
in the sentence above means. In the five years of introduc
tion of programmed instruction into the school, not enough 
research has been completed to allow any final judgI]1ents 
or recommendations. We are still very much at the be
ginning of the development. 

The present method of preparation of a programmed text 
or a program for a «teaching machine" is a difficult, time 
consuming and exacting task,. an art rather than a science. 
Most programs follow closely, even today after half a 
decade the programs which Skinner and his associates had 
compiled for the first experiments with «teaching ma
chines." Although some research has proven that the prin
ciples upon which these courses were based are not of 
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general validity, Skinner-programs, nevertheless, dominate 
the field, blocking the way of new developments. 

The irony of this situation lies in the fact that the 
defenders of programmed instruction must be blamed for 
this arrested growth, not its foes. Their enthusiasm and 
eloquence soon attracted book publishers and manufac
turers of educational equipment who realized the tremeri
dous sales potential of this instruction method. But, in 
order to make profit, they had to act quickly. Soon 
various types of teaching machines mushroomed all over 
the country and, for a time, outnumbered available pro
grams. It was not equally simple to produce the pro
grammed courses. Thus, commercia~ pressure to produce 
programs increased. But few people had any experience in 
this field. Best qualified were those psychologists who had 
done research in programmed instruction; however, they 
had in most cases other interests and did not want to 
continue thIS demanding task. Subject matter experts, 
attracted by lucrative fees, moved into the field of writing 
programs. Their difficulty was that they were not familiar 
with the psychological principles. They followed the few 
leads that were available and did not venture into untried 
techniques. Since the publishers were already waiting, 
there was not time to experiment with new programs to 
any extent. What originally had been formulated as work
hypotheses became overnight dogma not to be questioned 
any longer. Unfortunately, too early in the development 
of programmed instruction, coursewriting was cast into a 
rigid mold. 

Figure 
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Though many schools have accepted programmed in
struction, it has not yet reached the goal to which it 
aspires. A minor disadvantage is the cumbersome amount 
of paper that must be handled. A slender textbook con
verted into a teaching program fills a book of the propor
tions of an encyclopedia volume. More serious is the 
danger of losing the course content in the process of 
answering the great number of frames. If one scrutinizes 
every single pebble of a mosaic it is very difficult to 
integrate the pebbles into a coherent picture. There is 
also the danger that answering the questions becomes a 
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word-game over which the content of the course is lost. 
Bright students, especially, become irritated having to go 
through a lot of information they do not need~ Notwith
standing the advantages over conventional classroom 
learning, programmed instruction today lacks the flexibility 
to provide fully individualized instruction. This seems to 
be its rriost serious handicap. A revolution in education 
with paper and pencil apparently cannot succeed and we 
have to look for more powerful tools. which could further 
our expedient cause. 

An unrealistic but nevertheless promiSing proposal de
manded a tutor for every student. If we consider the 
intellectual functions of a tutor exclusively, a good memory 
and the ability to adapt teaching to the needs of the. 
pupiis are most important. Hunting for a substitute for 
the human tutor, we have to look for these traits. 

It took only a short time before researchers recognized 
the usefulness of digital computers for this purpose. Com
puters command memories which surpass human memories 
in accuracy, capacity and speed of retrieval. In addition, 
they possess considerable functional flexibility which makes 
possible the incorporation of adaptation process by 
branching and selection. 

An example of current computer research will clarify 
the possibilities and problems better than a mere theoreti
cal discussion. Several projects that investigate computer
based instruction are under development in universities and 
research foundations. This particular example was selected 
simply because the author was connected from the be
ginning with the project. The experimental system was 
designed arid developed by W. R. Uttal at the Thomas ]. 
Watson Research Center where, since a study by Anderson 
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and Rath in 1958, computers are used for instructional pur
poses. Fig. 1 shows the system in its present form. 

Console (1), printer (2), Ramac (3), and card read
punch (6) are normal components of an IBM 1410 
computer system. The computer is equipped with a 40,000-
character magnetic core array while the disk unit has a 
capacity of 10 million characters. Three courses can be 
taught simultaneously: Stenotypy, a machine shorthand 
system, German-Reading, and Statistics. 

Stenotypy required the design of a special input-output 
(7) terminal. Two alphanumeric registers were arranged 
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from electroluminescent character formers. These and a set 
of cue lights, a replica of the stenotypy keyboard, me
diated the prompts of the computer. Later, an auditory 
input was added (4). 

For the German and Statistics courses, typewriter 
terminals mediated the interaction between the computer 
and students. The computer typed out all information and 
questions on the· terminal, the student typed the answers; 
the computer in turn checked the answers and immediately 
informed the students cif the results.' 

The typing of a 100-characteranswer takes considerable 
time in comparison with the speed of computer processing. 
If the computer would be tied up during this period, 
valuable computer time would be lost. By storing the 
answers from every terminal in a coordinated buffer, the 
computer rema'ined free to process other requests. A super
vising program DEAN checked every terminal in regular 
intervals controlled by the real time clock (5). A special 
"ready" button was added to the Selectric typewriters of 
the input-output terminals through which the student 
let it be known that he had an answer ready for processing. 
When at its next inspection round DEAN was alerted to 
the request, the answer was processed, checked, and the 
result printed out on the student' s typewrit~r. The com
puter processes the requests at such speed that a student 
does not notice the slight delays. 

A special projector (9) with random access to any of 
1,000 microfilm images can be added to the typewriter 
terminals if gr'aphic displays, figures, or pictures are needed 
for illustration. . 

The typewriter teaching stations and the stenotypy 
terminal are located in a classroom separated from the 
1410 system. Any of the courses can be requested at the 
same time by different students. Though there are currently 
only 10 input-output stations connected, the 1410 has the 
capacity to handle up to 200 students without perceptible 
waiting periods. 

The three selected topics for the courses represent 
different problem areas in learning. In Stenotypy, a motor 
skill must be acquired in addition to the memorizing of a 
complicated code. German involves learning by' rote and 
logical analysis of sentence constructions mainly. In Statis
tics, numerical computations and problem solving are re
quired. 

The course-programs were based on an analysis of 
the learning task and of the group of students who would 
take the courses. Since most· of the students were under
graduates from a nearby college, it was felt that the study 
habits they had acquired over the years should not be 
disregarded, but used in a more efficient manner. Likewise, 
the computer's time and memory space should be used as 
efficiently as possible. The essential role of the computer 
was of' the monitor who' would watch over the students' 
progress, help them, correct them, encourage them when 
they did well. These functions seemed more important 
than the dissemination of information which can be ac
complished by books, provided that the pitfalls of book
study mentioned above can be avoided. Textbooks, there
fore, were not abandoned out of principle, but they were 
especially written for the courses so that they became 
integral parts of the computer based instruction. Long 
reading assignments were naturally not chosen, but there 
seemed also no need to split the material into "frames" 
of a few sentences. Logical incisioris : determined the 
lengths' of the readings and the course material, and the 
volume of the textbooks. 
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The Stenotypy course had the shortest text, only a few 
general explanations of the Stenotypy system and the 
necessary rules for operating the terminals. Since the cor
rectness of every key-stroke had to be supervised and 
checked, the computer could not be freed of this re
sponsibility. The computer presented the words at varying 
speed depending upon the accomplishments of the student. 
So-called "error buckets" saved the errors of the students. 
They were, used again in following exercises. Frequent 
errors were repeated more often than infrequent ones till 
the student reached criterion-performance. 

textbook & keyboard input 

In the German course, most of the information was 
given in the textbook, but frequent questions interspersed 
into the text did not allow monotony of bookstudying to 
set in. The student answered these questions on the type
writer. The confirmation or rejection of his answer by the 
computer showed h!m where he stood. If he had not 
understood what had been explained, he could review the 
material. There was, therefore, only a' remote chan'ce 
that incorrect notions could become fixed. In addition to 
the questions, the computer watched over numerous prac
tice exercises. The computer explained the assignment and 
presented the first item. The student, in a typical example, 
translated the given sentence which was checked imme
diately by the computer. If the translation had been cor
rect, it was confirmed and the next item was presented. 
If the answer had been incorrect, the student had the 
option to find his error and try again or to ask the com
puter for the correct translation if he could not find it. 
All student-errors were saved and presented again. 

A student who had made too many mistakes in an 
exercise did not get any credit for it. If he refused to 
repeat the exercise, he was allowed to continue; but at 
the beginning of the next session when the computer 
scanned his record, it would notice the missing mark and 
urge the student to try the exercise again until he had 
completed it successfully. 

The monitoring task of the computer in the Statistics 
course was quite different. The textbook of the course 
discussed the material. To test understanding, problems 
were given at the end of every chapter that were based 
on the material discussed. The computer checked the 
students' solutions. Those who did not find a solution 
could request help. The cues served to aid the student 
in the logical analysis of the problem. If the demands of 
the problem were clear, the student could usually find the 
solution himself. Cues were typed out under' computer 
control as messages or questions. Sometimes slight cues 
were sufficient, sometimes heavier hints were required 
before a solution dawned on the student. After the problem 
had been solved the computer reached a decision, based 
on the number of cues used and their weights, whether 
the student should practice more problems, repeat the 
material, or go on to new material. In other teaching 
methods the collection of performance records is very 
difficult. Computer based instruction delivers perfect rec
ords without any extra effort. For every error that a stu
dent made a card was punched in all three courses. They 
were easily identifiable from the student's code number 

.~.date, and exercise or' prob~em number. In addition, ~ 
record of each student's progress was kept on disk storage. 
Within the programmed course it had the function of 
guiding the student to new assignments, but a print-out 
of this record could be used at any time to show the 
student's progress. 

It will not be necessary to give more details of the courses. 
The examples presented show sufficiently how much better 
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the computer can adapt instruction to student's perform
ance and how closely· the computer course interacts with 
the student. 

The highest degree of adaptation was accomplished by 
the Stenotypy program. The feedback from the student 
determined what was taught next, how often each item 
had to be repeated, and the speed of presenting the 
items. This kind of close interaction between student and 
instructor and the complete individualization . of teaching 
approach the goal that computer based instruction strives 
for. Though the other two courses could not obtain the 
same degree of spontaneous adaptability, a much closer 
cooperation between instructor and student exists, com
pared to classroom teaching. This is naturally only the 
beginning. For the German course, for instance, planned 
is an error analysis that registers and analyzes student 
errors, classifies them and, after havirtg observed perform
ance for a while, can point out weak areas to the student 
urging him to do some additional work in these areas. 

systems for the future 
Since most of the' equipment of the experimental system 

was standard data processing equipment, not particularly 
designed for the special requirements of real time applica
tion, further improvement of computer based teaching will 
be possible by designing components which will fulfil1 
these requirements better. Though the typewriter which 
served as a terminal in these initial experiments is widely 
applicable, it will not be sufficient for the multitude of 
applications of automated tutoring techniques in the future. 
Probably a wide variety of terminals will be needed, and 
it is rather important to spend particular care on their 
design since they will be the only component of the system 
with which the students come in contact. The area of 
input-output terminals seems therefore critical. ' 

The selection· of a computer for a teaching system is not 
an easy matter. Nevertheless, the choice of the central 
processor is less critical. Many modern digital computers 
will serve adequately. Two types of memory are required 
for efficient teaching. The first is a moderately-sized, very 
high speed working memory in which control programs 
are kept. To manage rimltiple student and multiple pro
gram operation an executive program '(similar to DEAN, 
mentioned above) which can sequence the various ter
minals and the auxiliary programs is a necessity. 

Course materials, student records, dictionaries, tables, 
etc., should be kept on disks rather than on tape. The 
three-arm access mechanisms used in the experiments 
were sufficiently fast not to cause perceptible delays, but 
a tape search would take too long. Future storage com
ponents will depend upon new developments in this area. 

As the initial tryouts with approximately 50 students 
have· demonstrated, computer instruction appealed to all 
students without exception. In some cases spectacular 
time savings were observed, but it seems equally im
portant that the slow learners, too, profited from the 
method. This individualized approach to teaching does. 
not hamper the bright student by attempting to hold him 
back in the flock, while it gives the slow student a chance 
to work through problems himself without being defeated 
by somebody who finds the solution faster. The tutor
student relationship is manifested in the continued control 
of the student answers. For some students the impersonal 
relationship with the instructor and the release from the 
social pressures of the class may be very intellectual. In 
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PROGRAMMERS 
& ANALYSTS 

BTL 
The broad capabilities of TRW Space Technology 
Laboratories range from research and development 
through hardware production, to launch supervision, 
tracking and evaluation of flight data. Today, :more 
than 6,500 engineers, scientists and support person
nel are working on major NASA and Air Force Pro
grams. STL is building OGO and Pioneer spacecraft 
for NASA, and Program 823 spacecraft for the Air 
Force. STL is also developing special engines for 
Apollo's Lunar Excursion Module and other space
craft, and continuing Systems Management for the 
Air Force's ATLAS, TITAN and MINUTEMAN 
Programs. 

These many activities create these immediate open
ings· at the Computation and Data Reduction Center 
and the Systems Analysis and Design Laboratories 
of STL's new advanced Space Technology Center in 
Redondo Beach, near Los Angeles International Air
port. 

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
TEST EVALUATION PROGRAMMERS 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
SYSTEMS TEST ANALYSTS 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
TRAJECTORY ANALYSTS 
GUIDANCE ANALYSTS 
MASS PROPERTI ES ANALYSTS 
ASTRODYNAMICISTS 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN WEIGHT ENGINEERS 

For interview in your area in the near future, act 
NOW! Forward your resume to STL Professional 
Placement, Department DA, One Space Park, Re
dondo Beach, California. TRW is an equal opportu
nityemployer. 

TRWI$~:u:s~~~HO~?h~~P~~ :~m~~~o~d:~g~I~ ~ 
/ ~j; 0 N E 5 PA C E PA R K • REO 0 N 0 0 B E A C H. CAL I FOR N I A 
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Another project in space kinetics at STL 

How can the motion in space of satellites and interplan
etary vehicles be planned? STL is helping answer this 
question. Its Computation and Data Reduction Center 
and Systems Research Laboratory are performing space 
kinetics work on most of the nation's major space pro
grams. Current projects include: Mercury, Gemini, 
Ranger, Mariner, OGO, Relay and ICBM programs. 

Computer Programmers, Numerical Analysts and 
Applied Mathematicians will find interesting assignments 
in space kinetics at STL's Computation and Data Reduc
tion Center. For more information on Southern Califor
nia openings, you are invited to contact Dr. R. C. Potter, 
One Space Park, Redondo Beach, California, Dept. M-ll 
STL is an equal opportunity e~ployer. 

/ 

• SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC. '!til!; a subsidiary of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. 

Los Angeles • Vandenberg AFB • Norton AFB, San Bernardino • Cape Canaveral • Washington, D. C .• Boston • Huntsville • Dayton • Houston 
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PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION ... 

one respect the computer surpasses even the best tutor: 
It possesses infinite patience. 

revolution? or evolution? 
The pragmatist, at this point, to dampen any arousing 

enthusiasm, might insert a discrete question: How is it 
possible to reconcile a computer-based teaching system 
with a school budget? No doubt, such systems are expen
sive. However, a central computer with several hundred 

- input-output terminals connected to it will reduce the cost 
per student considerably. Also, the same computer may 
serve other functions. The value in dollars and cents will 
not be the only evaluation. The expected teacher shortage 
and student increase will force educators to be on the 
lookout for relief. If an effective method is available for 
alleviating this need, educators will find the resources for 
obtaining it. 

Will the computer-based instruction, then, finally bring 
the long predicted revolution? As this paper has at
tempted to show, we are at the beginning of a promising 
development. However, immense work in research and 
school practice will have to be· done to map the territory 
of the pioneer. It will be wise to abandon the thought of a 
revolution and, rather, to foster the growth of the new 
teaching method. If it proves strong enough, it will con
quer all barriers without violent action. Pushing the method 
too hard may kill it before it has had a chance to grow Up.i. 
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ONCE AGAIN ... 

• We remind you that publishing . 

the Computer Characteristics 
Quarterly, part of which is reprinted in 

this issue, is only a small part of our ac-

tivities. 

Our staff of more than thirty problem

solvers work on a variety of interesting 

projects, especially in real-time man

machine communication and other data 

processing outside the routine business 

and scientific areas. 

If you have at least a year 

and preferably five years 

of. programming experi

ence and want new chal

lenges, let us hear from 

you. 

adaIns associates 
BEDFORD' MASSACHUSETTS 
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ON-LINE TACTILE DISPLAY 
DEVISED FOR COMMUNICATION 
Today's computer-man communica
tion in the form of hardcopy and non
impact printing output may be sup
plemented by a technique which is 
downright sensual. Researchers at 
Stanford Research Institute under Dr. 
James C. Bliss have devised a 12 x 8 
array of air jets which, under control 
of a CDC 160-A, is capable of trans
mitting a perceptible message. 

Being investigated is a method of 
communicating without using visual 
displays or auditory signals ~ and that 
leaves man's sense of touch. Re
searchers are seeking the best dura
tion, rate of rise and decay of air 
pulses, proper spacing of nozzles 
above the skin, whether the informa
tion pattern should be presented si
multaneously or sequentially, and 
other factors. In addition to its pos
sible application in communicating 
with astronauts (the project is spon
sored by the Air Force's Aeronautical 
System Div.), it has other possibilities 

in the military and industry, as well as 
in tactual aids for the blind. 

At present, the Row of data is in 
one direction: from the computer to 
the array of air jets. As the system is 
developed, it is expected that a feed
back will be capable of controlling the 
computer program. A stimulus, for 

. example, might originate from an ar
ray of photocells which face a black 
& white picture. The photocell out
puts could fire silicon-controlled recti
fiers, and the computer could read this 
pattern and modify it according to the 
stored program. 

GPI FORMS DEALERSHIPS 
TO SELL ITS COMPUTERS 
Librascope computers are being mar
keted by franchised dealers under a 
plan instituted recently by General 
Precision Inc., Glendale, Calif. The 
sales force, much like an auto dealer
ship, will handle the LGP-21 (more 
than 50 sold to date), LGP-30 (al
most 500 installations), and the RPC-

DOD CHARGES DCA WITH C&C LANGUAGE STANDARDS 

Responsibility for the analysis, devel
opment, feasibility demonstration of 
programming language standards for 
the National Military Command (and 
control) System has been assigned to 
the Defense Communications Agency 
by Defense Sec. McNamara. (The 
NMCS is the focal point of a world
wide . C&C complex including such 
subsystems as SAGE.) The first two 
phases of a three-phase attack on the 
problem have been approved by DOD. 

Phase I includes an examination of 
existing languages such as JOVIAL 
(already adopted by the Navy), 
NELIAC, and CL-2, as well as a 
definition of an interim standard. This 
is expected to take six months. Phase 
II, for which eight months are allotted, 
is the development of specs for a C&C 
language system, comparison of exist
ing languages with the specs, and a 
determination of modifications neces
sary to make the languages adaptable 
for C&C use. The. agency will then 
examine the feasibility of making the 
changes. Phase III, approval for which 

if warranted is expected before the 
previous phase ends, is the construc
tion of a prototype, second-generation 
language, and recommendations for its 
maintenance and documentation. Time 
schedule: another year. 

The NMCS, which consists of gp & 
specialized computers scattered be
tween heaven (airborne) and hell 
("hardened" sites), is expected to be 
operational in 1966, and Phase II com
pleted by then. Included in the lan
guage study group are representatives 
of the military services . and DOD 
agencies, whose C&C systems must in
terface with the national system. 

The second-generation language is 
to have provisions for list processing 
and time-sharing, and other advanced 
hardware features. No determination
has been made as to how a new 
language will be described but, ac
cording to Harry S. White Jr., systems 
analyst in the agency, they will want 
to express the standard in terms of 
specifications laid down by ASA's X3. 
White is a member of X304. 
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4000 ( more than 100), along with 
peripheral gear. 

Almost 20 franchises have been ap
pointed, an eventual 40 anticipated. 
Maintenance and applications analysis 
are being supplied by the company. 
Some of the dealers are former mem
bers of the computer sales force; 
others· are reps handling such devices 
as plotters. 

IBM ENTERS 1004 MARKET 
WITH LOWER PRICED 1401 
IBM has upgraded the card-oriented 
1440 system with the addition of mag 
tape, and introduced a modified 1401 
to combat Univac's 1004 card proces
sor. The new combatant, the 1401-G, 
features cycle interleaving for simul
taneous I/O operation. Core cycle 
time is 11.5 usec, compared with eight 
usec for the 1004, and the latter's 
1+1-digit add time is 56 usec, half 
that of the 1401-G. 

The 1401-G system includes a card 
read-punch unit which reads at 450 
cpm, punches at 250 cpm, and a 450 
lpm printer. Notably, all speeds ex
ceed by 50 those of Univac's. Core 
store has 104,- 2 or 4K characters. The 
1.4K system rents at $1,900, and sells 
for $125,150. First shipment is sched
uled for October 1964. 

Additions to the 1440 system in
clude a 2,000-character core store, the 
7335 tape drive (556 bpi, 20KC data 
rate), and the 1301 disc file. Rental 
for a 2K processor is $770 per month, 
and price is $53,100. 

INSURANCE FIRMS ORDER 
COMMUNICATION, DP SYSTEMS 
On-line communications networks link
ing their nationwide district offices 
with central computers in the home 
offices have been ordered by Metro
politan Life and The Travelers insur
ance companies. The Met is planning 
to connect more than 800 offices to a 
Honeywell 1800 by telephone lines. 
Each reporting office will have a com
munications console with an optical 
scanning unit, tape punch', and key-. 
board. In addition to maintaining pol
icy records, the system will be capable 
of handling inquiries from and an-
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Faster answers to tough figurework problems-- , 
on a modest budget 

The new Friden 6010 Electronic 
Computer is a solid-state business 

computer that can operate much 
faster than many of the larger 
computers, yet it costs thousands 
of dollars less. 

It is the low-cost way to automate 

complex accounting and statistical 
tasks: billing; accounts receivable 
and payable; profit and loss analy
ses; payroll and labor distribution 
reports; figurework' needing high
speed, error-free computation. ' 

The Friden 6010 Computer is easy 
to program. It provides random 

access storage and "logical func
tion ability; accepts data from 
punched tapes and cards, or its 
Flexowriter® keyboard, and pro

duces both printed and punched
tape output. 

For complete details, call your 
Friden Systems representative. Or 

~~.~e~a~r~~:~~ Frle'den 
dro, California. " 

Flexowriter is a Registered Trademark 0/ Fridell, Illc . • Sales, Service and Illstruction Throughout the World 
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NEWS BRIEFS . . . 
swers to the field. No delivery date or 
price was announced, although 11 
megabucks has been termed "on the 
low side." 

Travelers will use several Univac 
490'5 with Fastrand units to handle 
its fire and casualty lines. In addition 
to batch processing, the system will 
handle inquiries from field offices, with 
a maximum response time to any in
quiry of three minutes. Beginning with 
first delivery in late 1964, installation ' 
will be spread over several years. 

FIRST UNIVAC I IS RETIRED, 
GOES TO SMITHSONIAN 
Eckert & Mauchly's Univac I, serial 
number 1, has been retired by the 
Census Bureau and presented to the 
Smithsonian Institution, some 12}~ 
years after· the tubes were first lit. 
Newest hardware at the Bur.eau is 
an 1107. 

ContraCt for the first commercial, 
electronic data processor was award
ed in 1948 to the Eckert-Mauchly 
Computer Corp., and accepted in 
March 1951. Meanwhile, the com
pany was purchased by Rem Rand 
(which almost succeeded in making 
"Univac" synonymous with "computer" 
in the public's mind). Some data from 
the '50 census was processed at Rem
Rand before the machine was moved 
in 1952 to the Census building at 
Suitland, Md. 

Since then, Univac I has been used 
on a three-shift, seven days per week 
basis. Its final run was part of a 
monthly survey of commercial con
struction. 

GAME-LOADED COMPUTERS 
GROWING IN POPULARITY 
Simulation programs for running ur
ban and rural businesses and training 
submarine crews have been announced 
by NCR, IBM, and Honeywell. In 
a cramming session for bankers, NCR 
demonstrated a 304 program which 

, pre-tests ,new. procedures, manpower 
placements, and other variables. Writ
ten' in COBOL, the program report
edly effected a 20 per cent savings in 
operating costs at tellers' windows for 
a Minneapolis bank. 

IBM's General Purpose Systems 
Simulator II, for the 7090, simulates 
a steel mill, traffic conditions on a 

, highway network, and quality control 
procedures for a manufacturing firm. 

, It is said to be applicable to rail and 
communication networks, checkout 
counters, and mail order procedures. 
Back at the ranch, a farm manage
ment game on a 1620 is said to 
schedule equipment use and tree 
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TROUBLE TRACKER ... 
New magnetic tape viewer lets you actually see recorded signal instantly! 

New patented development! Now you can have a 
fast visual check on digital recordings without damaging 
tape. The new SCOTCH® BRAND Magnetic Tape Viewer 
makes recorded signal visible instantly. Tells you whether 
a tape is recorded or not. Lets you check placement, 
spacing, and width of tracks. Lets you see pulse definition, 
interblock spacing, dropout areas. Simplifies making cor
rective adjustments. 

No chemicals, no tape preparation, and no risk of con
taminating tape. Just rub 
viewer to remove any pre
vious image, place tape on 

"SCOTCH" Magnetic Viewer No. 600. 
complete with durable wooden case ... $5D. 

( 

viewing pad with oxide coating up, set viewer on tape, 
tap viewer with finger and watch the image appear. 

Viewer also shows the pattern of recorded sound in 
audible range applications. Even determines whether tools, 
heads, or guides are magnetized. 
'SCOTCH" IS A REGISTER ED TRADEMARK OF MI N N ESOTA MI NI N G & MAN U FACTU RI NG CO .. © 1963, 3 M CO .• 

--------------------------. 
magnetic PrDducts DivisiDn 3m 
Dept. MDW-113, St. Paul 19, Minnesota 

Please give me a demonstration of the "SCOTCH" BRAND 

Magnetic Tape Viewer. 

Name ______________________________________ _ 

Title' _________________ Firm ___________ _ 

Street'-_____________ --'-____________ _ 

City State __________ _ 
L_~ _______________________ ~ 

N ovembe/ 1963 
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Haw high is yaur gaal? 
Ours are out of sight-in the labyrinth of 
space. But your opportunities are a tangible 
reality, here and now at North American's 
Space and Information Systems Division. 
Trained, creative engineering minds, attuned 
to the research, development and production 
of manned spacecraft, large booster systems, 
inflatable winged recovery systems and mis
sile weapon systems will find fertile fields to 
grow in at S&ID. 

ENGINEERING COMPUTING CENTER 
Recently a new engineering computing center 
was established that provides support to the 
entire Space and Information Systems Divi
sion. Very soon this center will be the largest 
combined real time analog and digital com
puting facility in the country. 

Many supervisory and creative opportuni
ties are available to qualified applicants in 
four major areas as follows: 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMING 
Equipment available includes analog, digital, 
digital differential analyzers, and hybrid com
puting systems. 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
Real time statistical analysis of test data, con
trol synthesis, flight trajectory, rendezvous 
studies. 

SYSTEMS 
Design automation, systems checkout, manu
facturing support, logistics support. Real time 
c;ombined analog-digital systems. 

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS 
Engineering statistics, error analysis of real 
time systems. Opportunity to use all types of 
machine languages in compilers, sorters, etc. 
General support of simulation studies involv
ing displays and life science studies. 

Interested? Please contact: 
MR. E. L. MALCOLM 

ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC EMPLOYMENT 
12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD. 

DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ
ment without regard to race. creed. color. or national origin. 

SPACE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS D1YISION~ 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION ~,ijlijl:& 

NEWS BRIEFS . . . 
planting and cutting in a forestry pro
gram, and indicate when to shift crops 
and invest capital. 

At the Charleston, S.C., naval base, 
a Honeywell 800 is central to a sub
marine attack center, used to train 
crews in defensive torpedo tactics. The 
system also includes plotting tables 
and boards, and related control panels. 
\\'hen playtime is over, the 800 is 
meu for accounting functions and 
training scheduling. 

• A lab-model, adaptive linear com
puter has been developed by Stanford 
Univ.'s electronics engineering depart
ment. Adaline (adaptive linear neu
ron) and Madaline (multiple Ada
lines) are said to be capable of bal
ancing a rod, forecasting weather, 
reading electrocardiograms, and 
typing out simple sentences spoken to 
it. Basic circuit of the computer is an 
adaptive threshold logic block which 
can recognize and store patterns of 
information through repetitive condi
tioning . . . by reinforcing and di
minishing its (her?) responses. Photo 
cells, microphones, manually-operated 
equipment, and other sensory devices 
are used for input. 

• The Boeing Co. of Seattle, Wash., 
reportedly has expedited the trans
mission of telegrams, with concomitant 
reduction of cost, by the use of 
Nyematic automatic recording-tran
scribing equipment. The device en
ables originators to speak a message 
over the phone and have it recorded 
in the company's teletype center. The 
teletypist can begin immediate trans
mission or queue messages in the re
corder. 
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• Ferranti's Argus 100 and 200 se
ries process control computers will be 
marketed in France by Compagnie 
Fran9aise Thomson-Houston under a 
recent marketing' agreement. Party to 
the agreement at Ferranti, which re
cently sold its Computer Dept. to lCT, 
is the Automatic Control Div. 

• A l6.8-megabuck contract for 23 
switching centers in the USAF inter
national communications system has 
been awarded to Automatic Electric 
Co., Northlake, Ill., by the Air Force 
Systems Command. The system is part 
of the Defense Communication Agen
cy Overseas AUTOVON program 
which will provide for direct distance 
dialing on a worldwide basis. 
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) o DESIGN 
makes the difference * 

* ALL Systems Metal Products are unconditionally guaranteed for FIVE YEARS, under normal usage. 
Your SYSTEMS Representative can show you the difference in full detail. 

) o 
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DATA PROCESSING 
PROGRAMMED MAGNETICALLY 

• NO DRAFTING 

• NO ERASING 
• ADDITIONS MADE IN SECONDS 
• CHANGES AND DELETIONS TAKE SECONDS 
• INCREDIBLE SAVINGS IN MAN-HOURS 

Write for free brochure DA-ll on our 
New PERTARM Magnetic Visual System 

METHODS RESEARCH CORP. 
105T Willow Ave. Staten Island, N.Y. 10305 
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A Better Source of Supply for 

MACOMATIC 

PINFEED 
AUTOMATION 

LABELS 

NUMEROUS SIZES 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

FROM STOCK 

Available: 
Plain or printed, white or 
colors, single or in multiple 
rows. 

~ 
~--

Also printed. to your specifications 

SEND fOR NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST 

MAY TAG & LABEL CORP. 
111 W. 19th Street, New York, 10011. Tel.: 212·WA 9·0357 
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FASTEST PAPER TAPE SYSTEM 
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At 300 to 1000 characters per second of five to eight bits, the Tele-Dynamics 
system is the fastest paper tape presentation available for retrieving from 
and reading information into a digital computer or communications link. 
Printing electrostatically, it produces a permanent recording of coded in
formation without mechanical punching, chemical processing, or paper burn
ing. The reflected light reader reads both punched and electrostatic tape. 

Building as the job grows is fully practical since printer, reader, and accessory 
units are modular in construction. Speed can be adjusted simply by changing 
pulleys and/or adding standard printed circuit cards. Edge-printed alpha
numeric presentation of the coded character can be attained by plugging an 
additional chassis into the printer. Parallel-to-serial conversion is available 
as standard plug-in cards. Code conversion is accomplished by connecting 
an additional chassis. Either the recorder or reader can be procured separately. 

This standard electrostatic equipment has a wide range of usefulness in data 
handling and communications systems to provide high speed recording with 
slow or high speed playback. (Inset -low speed reader may be combined 
in the same chassis as high speed printer to buffer speed for input to mechani
cal page printer.) Typical applications include computer input/output mes
sage speed buffering, message routing by torn tape, and digital data com-
munications systems. Write today for detailed information. . 

. TELE-DYNAMICS 
DIVISION 

AJJIIERICAN BOSCH ARJJIIA CORPORATION 
5000 Parkside Avenue, Philadelphia 31, Pa. 9127 
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At a recent NABAC Convention held in 
Minneapolis, NCR demonstrated its On
line Bank System and Software to hun
dreds of bankers. 

Typical bank saving transactions were 
entered on a Class 42 Window Machine 
located on the convention floor and 
transmitted to a 315 CRAM Computer 
System at NCR's Data Processing Center 
in Los Angeles, California. 

......... _._ ••. _--------------

The 315, operating under control of 
the On-line Package Program devel
oped by NCR, processed each trans
action by selecting the proper account 
... verifying the old balance ... updat-
ing the central record ... establishing 
the required controls .... and returning 
the updated transaction to the Class 42 
for printing in the customer's passbook. 
. A transaction such as the above 

traveled nearly 4,000 miles and yet was 
processed in approximately thirteen sec
onds. This demonstration convinced 
many bankers of the feasibility of plac
ing a computer at the "finger tips" of 
each teller. 

For more information regarding the 
On-line processing capabilities of the 
315 CRAM Computer System, call your 
nearby NCR Office. 

NCR PROVIDES TOTAL SYSTEMS - FROM ORIGINAL ENTRY TO FINAL REPORT
THROUGH ACCOUNTING MACHINES, CASH REGISTERS OR ADDING MACHINES, AND DATA PROCESSING 

The National Cash Register CO.o1,133 o.ffices In 120 countrles-79 years of helping business save money INICIRI 
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D 2020 .COMPUTER TAPE UNITS 
AND MULTIPLE TAPE UNIT SYSTEMS 

TRIPLE DENSITY 
with the same low price tag 

People like you have established Datamec's 02020 as the standard for 
small and medium·scale computers. And now you get a transfer rate 
as high as 36,000 cps with the same economy. 02020 triple density 
tape units write and read tapes in all three standard compatible 
'formats: 800, 556 and 200 bpi. You select density with a single switch 
on the tape unit's operator control panel. Units operate at any 
single tape speed from 3 to 45 ips. 

New Computer Applications ... Use the economical 02020 with computer 
and other EDP systems which previously required higher cost tape units. 
Use it where magnetic tape I/O formerly could not be justified. 

Greater Operator Convenience ... 02020 features like the 
density select switch (shown below) keep computer operators happy. 

Top Performance, Reliability ... 0 2020 operating and dependability 
specifications remain unsurpassed. 

Your nearby Datamec representative has all the facts for you. 
Or write us direct. Datamec Corporation, 345 Middlefield Road, 
Mountain View, California. 
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people 
IN 
DATAMATION 

• Edwin R. Gamson has resigned as 
vp and general' manager ·of. Ampex 
Computer Products Co., Culver City, 
Calif., along with the firm's chief en
gineer. Serving as acting general man
ager is Arthur H. Hausman, vp-ad
"anced research & technology, and 
new chief engineer is Linden G. Grid
dle, former manufacturing head. 

• Francis J. Alterman, one of the 
founders of ASI and most recently 
manager of the Computer Div. for 
Hughes Fullerton, has joined General 
Precision as president of the Commer
cial Computer Div. 

• Joseph Weizenbaum, nationally 
known list processing authority at the 
GE Computer Research Lab in Sunny
vale Calif. has been named a visiting 
prof' at MIT for the current academic 
year. 

• Robert M. Gordon and John R. 
Lowe have joined Northrop Corp. as 
directors of computing sites at the 
Anaheim and Conejo Valley, Calif., 
facilities, respectively. Gordon former
ly was with Arthur D. Little Inc., 
Cambridge, Mass., and Lowe was with 
Aerospace Corp., Los Angeles. More 
recently joining the firm, also as site 
directors; are Maurice P. Chrysler, 
formerly with Collins Radio in Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and Robert R. Joslyn of 
Data Processing Services, Los Angeles. 

• Thomas E. Williams has been ap
pointed dp director of the General 
Telephone & Electronics Service Corp. 
in New York City. He had been senior 
methods administrator and dp consul
tant. 

• Richard C. Jones has been named 
president of the software-consultant 
firm Applied Data Research Inc., 
Princeton, N.J. He had been with Uni
vac' s Washington Div. 

• Joseph A. Perret has been pro
moted to the post of vp in charge 
of the EDP division of the First 
P~nnsylvania Banking & Trust Co., 
Philadelphia. 
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H ••• A very fine river,"werethe words 
used by French explorer DanielOrey .. 
solon Sieur Du .. ' Luth· to describe. the 
St. Croix river which he discovered in 
June,J680. 

The~ rolling. w()odlands. surrounding 
the St .. Croix were Hemphatkallvthe 
best section ot the countryina.llth~ 
West/'declarednewspaperecUt()r 
James Goodhue in1849?~ft~r.this 
beautiful land was t~()r0t1gl:tlyexl'~()sec!~ 

Today, almost 300 yearssinc:eJ-?t1 
Luth's '. two <;anoes' glided .'. throtj,gh, the 
St. Croix country, th.e ~geofdiscovery 
still con tin uesatAmery ,Wiscon~in' in 
the heart of Hthebestsectionof the 
country in aUthe\yest/' 

At Amery, a young gr0t1Po~techrti~ 
cal explorers. is pioneering' newwor Ids 
ofcorememoryengineerin~; 

They' have earned anunsurpassed 
re'putation for intelligent, effective 

engineering in themeIlioryfield~ Their 
manufacturing.capabilitynow·exceeds 
two· .. million cor~~.strung"'l?er~~~~. 
A.nd, .. ·their·.qua~ity~~suraJ:\~~., .. ·program 
is a'· m?delfor ~t~e~compa.ni~s. 

How about.· YO~r.".·.!<nowledgeofthe 
wor ld .. of (,:oren'l.emoriesI. J:Iav.ey()u 
discovered ·'.Fa bri .. Tek?·. These discern ... 
ingtechnkal •. e?'1?I()rer~have! 

C611insRadio 

q.e·~·~f.~I ••••• ;Electr.i£ 
I-Iugl:t~~<Aircraft 

R:C.A~ 

c ••.•• 'fh~In~so&.Tha.~~~oOclfri~g~ 
Fabri;.Tekwould like to share its dis .. 

coy~ries~itl:t.y?~<~~~o~'r.·se~~y()~ 
Dt1Lu~~' ~.···.4i~9r()t:~r~lv~1.f()~d~rs,b~.t 
fo~ th~.~sking.· .. \Venls~n?you .• so~e~~rY 
i11.!.~r~st~ngIl1~t~~i~~0~ .. cor~.Il1elll°ries 
andme

Il1
0ry syste~~.Writ~ F ABRI .. 

IEK,Incorporated, Amery,Wisconsin. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: FOSHAY TOWER.M INNEAPOLlS2; MINNESOTA 
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I must be getting smarter, Computape. 
Suddenly, I can see right through you! 

You'll have to pardon Computape's exuberance, but he's 
all wound up about his new LEXAN reel-a very important 
first in the computer tape field. LEXAN' reels cost more 
than conventional polystyrene reels. They are worth it. 
Much tougher and stronger. Much higher impact strength. 
Much more resistance to heat distortion and warpage. 
*RI!G. T.M. GENERAL. EL.ECTRIC co. 

· 
· · 

. . . . 

. . . . 

. . . . 
. . . 

. . . 

.................. . . . . .. . . . . .. 

It's the Computron people who are 
getting smarter, Penelope. This 
new transparent LEXAN* reel is 
the most sensational, fabulous, and 
otherwise terrific thing that's ever 
happened to computer tape! 

. . 

. . . . . . 

. . 

. . 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

... .--. ... .. . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . • . . . • e.- .•... · · ... 

Extra fire resistance. (LEXAN is self-extinguishing.) You 
just don't get this kind of protection with any other reel of 
tape. And by the way - what's wound on the reel is still 
the same COfDputape. (556 or 800 bits per inch. No drop
out.) Which is to say, .~he best there is. Investigate today. 
Better still, immediately. CDMPUTRDN INC. 

122 Calvary Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 
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DATAMATION o NEW 
O~ PRODUCTS 

fordacs 
This new system, featuring an LGP-
30 equipped with a special program, 
automatically schedules and keeps the 
books on fuel-oil deliveries for fuel
oil distribution companies. Price of 
the FORDACS system is $24,500. 
GENERAL PRECISION, INC., LI
BRASCOPE DIV., Glendale 1, Calif. 
For information: 

CIRCL.E 200 ON READER CARD 

linear programming 
A linear programming package is un
der development for use with the 800 
and 1800 dp systems. The package 
can handle up to 700 constraints and 
an unlimited number of variables with 
a minimum of 16K words of memory. 
A Simplex Algorithm method of prob
lem solution is being used. MINNEA
POLIS HONEYWELL, EDP DIV., 
60 Walnut St., Wellesley Hills 81, 
Mass. For information: 

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD 

mag tape units 
The C-8046 and C-8047 mag tape 
units are digital sequential stor;lge 
devices with read-write capability for 

November 1963 

use in high speed automatic informa
tion switching and processing systems. 
COLLINS RADIO CO., Dallas, Tex. 
For information: 

Programmed Tools). GENERAL 
ELECTRIC CO., COMPUTER 
DEPT., 13430 N. Black Canyon High
way, Phoenix, Ariz. For information: 

CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD CIRCLE 204 ON READ'ER CARD 

mag tape viewer central processor 
The new B200 processors are said to 
have a 43 per cent faster clock rate 
than the standard B200s. The new 
processors will be available with either 
4,800 or 9,600 characters of memory 
with cycle time reduced from 10 to 
seven usec. BURROUGHS CORP., 
Detroit 32, Mich. For information: 

The 600 viewer makes the data re
corded on mag tape visible without 
damaging the tape. This instrument 

CIRCLE 203 ON RSADER CARD 

computer program 
GE-ADAPT permits the GE-200 line 
of computers to prepare perforated 
tapes for automatically controlling 
such machine tools as drills, presses 
and horizontal mills. GE-ADAPT is a 
simplified version of APT (Automatic 

Programmers, Syst~ms Analysts and Designers 

OUR "ONE MAN IN A HUNDRED" 

NEEDS HELP! 
Recently we were able to find the "One Man in a 
Hundred" we needed. Now we need more like him, to 
help him and his associates expand their long-term in
formation systems design and programming activities. 

Who Is This Man? Statistically speaking, he has the 
normal number of wives, 2.7 children, 1.5 dogs, 0.4 
horses, is about to buy 40 acres and likes to visit the 
"big city" instead of live in it. He likes the country, 
earns good money and enjoys his work. 

What Is His Job? He develops complex information 
systems. He needs systems analysts, programming 
systems designers, and programmers with 3 or more 
years' experience to help him. Bachelor'S degree or 
above. 

Where Does He Work? Sierra Vista, Arizona. A growing 
town in an area with an informal atmosphere and with 
plenty of elbow room for those who like the outdoors. 

Would You Like To Join Him? For more information 
and an immediate reply, call COLLECT or send resume 
to: Mr. Calderaro, General Manager, Arizona Research 
Center. Telephone No. (602) 458-3311, ext. 4109. 

UNITED RESEARCH SERVICES 
Box 1025, Sierra Vista, Arizona 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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NEW PRODUCTS . . . 
can be used to check recorder head 
alignment, track placement, pulse defi
nition, interblock spacing and drop
out areas in computer and instrumen
tation work. The 600 is priced at 
$50. 3M CO., 2501 Hudson Rd. St. 
Paul 19, Minn. For information: 

CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD 

printer ribbons 
A complete line of high speed ribbons 
is available for the exclusive use of 
this company's printers. The ribbon 
has been designed to operate at speeds 
up to and over 1000 lines per minute. 
ANELEX CORP., 150 Causeway St., 
Boston 14, Mass. For information: 

CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD 

texwipe 
TEXWIPE is a lint-free cloth appli
cable in the edp field for removing 
oxide build-up on mag tape trans
ports. PRECISION PRODUCTS CO., 
157 Prospect St., Passaic, N.J. For 
information: 
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punched card reader 
The Speedreader 1500 reads 80-col
umn punched cards, column by col
umn at a rate of 1,500 cpm. The input 
hopper has a capacity of 3,000 cards, 
and the two output hoppers can stack 

2,000 cards each. UPTIME CORP., 
15910 W. 5th Ave., Golden, Colo. For 
information: 
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mag tape unit 
The D 2020 dual and quad unit in
tegrated computer mag tape systems 
share write-read data electronics and 
operate at 45 ips. The unit has trans
fer rates up to 36,000 cps in IBM 
standard computer tape formats. DA
TAMEC CORP, 345 Middlefield Rd., 
Mountain View, Calif. For informa
tion: 
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learning curve calculator 
Calculator LC-100 is constructed of 
two slides, with a transparent stand
ard slide overlaying the opaque cost 
reduction slide, thus mechanizing the 
learning curve formulae. Instructions 

for using the . calculator and problems 
involving its application are carried on 
the reverse side. TECHNI-SLIDE 
CO., 144 W. Whiting Ave., Fullerton, 
Calif. For information: 
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data logger 
The 864-100 DC voltage-logging sys..; 
tem measures and records voltages 
from .0000 to ± 999.9 volts, record
ing four digits of data plus polarity, 
range indication and channel identi
fication at up to 400 channels per 
minute. System includes a tape per
forator. Basic price: $12,995. COHU 
ELECTRONICS, Inc., 5725 Kearny 
Villa Rd., San Diego 12, Calif. For 
information: 
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Ten-Megacycle BIAX® Memory. Here Now! 

®Registered Trademark 

November 1963 

Ten-megacycle memory performance is here ... now ... and 
from Aeronutronic, developer and manufacturer of the 
remarkable family of BIAX memories. 

In fact, we are now delivering our first 10-megacycle 
BIAX memory to the Department of Defense. 

This 10-megacycle BIAX memory, available on a custom 
basis, retains all of the performance-proved features of its 
predecessors-the. standard-line one- and two-megacycle 
BIAX memories. These features include multi-megacycle 
random read cycling; inherently non-destructive readout 
which improves reliability and insures permanent storage 
of vital data; and low operating power levels. 

The two standard~line memories are now delivered for 
substantially less than $1 a bit. While the 10-megacycle 
BIAX memory is not expected to be manufactured for the 
same low cost, a number of refinements in design and assem
bly techniques are being made so it will be distributed 
eventually as a standard-line BIAX memory model. 

If you would like to learn more about the exciting develop
ment of our lO-megacycle BIAX memory-or the standard- . 
line models already available - direct inquiries to: 

Marketing Manager, BIAX Memory Systems 

I 
DIVISION OF PHILCO CORPORATION 

AERONUTRONIC ASUBSIDIARYOF8f».d~CP~ 
FORD ROAD/NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 
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And you can do it economically, too ... if your ultra·high speed 
logic circuit designs incorporate RCA 2N2938. This one high 
performance type can be· all you need. From low·level logic 
switches to high·current applications, this silicon double·dif
fused planar epitaxial type is designed to fill today's need for a 
broadly applicable computer transistor. 

TO-18 
PACKAGE 

Featuring high gain-bandwidth product and low capacitance, RCA 
2N2938 is part of RCA's line of high-speed silicon switching 
transistors covering the range from 0.1 ma to 1 amp. 
Assuring high beta over an extra wide range.of collector currents, 
these RCA types provide excellent switching speeds at high cur
rents. You would expect such benefits from RCA-the industry 
leader for three decades in the techniques for building mechani-

cal and electrical reliability into electronic products. 
See your RCA representative today. Or, write for technical data 
on specific types to: Section CD-l1, Commercial Engineering, 
RCA Electronic Components arid Devices, Harrison, N. J. 
Also available through your RCA Distributor 

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RCA ULTRA·HIGH-SPEED SWITCHING TRANSISTORS 

(TA·2090A) 
2N2475 2N293a 2N2477 

h Typical 800 Mc 690 Mc 300 Me 

COB Typical 2.4pf 3.5pf apf 

Watts dissipation 0.3 0.3 0.6 at 25°C FA 

VeE (Sat) Max. 0.4 volt 0.4 volt 0.65 volt 
at 20 Ma at 50 Ma at 500 Ma 

hFE Min. 30 at 20 Ma 30 at50 Ma 40 at 150 Ma 

Turn·On Time Max. 20 nsec (20 rna) 30 nsec (50 rna) 25 nsec (150 rna) 

Turn·Off Time Max. 15 nsee (20 rna) 30 nsec (50 rna) 45 nsee (150 rna) 

RCA FIELD OFFICES-EAST: 32 Green St., Newark 2, N. J., 485·3900 • 731 James St., Rm. 402, 
Syracuse 3, N. Y., GR 4·5591 • 605 Marlton Pike, Erltan, N. J., HA 8·4802 • Greater Balti· 
more Area, 1725 "K" St., N.W., Washington 6, D. c., FE 7·8500 • NORTHEAST: 64 "A" St., 
Needham Heights 94, Mass., HI 4·7200 • SOUTHEAST: 200 Ea~t Marks St., Orlando, Fla., 
425·5563 • CENTRAL: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, III., 527·2900 • 
2132 East 52nd St., Indianapolis 5, Ind., Cl 1·1405 • 5805 Excelsior Blvd., Minneapolis 15, 
Minn., WE 9·0676 • 714 New Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich., TR 5·5600 • WEST: 6801 E. 
Washington Blvd., los Angeles 22, Calif., RA 3·8361 • 1838 EI Camino Real, Burlingame, 
Calif., OX 7·1620 • 2250 First Avenue,S., Seattle 4, Wash., MA 2·8816. GOVERNMENT: 224 
N. Wilkinson St., Dayton 2, Ohio, BA 6·2366 • 1725 "K" St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C., 
FE 7·8500 • RCA INTERNATIONAL DIVISION, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New 
York, Cable Address: RADIOINTER, N. Y. 

(S .. The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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Hydac 2400 is the first computer to offer a totally integrated system for Hybrid Simulation - the third computing discipline. This 
is no mere compromise combination of analog and digital computers, but a fully engineered answer to today's and tomor

row's needs for a computer to solve problems that are beyond the reach of either type of computation alone. The analog and 
digital computer sub-systems of Hydac 2400 are linked to provide complete inter-communication and inter-control. For the first 
time, you have a single source responsibility for hybrid computing equipment; in addition you have the services of computation 
centers throughout the country to advise and to supplement your own facilities. Write for information on Hydac 2400 today. 

~ft0n·CI·==============CIR=CLE=40=ON=RE=AD=ERC=AR=D==============~ 
I£~ U ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC.; Long Branch, New Jersey 

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION SERVICES/ANALOG COMPUTERS/HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAL COMPUTATION EQUIPMENT/SIMULATION SYSTEMS! 
SCIENTIFIC AND LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS/INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS/PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EQUIPMENT/RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS/TEST 
AND CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS/MILITARY AND INDUS1RIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES/FIELD ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES. 



A universal problem: nOpe" has the answer 
DPC (Data Packaging Corp.) cases 

will safeguard your tape from contami
nation by dust and moisture better than 
any case now obtainable. For the first 
time, protection is available which will 
insure accurate retrieval of valuable in
.formation without fear of dropouts due 
to wear particles from the cam-lock. 

The completely enclosed locking-cam, 
exclusive patented* feature, prevents 
tape contamination caused by cam
wear-particles when opening and 
closing the case during normal usage. 

Another safeguard: instantly visible 
"9pen" and "lock" indicators increase 

the protection of stored information 
which may be lost when a reel falls from 
a half-closed case. As an added precau
tion, you'll hear a distinctly audible 
"click" when you turn the lock handle to 
either position . 

These safeguards were designed with 
the user in mind. Tape contamination 
means computer-downtime and dollars 
to you. DPC assures you of retaining 
more data per dollar, at no price pre
mium whatever. 

Sold exclusively through magnetic 
tape suppliers. Contact your tape sup
plier today for Positive Profit Protection. 

*AII products manufactured for DPC by Morningstar Corp., 205 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 
Case patent: U.S. Pat. 3,074,546. Other patents pending. 
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205 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 
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CONTROL DATXS CONTINUING SUCCESS CREATES 
o _______ M_A_NY_K_Ey_O_P_EN_IN_GS ______ _ 

o 

Because of the worldwide acceptance of Control Data's general and special purpose 
computer systems, a variety of professional positions must be filled to keep pace 
with the company's resultant growth. If you have medium or large-scale computer 
experience and a B. S. degree, please examine the following opportunities which 
exist at all experience levels. 

AT PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
ADVANCED SYSTEMS: Participate in the development of experimental systems on the 
frontiers of the programming art in such areas as general purpose translators, multi processing 
systems, new, high-level programming languages. 

SYSTEMS EVALUATION: Participate in the development of quality assurance techniques 
for general purpose programming systems. These positions require a good understanding of 
system programming techniques and creative imagination. 

TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS: Application oriented programming development of new tech
niques in areas such as nuclear reactors, general simulation, linear and non-linear programming, 
information retrieval, aerospace data reduction, switching applications and biological data 
processing. 

SYSTEMS INSTALLATION: Represent Control Data technically at various, nationwide cus
tomer sites. Responsibilities will include orientation, training, programmer consultation and 
software systems installation for large-scale Control Data 3600 and 1604 computer customers. 

AT LOS ANGELES, PALO ALTO AND MINNEAPOLIS 
PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS: Participate in the development of advanced programming sys
tems, including Compiler Development, Monitor and Executive routines and language analysis. 

AT LOS ANGELES, PALO ALTO, WASHINGTON, D. C., CHICAGO AND LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS: You will be analyzing data center customer problems for. 
computer applications. In addition, you will be involved in sales support work and the prepa
ration of programming proposals. 

AT PALO ALTO AND LOS ANGELES 
SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION: Assist in development of reference manuals, teaching aids, 
sales aids and other forms of documentation for programming systems. . 

AT LOS ANGELES 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: Define problems in which the emphasis is on analysis, novel design, 
mathematical innovation and programming implementation. 

AT NATIONWIDE CONTROL DATA SALES OFFICE LOCATIONS 
SALES SUPPORT ANALYSTS: Consult with Control Data's hardware customers to analyze 
their problems for computer applications in both pre- and post sale situations. 

TO ASSURE PROMPT REVIEW OF YOUR QUALIFICATIONS AND INTERESTS, PLEASE SEND RESUME TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AREA STAFFING REPRESENTATIVES: 

PALO ALTO: B. L. CRIPE, 3330 HILLVIEW, PALO ALTO, CALIF. 
LOS ANGELES: J. F. WARD, 5630 ARBOR VITAE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
EASTERN u.S.: K. E. CHASE, 11428 ROCKVILLE PIKE, ROCKVILLE, MD. 

MINNEAPOLIS AND MIDWEST: T. H. OLDHAM, 8100 34TH AVE. SO.,MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

, ' 

CONTROL DATA' 
, . 

CORPORATION . , 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Island unit has optional telescoping 

doors which operate on overhead track. 

Datacenter holds 72 IBM card boxes. 

Accessible from either side. 

Two double depth shelves 

for tape reeis, flat storage below. 

A versatile new 
auxiliary unit 

that provides extra 
working and storage 

space adjacent 
to machines! 

Here, we show only a few of the 

many ways in which Datacenter can 

make your machine room more 

efficient. The counter-height plastic 

laminate top on the full size island 

unit gives nearly 12.5 square feet 

of work area. And, its spacious in

terior can be fitted with flatshelves 

for storing control panels, cards and 

forms or with flexible steel dividers 

to hold tape reels. Open on both 

sides; Datacenter is available with 

or without telescoping doors and in 

your choice of 23 handsome, super

tough acrylic finishes. You can see 

Datacenter - and other Datatase 

units-at your Steelcase dealer. Or, 

write Department E for our colorful 

new 36-page catalog. Steelcase Inc., 

Grand Rapids, Mich.; Canadian 

Steelcase Co., Ltd., Don Mills, Ont. 

A variety of control panels, neatly 

stored and ready for use. 

CIRCLE 43 ON READER CARD 
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Four flat shelves for 30 disk packs. 

Shelves adjustable on X·inch centers. 

Up to 25 card file trays 

can be easily accommodated. 

Wall type for use against walls or 

in limited space. Open on one side. 
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strip chart recorder 
The V.O.M.-5 strip chart recorder has 
been designed to permit. its use as an 
integrated component of a larger in
strument panel. The recorder features 
direct recording of resistance,milli
amps or DC volts without need of 
external converters. It is priced at 
$675. BAUSCH & LOMB INC., 
Rochester 2, N.Y. For information: 

CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD 

serial converter 
Model 265 has been designed for con
verting parallel digital data to serial 
form in data logging applications 
using tape punches or mag tape re
corders. Data is recorded continuously 
at a full tape punch speed of 110 cps. 
NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC., Del 
Mar, Calif. For information: 
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data reduction system 
Model GDDRS-3B is able to read any 
kind of oscillogram, graph, drawing, 
or other chart materiaL Material is 
read by manually positioning two 
hairlines. Visual three-digit readout is 

shown via digital display, while print
ing is performed on pushbutton com
mand. Prices start at $5,975. GER
BER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT 
CO., South Windsor, Conn. For infor
mation: 
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tape cleaning & certification 
Model C-3 certifier for the IBM 7330 
tape transport is a plug-in, off-line 
unit, which, using· any unmodified 
IBM tape drive, tests for dropouts at 
20 to 80 percent levels and locates 
defects, handling tape densities up to 
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800 bpi. CYBETRONICS, INC. 132 
Calvary St., Waltham, Mass. For in
formation: 
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teletype & monitoring panel 
Model 703 has been designed for both 
central office and mobile communica
tion center use to provide monitoring 
and line keying functions. The basic 
model has two illuminated four-inch 
meters, one for readout of standard 
DC line current levels and the other 
for registering integrated mark or 
space distortion directly in percentage. 
TREPAC CORP. OF AMERICA, 30 
W. Hamilton .Ave., Englewood, N.J. 
For information: 
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strip chart analysis 
This manual device can be used for 
quick look work, spot checking or 
thorough analysis of an entire record. 
The Data Scaler can be applied to 
problems of origin offsets, scale factors 

and non-linear calibrations. The an
swers appear in digital form in a three 
digit counter. DATA SCALER, P.O. 
Box 378, Westfield, ,Mass. For infor
mation: 

CIRCle 211 ON ReADER CARD 

serial memory , 
The SEMS-2S severe environment 
serial memory reads or writes at 200 
kc, and operates over a temperature 
range of -55°C to + 100°C. Avail
able from 5,005 bits up to 150,150 
bits, in 5,005-bit increments. Prices 
start at $24,000. ELECTRONIC 
MEMORIES, INC.; 12621 Chadron 
Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. For informa
tion: 
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buffer store system 
This binary buffer store unit stores 
data in serial or parallel form in a 
recirculating magnetostrictive delay 
line. The first section of this two-part 
system contains the basic buffer logic. 
The second is applicable directly to 
the input and output specIfications of 

IBM 72Q MARK IV COMPATIBLE 

112.~ IPI • ~~CS BPI 

In a competitively priced digital 
magnetic tape system; the Data-stor 
Model 5900 Digital Magnetic Tape 
Systems offers these important ad
vantages. 

Compatibility: Standard Versions 
that are guaranteed tape compatible 
with the IBM 727 and IBM 729 
Mark I, II, III, IV Systems. 

Constr~ction: Modular construction. 
that allows convenient servicing. 
There is complete front access to 
all components through hinged 
transport front panel and electronics 
access door. A rugged casting as
sures long life, dependability, and 
accuracy. 

Design: The tape drive system uses 
polymer coated capstans to main
tain consistent and uniform start 
and stop characteristics. The mag
netic tape head assembly is replace
able with no adjustments. 

The system may be obtained with
out the cabinetry and in any com
bination of the· associated electronic 
sub-systems. (Control Panel, Read 
and Write Electronics). Write for 
complete catalog and specifications. 

DATA-STOR 

DIVISION OF COOK ELECTRIC COMPANY 

~100 Monticello Ave. • Skokie, III. 
Tel. 312·673-9200 • TWX 910·223-3615 

West Coast Offices: 
805 East Cerritos • Anaheim, Calif. 

Tel. 114-776-6400 • TWX 714-776·0761 
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INlclRI 
CUSTOMER REPRESENTATIVES 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Persons who have programmed magnetic tape computer 
systems a minimum of 18 months and who have performed 
related systems analysis are offered an opportunity to 
advance in the EDP field. An interest in customer contact 
is essential; a college degree is desired but not demanded .. 
Salaries are competitive and achievement is rewarded. 
These professional level positions insure individual progress 
with a growing company in an expanding field. 

Current opportunities exist in: 

NEW ENGLAND, EAST COAST, MID WEST 

SOUTHERN ONTARIO, QUEBEC, WEST COAST 

To arrange an interview in your local area in the near 
future address your resume with salary requirements and 
telephone number to: 

Mr. T. F. Wade, Technical Placement 
The National Cash Register Company 
Main & K Streets, Dayton 9, Ohio 
an equal opportunity employer 
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COMPONENT 
PRODUCTS .•. 

individual customer requirements. 
FERRANTI ELECTRIC INC., In
dustrial Park No.1, Plainview, L.I., 
N.Y. For information: 
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photo-electric reader 
Model OB3500 is a bi-directional, 
photo-electric, perforated tape reader 
that can read six-level square-hole 
paper tape. The unit operates at a 
speed of 50 ips and has a stop dis
tance, at this speed, of .030". The 
OB3500 is priced at $2,930. DIGI
TRONICS CORP., Albertson, N.Y. 
For information: 
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analog computer/controller 
The MINI-LINE 500 regulates pres
sure, temperature, level, or Row in 
power and process systems and can 
be incorporated into either single-loop 
or multi-loop control systems. BAILEY 
METER CO., 1050 Ivanhoe ·Rd., 
Cleveland, Ohio. For information: 
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aid converter 
The series 5020 analog-to-digital con
verter has an accuracy of ±0.01 % 
of full scale plus one digit maximum 
absolute error. The system was de
signed for high speed digital instru
mentation systems. It is priced at 
$2300. ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES 
INC., Long Branch, N.J. For informa
tion: 
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a/ d & d/ a converters 
Models 1042-1046 employ a sampling 
aperture of 300 nanoseconds, and can 
accommodate word lengths from four 
to eight bits including parity. Input 
power requirements are as low as one 
watt. VECTOR MANUFACTURING 
CO., INC., Southhampton, Pa. For 
information: 
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read/punch unit 
A new read/punch unit, designed for 
use with the 1004 card processor, is 
able to read standard 80 or 90-column 
cards, and punches additional data r-
into the same cards at the rate of I\.. 
200 cpm. Both reading and punching 
are automatically verified by a 
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Engineering employment 
opportunity of the week 
,-------------------------, I ' I 

: SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMER : 
I 1 
I • Analysis & Programming Military Systems I 
I • Real Time & Non-Real Time I 
I I L ________________________ ~ 

To assure immediate consideration for membership 

on HUGHES Technical Staff, please forward complete 

resume, in confidence, to: 

MR. D. D. HAMLIN 
HUGHES-FULLERTON R&D 
P. O. Box 3310 
Fullerton, California 

An equal opportunity employe! 

Creating a new world with electronics 
r------------------i 
I I 

: HUGHES : 
I I L __________________ ~ 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

FULLERTON R Be D 

FREE Data Processing 
Opportunities Bulletin 

Shows the positions you could have in 
the field of Data Processing. 

Cadillac Associates, the nation's largest executive 
and professional placement service, represents the 
majority of the nation's top companies in Data 
Processing. Their best jobs, at salaries from $6,000 
to $75,000 appear in our monthly Data Processing 
Opportunities Bulletin., 

Both the Bulletin and our completely confidential 
placement service are available to you absolutely 
free of charge. Client companies pay our fees. 

For your free Bulletin without any obligation, 
circle Subscriber Service Card No. 99. Please use 
home address only. 

LON D. BARTON 
President 

Cadillac 
Associates, Inc. * 

29 E. Madison Bldg. 
Chicago 2, Illinois 

FI 6·9400 
• Where More Executives Find Their Positions 

Than Anywhere Else in the World 

In Los Angeles- Lon Barton Associates 3275 Wilshire Blvd. 
In San Francisco-Lon Barton Associates, 120 Montgomery St. 
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Paper Tape Readers 
The Elliott series of Paper Tape Readers have been 
designed to provide the correct speed input device for use 
ina wide variety of punched tape controlled Data 
Processing and Automation systems. 

MAIN FEATURES 
~:~ 200, 500 and 1000 characters per second 
~:~ Photo electric reading 
~E- 5, 6, 7 & 8 channel tape 
?E- Fast stop 
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MODELS Model T 2 Tape Reader 

T 2 for speeds up to 200 characters per second 

T 5 for speeds up to 500 " " " For full details please write to 
TID for speeds up to ,1,000" " " 

ASSOCIATED AUTOlVlATION LIlMITED 
c AUTO.MATION ACCESSORIES ··DIVISION 

70 DUDDEN~ONDON NftW.10 ENGLAND 

.. A Member of The Elliott-Automation Group 
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Haw high is 
yaur gaal? 
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Ours are out of sight-in 
the labyrinth of space. 
But your opportunities 
are a tangible reality, 
here and now at North 
American's Space and 
Information Systems Di
vision. Many senior engineering 
and scientific positions are now 
available in the following areas: 

LOGIC DESIGN 
Design of solid-state circuits to 
implement logic design includ
ing logic elements, special meas
urement and generating devices, 
buffering, switching, etc. 

SYSTEM LOGIC DESIGN 
AND ANALYSIS 

System logic design and analy
sis. Determine basic system 
requirements and parameters. 
Perform design on systems level. 

COMPUTER CIRCUIT DESIGNS 
AND MODIFICATIONS 

Design and development of spe
cial electronic circuitry to be 
used in conjunction with general 
purpose computers. Modify 
existing systems to be capable 
of performing in areas for 
which they may not have been 
specifically designed. 

Interested? Please contact: 

Mr.E. L.METTLER 
ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC 

EMPLOYMENT 
12214 LAKEWOOD BLVD. 

DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 

All qualified applicants will reo 
ceive consideration for employ
ment without regard to race, 
creed, color, or national origin. 

COMPONENT 
PRODUCTS .•• 

weighted hole-count check feature at 
the post-punch station. UNIVAC, 
Sperry Rand Bldg., New York 19, 
N.Y. For information: 
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tape punch set 
This perforated tape punch set, the 
DY-2545, can accept output informa
tion from a digital voltmeter or elec
tronic counter and convert it to a 

. permanent, computer-compatible rec
ord. The instrument punches at a 
110 cps rate, normally in IBM 8-level 
code. DYMEC, 395 Page Mill Rd., 
Palo Alto, Calif. For information: 
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core memory 
SEMS-1R features 4-usec read/write 
time; it will operate over a clahled 
range of -55°C to +100°C without 
current compensation. Available in 
two package configurations, the 
memory contains 4096 words of up 
to 32 bits. Delivery is quoted as three 
to four months.· ELECTRONIC 
MEMORIES, Inc. 12621 Chadron 
Av~., Hawthorne, Calif. For informa
tion: 
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event time recorder 
This system records time and condi-

COMPUTER 
PROGRAMMERS 

and ANALYSTS 
PRe now in its 10th year as a profit 

making research organization invites 

qualiried computer programmers to 

join its expanding technical divisions 

devoted to high quality service to both 

industry and government. 

tion of up to 200 events whenever 
the status of any of the events 
changes. From this information, a 
computer is able to determine and 
tabulate duty cycle, number of 
cycles, maximum periodic on time, 
total on time, etc. Past condition of 
all events is held in memory. ASTRO
DATA INC., 240 E. Palais Rd., Ana
heim, Calif. For information: 
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control system 
The MARC SCR supervisory control 
system has been developed for opera
tion over a tone or carrier-derived 
communication channel. It is able to 
continuously monitor alarm and status 
of up to 64 on-off conditions. A direct
operate remote control system enables 
corrective controls to turn on standby 
equipment to keep apparatus at re
mote stations functioning. MOORE 
ASSOCIATES, INC., 893 American 
St., San Carlos, Calif. For informa
tion: 
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coders 
The TD-680 series coders are diffuse 
convolutional error correcting encod-

. ers and decoders designed for tele
phone line data transmission links. 
CODEX CORP., 2107 Massachusetts 
Ave., Cambridge 40, Mass. ·For infor
mation: 
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QUALIFICATIONS: 
Experience with large computers such as 
1604, 709-90, with working knowledge in 
the complete spectrum of problems from 
requirements through systems analysis and 
design including programming and check 
out. 

RESPONSIBILITIES 
Will work directly with the Command Staff 
personnel on problems which can be auto
mated and assist them to do the job bet
ter by applying your knowledge to the 
Command systems problems. Will organize 
and design large files in the fields of 
Logistics Planning and Intelligence systems 
reflecting at all times the requirements of 
the operational environment. Assignments 
in weapons systems design and eledronic 
component reliability are also available. 

REMUNERATION 
Excellent salaries, liberal benefits and op
p'ortunity for personal growth on broad 
and long term assignments plus scientific 
and professional environment make this 
an ideal opportunity. 

TO APPLY 
Send your complete resume in confidence 
to 
Director of Personnel-Department 0-1 

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION 
1333 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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The NAVY's new civilian/military/computer team streamlines 

strategic COMMAND, CONTROL and INFORMATION flow 

through application of advanced edp technology 

NAVCOSSACT 
Operating directly under the Chief of Naval Opera
tions, NAVCOSSACT -the Naval Command Systems 
Support Activity-has one of the most significant 
and far-reaching missions ever assigned a fledgling 
scientific organization: 

evall,Jatiori, iritegration; testing and continuing pro
gramming; to provide such support in direct.response 
to requirements determined by the Chief of Naval 
Operations or higher authority." 

The hard core of this provocative mission-the 
development and implementation of Navy-spon
sored Command systems-concerns the most ad
vanced-and meaningful-applications of edp tech
nology. In essence, the NAVCOSSACT civilian/mili
tary/computer team develops command and control 
packages for on-the-spot use by Navy, or Navy 
supported commands throughout the world. 

u ••• support the Chief of Naval Operations, 
Secretary of the Navy, Secretary of Defense, Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and Commanders of major com
mands in the development and implementation of 
Navy-sponsored command systems, including sys
tems applications, techniques, standardization, 

Thus; NAVCOSSACT scientists and analysts may: 

1/ Help CNO and other strategic commanders 
make best use of computer programming 
and analysis in their strategic command 
and control centers. 

2/ Explore and exploit new edp developments 
-including advanced hardware capabilities 
and. analytical techniques-which will make 
such command control centers inore 
effective. 

3/ Making use of operations research, work 
with operational commanders in developing 
edp functional requirements and systems 
concepts . . . and determine operational 
parameters of edp systems for INTELLI
GENCE,OPERATIONS, LOGISTICS, GAMING, 
COMMUNICATIONS, WEATHER, MANAGEMENT, 
and ADMINISTRATION. 

4/ Design, develop, produce, install, de-bug, 
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test, evaluate and document operational 
computer programs. 

5/ Prepare edp hardware design criteria for 
future computer centers. 

6/ Work in a liaison and advisory capacity for 
CNO and other commanders both here and 
abroad to standardize command and control 
data codes, messages, languages and tech
niques. 

7/ Operate the Navy Information Center (NAVIC) 
edp facility. 

To carry out these and future tasks, NAVCOS
SACT needs experienced DIGITAL COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS and PROGRAMMERS . . . 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYSTS ... ELEC
TRONICS ENGINEERS ... and MATHEMATICIANS 
mainly here in Washington, but also in military 
command areas the world over. Not 'under any 
one Navy Bureau but reporting only to the Chief 
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of Naval Operations, or "higher authority," 
means that these positions offer unusual lati
tude for individual work an.d coordination with 
civilians of other services, research groups, and 
institutions the world over. . 

Starting salaries range from $8,045 to $14,-
565 ($8,410 to $15,665 as of January 1st), and 
offer the exclusive benefits of Career Civil Serv
ice.lf you qualify, and want continuing as
signments of national importance, send your 
qualifications to Miss D. Burks, Personnel Ad
ministrator. Full consideration will be given to 
all qualified applicants without regard for their 
race, creed, color, or national origin. 

NAVCOSSACT 
Naval Command Systems Support Activity 

Navy Yard Annex 
Washington, D.C. 20390 
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THE GOAL IS BASIC UNDERSTANDING 
RATHER THAN SPECIFIC ANSWERS ••• 
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS, by 
FRED GRUENBERGER, The RAND Corporation, and 
DANIEL D. MCCRACKEN, McCracken Associates, Inc. 
This book assumes no background in computer study 
and, in fact, requires no more than high school mathe
matics for complete understanding. First, it defines and 
analyzes'the basic principles of the computing art. 
,Although the subject is covered in terms of a specific 
computer (IBM 1620), the approach is a general one, 
beginning with' elementary examples in machine lan
guage, then going on to advanced work in compilers 
and generators. 

Much of this material discusses ideas applying to 
all computers, and gives a thorough outline of capa
bilities and limitations of these instruments. Includes 
problems and exercises. 1963. 170 pages. $2.95. 

send now for an on-approval copy 

NOW, any IBM Computer using 729 II, IV, V, VI 
or 7330 Tape Drives can be equipped with a 
Chrono-Iog Programmable Clock/Calendar Sys
tem and operated with an automatic monitor 
~outine to reduce lost time between jobs and 
Improve accuracy of timekeeping. 
Under program control, the date in months and 
days and 24 hour time to the nearest 1/ 60th 
of a second are read into memory. The Clock! 
Calen~ar can be used not only to read date 
and tlme-of-day but also as a precision timer 
down to 17 ms. resolution. ' 
Installation is plug-in, requiring no wiring 
~hanges on the computer. Timing accuracy is 
mdependent of computer operation. 
For furt~er information, contact: 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC. 605 Third Ave., New York 10016 
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:1_ '" bridging the gap be!~ata input and decision ~I= 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION'S I COMPUTER OPERATIONS OFFICE, SLIDELL, LOUISIANA I 

! ! TSl's rapidly expanding computer .and data reduction operations have created outstanding career opportunities at a variety of 
locations. These challenging positions are associated with the scope of services rendered nationally by TSI to NASA, all branches of 
the Military and to private industry. 

Typical of these challenging TSI positions are those available at Slidell, Louisiana, a town near New Orleans that offers urban 
convenience in a resort-type setting. Here, in Slidell, is located NASA's Computer Operations Office just minutes away from its Michoud 
Operations and Mississippi Test Operations. At the Computer Operations Office, TSI provides services for computer. systems analysis 
and development, computer operational support, and analog computer engineering and maintenance. Services of the facility, in direct 
support of SATURN production activities, involve the current utilization of IBM 7094, IBM 1401 and GE 225 computer systems for 
scientific and engineering applications. A Honeywell 800 and two Honeywell 400 data processing systems are utilized for business 
applications. Engineering and maintenance services involve four PACE 231-R analog computers with ADIOS. 

Job opportunities within TSI require a broad spectrum of experience and academic background. Data Systems Staff openings are 
available for personnel having a minimum of three years experience in compiler, monitor and executive computer systems. Experience 
is preferred in systems such as FORTRAN, IBSYS, FAP, APT, IBJOB, ARGUS, EASY and FACT. Openings are also available to personnel 
qualified in the operation of IBM, GE and Honeywell computer systems and in the engineering and maintenance of analog computers. 
Forward complete resume in confidence to Mr. B. R. Parker, Manager, TSI Louisiana Division, 1200 Robert Road, Slidell, Louisiana. 
Telephone 504 255-6471. If you are interested in other locations, forward your resume to TSI Corporate Offices, 8155 Van Nuys Boule
vard, Panorama City, California. 

TELECOMPUTING SERVICES, INC. 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA' WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE. NEW MEXICO. HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA • PLAINVIE~. NEW YORK' EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE. CALIFORNIA. SLIDELL. LOUISIANA 

mllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIF. 
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Continuum IV:. today and tomorrow in information-systems technology 

Displays 

Through a Glass, Clearly 
Looking at a display is rather like holding up a magnifying glass common denominator of displays, which in turn are the vital 
to one small bit of information from among a va~t tonnage of 
data. When the computer has isolated the data essential to the 
moment, the display must then bring it up to the human eye with 
utmost clarity of meaning. And as a mass of programmed infor
mation increases, more and more flexibility will be demanded of 
both the systems and the display. Thus many important "soft
ware" questions about displayed information must be asked and 
answered. Where, for example, is that fine line between too little 
information and too much? How can rapidly changing data best 
be exhibited so that eye and brain quickly get the messages? 
When should facts and figures be shown in an ordinary manner, 
when in more dramatic fashion? How can displays anticipate the 
answering of unanticipated questions? Much of the work of SDC 
scientists and engineers is and has been linked together by the 

interaction link between machine and man ... between computer 
and decision maker. The broad experience base being built by 
SDC men and women is, in turn, helping to shape the informa
tion systems of the future. If you are interested in shaping your 
own future in the science of systems, SDC offers opportunities· of 
unusual scope and challenge. Human factors scientists, operations 
research scientists, systems-oriented engineers, and computer 
programmers are invited to write Mr. A. K. Granville, Jr., SDC, 
2401 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, California. Positions are 
open at SDC facilities in Santa Monica; 
Washington, D.C.; Lexington, Massachu-~ 
setts; Paramus, New Jersey; and Dayton, 
Ohio. "An equal opportunity employer." sor . 
System Development Corporation .. 
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PROGRAMMERS 

SYSTEMS 

ANALYSTS 
Melpar, a leader in electron
ics research, development 
and manufacture is under
going full scale conversion 
to EOP which has created 
openings for Programmers 
and S'ystems Analysts for 
Business and Scientific 
Systems with experience in 
the following.: 

• Accounting Systems 

• Production Control 
Systems 

• Material Control Systems 

• Scientific and Research 
Application 

I : ~::~:::::::~::ce~:: ~ 
::::~ closed loop man-machine ~::I 

system € 

Requirements include ex
perience on IBM 1401, 1410, 
700, SOC 910, 920, CDC 160, 
160-A, PB-250 series equip
ment and two or more years' 
experience in analysis of 
problems, block diagram
ming, flow charts and check
ing of coding for reliability. 
A degree is desired. 

E::~ Additional experience is de- ~I'i~ 
~::~ sired in the design of clock ~ 
~~ controlled programs, execu- ~;ii 
~::~ five control techniques and ~~~ 

minor cycle programming 
with a basiC understanding 
of' computer operations. 

for an expense paid visit, send 
detailed resume to: 

JOHN A. HAVERFIELD 

I Manager-Profession~1 Placement 

~ w, I '::~~~~~:~~:.C I 
,:.~ 3409 ARLINGTON BOULEVARD .... ~ 

I (a F':~b C:U::~~i::'::::AC.) I 
~11~ an equal opportunity employer ~11~ 

'J.':::::?::?::::::::::::~:~:::;~:;;~~~:;~:;~:;:;:;~~:::?:~:;~:;:;:;~:;~:~::?:r:;~~~~:;;;;;!::~:;m:;:;:::::;~~~~:;:;::~::l111 
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~=ONEW 
LITERATURE 
STANDARD EDP REPORTS: A"full en
cyclopedic annual subscription service 
which provides comparative perform
ance data on U. S.-produced hardware 
and software is available. An addition
al two-volume set, priced at $195, will 
contain special reports on state-of-the
art advances, comparison charts, cost 
data, glossary and directory. The sec
ond volume will be available, by choice, 
on one of five separate classes of com
puter systems. The August supplement 
of this report contains detailed perform. 
ance analyses on the GE235 and 
the Honeywell 1800. AUERBACH 
CORP., 1634 Arch Street, Philadel
phia 3, Pa. For copy: 
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FLOWCHART: A nine-page publication 
includes general information, symbols, 

definitions, illustrations and a template 
on flowcharting standards. UNIVAC, 
DIV., Sperry Rand Bldg.', 1290 Ave. of 
the Americas, New York 19, N.Y. For 
copy: 

CIROLE 131 ON RBADER CARD 
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GP COMPUTER: This illustrated booklet 1\" 

describes the PDP-6, a medium scale, 
general purpose computer, designed to 
control experiments, collect and ana
lyze data. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
CORP., Maynard Mass. For copy: ' 
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SCANNERS: Complete descriptions and 
illustrations of the IP page scanner, 
the ID document scanner and the com
pany's optical sca~mer are offered in 
three brochures. FARRINGTON 
MANUFACTURING CO., 850 3rd 
Ave., New York, N~Y. For copy: 

CIROLB 133 ON READER CARD 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: This Technical Note, 
number 193, is a bibliography of 714 
references to the literature translated in 
the Joint Publications Research Se~vice 
series on foreign developments in ma
chine translation and information proc
essing. A permuted title index and con
ventional subject index to the literature 
cited is also included. Price for this 
publication is $1. U.S. DEPARTMENT 
OF .COMMERCE, NATIONAL BU
REAU OF STANDARDS, Washing
ton, D.C. 20234. 

PROGRAMMERS 

ANALYSTS 
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMMERS and Analysts are needed at Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Comp€3ny in Sunnyvale, California. There are open
ings in various challenging areas including real-time manufacturing: 
and reliability processing. 

APPLICANTS must have a college degree and a minimum of a year's 
programming experience, preferably on IBM 1401 and/or IBM 7000 
series computers. . 

THE WOR'K will include generating problem definition, flow charts" 
coding, debugging and implementation of varied commercial applica
tions for large scale data processingequ,ipment. 

As one of the nation's leading aerospace organizations, Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Company in Sunnyvale offers qualified Programmers 
the opportunity to live on the beautiful San Francisco Penil'1sula and 
work in the forefront of technical developme~t, 
PLEASE WRITE for a professional employment application. Address: 
Mr. K. R. Kiddoo, Employment Manager, Lockheed Missiles & Space 
Company, 599 North Highway Nine, Sunnyvale, California. Lockheed 
is an equal opportunity employer. ' 

LOCKHEED/MI$SILES & SPACE COMPANY 
A GROUP DIVISION Or LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Sunnyvale. Palo Alto. Van Nuys. Santa Cruz. Santa Maria. California' Cape Canaveral. Florida' Huntsville. Alabama' Hawaii 
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what on earth 
does a systems man do here? 

Under our collective roofs in Paramus, New Jersey, ITT Data and 
Information Systems Division houses one of the largest aggregations 
of systems specialists in the nation ... and probably the largest group 
of programming and software experts. Here is a partial breakdown 
of their activities that relate to space as well as earthbound systems 
situations: 

Command & Control 
Technology 

Parametric System Analysis 
Airborne, Terrestrial Data 

Processing & Displays 
Survivable Communication,. 
Distributed/Centralized 

Data Bases 
Weapons Systems C&C 

Advanced Development 
Projects 

Advanced Display 
& Control Systems 

Advanced Information Storage, 
Retrieval & Distribution 

Recon. Mapping & Data Recording 
Data Acquisition Sensing & 

Detection Systems 
Simulation & Training Complexes 

Advanced Systems 
Projects 

Space Range Systems 
Surveillance Systems 
Space Command & Control 
Space & Ground Military 

Information Handling Systems 

Management Information 
Systems 

Control Systems 
Communications 
Data Processing Systems 

Human Factors Sciences 
Man-Machine Integration 
Personnel Subsystem Analysis 

CO&Ev~I~a~f:~f /System Exerclsln& 

Human Engineering 

Systems Sciences 
Optimization Techniques In 

System Design & Control 
Real Time Management & Control 
System Simulation & Scheduling 
Control & Staffing of Human & 

Human Linked Subsystems 
Gaming Technology 

Space Science 
Life Sciences - Bioastronautics, 

Psychoastronautics 
Manned Space Subsystem 
Integration Analysis 
Psychophysiological Support Reqmts. 
Bio-Medical Data Subsystem Reqmts. 

Whether your own background is largely theoretical, or design .•. 
systems hardware, or software oriented ... if you'd like to join us in. 
these efforts, we invite your early inquiry. Write fully in strict confi· 
dence to Mr. E. A. Smith, Manager of Employment, Division 35-MR, 
ITT Data and Information Systems Div., Route 17 & Garden ·Stafe 
Parkway, Paramus, New Jersey. (An Equal Opportunity Employer) 

ITT DATA AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION 
CIRCLE 94 ON READER CARD 
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Assi sta nt to 
Director of 

Data Processing 
Stepped-up activity in our data process
ing operation opens an interesting and 
challenging position as Assistant to the 
Director. The man selected will use ad
vanced mathematical techniques to solve 
management control problems, advise in 
applying new math techniques to various_ 
company operations, and evaluate long 
range requirements for data procossing 
equipment. 

Candidates should have a BS in Math (em
phasis on modern algebra and statistics) 
and, proferably, be studying for a Mas
ters' in applied and mathematical statis
tics. Assignment requires 2 years experi
ence in operations research and a working 
knowledge of mathematical model devel
opment; as well as familiarity for FOR
TRAN. 
In addition to an excellent starting salary 
the position offers an unusually liberal 
benefit program including Profit Sharing, 
Stock Purchase and educational assistance. 
Send resume stating salary required to Mr. 
D. M. Rose, Employment Manager. 

~ 

8 Pitney-BoW"es 
69 WALNUT STREET, STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 

... An Equal Opportunity Employer 

DIRECTOR 
OF ELECTRONIC 

DATA PROCESSING 
Starting Salary $14,360 

New York State has one current vacancy in 

Albany and others anticipated for persons 

with at least five' years of progressively 
responsible experience with an installed 

electronic computer system. U. S. citizens 

who meet the training and experience re
quirements are invited to compete- in the 

oral examination. For details, write Recruit

ment Unit 19B; N.Y.S. Department of Civil 

Service; 1220 Washington Avenue, Albany, 
New York 12226. 
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From "Computing Reviews," May-J une 1963 

Chu, Yaohan. DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN 

FUNDAMENTALS. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1962, 481 pp. $15.00. 

This is without qualification the most suitable book for a first course 

text in digital computer engineering that has appeared. Chu demon

strates a remarkable economy of words in packing such a comprehensive 

treatment in less than 500 pages ... the book will probably be adopted 

as a text in many places . 

. . . The material that is presented is very well written and easy 

to follow, and, overall, the book will make an excellent text. 

Dr. Chu is an employee of the RCA Data Systems Center in Bethesda, 
Maryland. If you have a degree, plus at least two years' successfu I 
programming experience-and would like to join a staff which has 
proven itself through accomplishment-please send a resume to Mr. 
Paul Vincent, Room 28, RCA Data Systems Center, 4922 Fairmont 
Avenue, Bethesda 14, Maryland. 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 
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THE 
DimEnSion 

OF 

Honeywell 
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING. 

Computers are realized in the mind of the Circuit Design Engineer. 

From the earliest logic specification to the final testing of prototype models, his goal is always the same 
- the indiscernible point of least compromise between what is proposed and what is possible. This is elec
tronics engineering at its most basic - designing memory, power, reliability and logic circuits for proposed 
systems, investigating experimental innovations, probing application of new knowledge to existing circuitry. 

The Circuit Design Engineer's responsibilities encompass every aspect of the computer system. Working 
in a purposely informal environment, he and his technicians may design linear circuits for wide band feedback 
amplifiers; or logical building block circuits that switch milliamperes in nanoseconds; or control element 
circuits that switch amperes in milliseconds. The development of this and other transistor and magnetic 
circuitry is the critical foundation of the system's ultimate capability. 

At times, the work requires only his technician's breadboarding of a relatively elementary circuit. More often, 
it tests all the Circuit Designer's knowledge - of what has been done a decade ago, last year, or yesterday 
- and all his design ingenuity and skill; requiring entirely new techniques, new component usage or radical 
departure from accepted circuit design practices. 

He must keep pace with every pertinent development or face technological obsolescence. His awareness of 
this fact is reflected in the high ratio of Honeywell Circuit Designers who take full advantage of Honeywell's 
tuition-paid program at many of the world renowned universities in the Boston-Cambridge area. 

Qualified individuals, interested in discussing the dimensions of Circuit Design at Honeywell EDP, should 
forward their qualifications to the address below. Positions of equal significance exist for engineers with 
experience in Logic Design . . . Systems Design . . . Mechanical Engineering . . . Programming and 
Marketing Applications. 

Address your resume to: 
Mr. Richard T. Bueschel, Personnel Manager 
ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH CENTER 
70 Walnut Street Dept. 512 
Wellesley Hills 81, Massachusetts 

Honeyw-ell 
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 

Opportunities exist at other Honeywell Divisions. Please send resume to F. E. Laing, Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. An equal opportunity employer. 
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in the art of programming 

IBM® 
now offers these career opportunities 

for experienced programmers 

Opportunities at IBM have never been better for :. 
challenge ... for achievement ... for advancement. As \ 
a programmer at IBM's Data Systems Division, you f 

can make significant contributions in research, de
velopment, and applications of programming sys
tems. Opportunities exist along special ist or 
managerial routes at all experience levels. Far
sighted benefits programs are designed for you
and your family. Excellent salaries keep pace with 
your progress at IBM. 

~------------------.-----.---.-.--------II 
~ .. WI" '41 k TF 

I 
~ 

Supervisory Programs: develop-f 
ment of control programs such J. 
as: Automatic Operator • Time 1.:, 

Sharing • Systems Supervisor • 
Symbolic 1/0 • Interrupt Controi 
• Machine Control· Stack Job 
Scheduling· 10CS • Symbolic 
Debugging· Peripheral 1/0 Mul
tiprocessing. 

Programming Languages: devel
opment of generalized program
ming languages, using machine
oriented languages such as SAP 

and problem-oriented languages 
such as FORTRAN and COBOL. 

Advanced Programming Tech
niques: research and develop
ment in such areas as: New 
compiler techniques· Operating 
systems· Symbolic debugging of 
source language programs· 
Non-numeric algebraic manipu
lations on computers • Informa
tion retrieval systems· Time 
sharing systems. 

92 

Business-Oriented Program
ming: advanced development of 
sorting techniques, merging, re-

i port g~nerators, and file-mainte
nance programs. 

These opportunities are located mainly in Pough
keepsie, N. Y., a suburban environment about 70 
miles from New York. Other programming facilities 
are located in White Plains and New York City, 
N. Y.; Boston, Mass.; and Beverly Hills, Calif. IBM 
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Relocation ex
penses are paid. Do you want more information? 

f o No 

yesi' 

Please write, briefly outlining 
your background and interests, to: 

John B. Zwynenburg, Dept. 701L 
IBM Data Systems Division 

Box 390 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
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a Illan 
likes to 
get 
involved 
in his 
job 

Involvement is what Collins offers you. 
We're looking for the man who wants 
to be more than just another program
mer on a project. A man who puts 
something of himself into everything 
he does. A man who can solve a prob
lem using his knowledge, experience, 
initiative and creative talents. A man 
whose professional pride won't let him 
do anything but his best. The scope of 
our work in computer programming 
systems demands a professional with 
this attitude. If this is you, if you have 
a Bachelor's or advanced degree and 2 
to 10 years' experience in computer 
programming, investigate the oppor
tunities Collins can offer you. 

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS PROGRAM
MER - Participate in developing ad
vanced software programming systems. 
Experience in software development 
required. 

APPLICA nONS PROGRAMMER
To participate in creation of detailed 
programming specifications and appli
cation programs in computer control 
communications and automated TTY 
message processing. Prefer experience 
in real-time applications with large 
scale computers. 

SCIENTIFIC OR BUSINESS PRO
GRAMMER-Must have 2 or more 
years' experience in either scientific or 
business systems programming with 
experience on equipment such as RCA 
301 or 501 or IBM 7000 series. 

Send your resume in confidence to 
Manager of Professional Employment, 
Dept. 110. 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
Newport Beach, California 

a~~ 
COLLINS 
W~W 

An equal opportunity employer 
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COMPUTER 
APPLICATIONS SPECIALISTS 

Senior Scientific Programmers 

Responsible for independently providing machine 
language, symbolic, or FORTRAN coding in the 
solution of engineering problems in connection 
with major missile systems and submarine guid
ance systems. Involves problem solution and 
analysis, solution of differential equations by 
numerical techniques, and the simulation of entire 
weapons systems. Requires BS or MS degree and 
experience with digital computers, particularly 
large-scale machines. 

Digital Computer Engi~eers 

Responsible for real-time control applicatiops of 
airborne digital computers in the areas of inertiiil 
guidance, calibration, and pre-flight checkout in 
connection with' advanced missile and advanced 
aircraft guidance systems as well as systems of a 
classified nature. Requires BS degree in Engi
neering or Physics and one year's applicable 
experience. 

Scientific Application Analysts 

Involves the development of analytical, numer
ical, and digital problem solving techniques 
requir~d for the solution of engineering problems 
related to the development of major weapons 
systems. Design l11athematical and numerical 
models with applications to flight simulations of 
ballistic vehicles, and simulations investigating 
real-time solutions of space vehicle guidance, 
including lift-off, mid-course guidance, orbit 
injection, and r~-entry. Requires BS degree and 
several years' experience in engineering, mathe
matical, or numerical analysis, particularly in 
relation to computer applications. 

Systems Programmers 

Responsible for developing, writing, modifying
and diagnosing troubles in-sub-routines, assem
blers, compilers, and supervisory control systems. 
Will be involved with the functioning of hard
ware and its inter-relationship to programming 
systems. Work closely with programmers in the 
solution of problems associated with hardware 
or programming systems. Requires BS degree 
and several years of applicable experience. 

Send complete resume in confidence to: Mr. E. L. 
Romano, Professional Employment, 3370 East Ana
heim Road, Anaheim, California. 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ. 
ment without regard to race, ~reed, color, or national origin. 

~ AUTONETICS 
A Division of North American Aviation 
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How hostile is the moon? 
One day man may learn toharness the resources of the moon in order to fashion 
a self-sustaining environment. But when he first journeys there, he will 
have to do so in a simulated earth environment. Air, food, water, tempera
ture control-these and many other features of terrestria I life must be 
engineered into the mission. Problems such as this are part of Bellcomm's 
daily work for NASA ...... Highly qualified men can assist in planning and 
evaluating systems for this ambitious, far-reaching project. Fields of interest 
include computing and programming, physics, mathematics, engineering, 
flight mechanics, aerodynamics and aeronautical engineering in general." ..... 
It is not easy work, but it is rewarding for men capable of doing it. If you 
believe you are such a man, your resume would be welcomed by Mr. W. W. 
Braunwarth, Personnel Director, Bellcomm, Inc., Room 1115T, 1100 17th St., 
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Bellcomm, newest company of the Bell System, 
is an equal opportunity employer. 
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BELLCOMM, INC. C 
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AIRBORNE COMPUTER ENGINEERS 
Creative activities to challenge your skills are now 
in progress at a rapidly growing division of one of 
the foremost electronics manufacturing com
panies .... This division offers careers at various 
levels of responsibility to those engineers who 
wish to grow in the Space Guidance Field. 

L. RAYMOND KOROTIE & ASSOCIATES 
777 FARMINGTON AVE.,. WEST HARTFORD 7, CONN. 

CIRCLE 75 ON READER CARD 

These are a few of the openings for 
positions at the client company. 

MEMORY ENGINEER 
Design of advanced ,state of the art 
memories for guidance & navigational 
computers, both analog and digital.' 
B.S. E.E. or Physics with 2 years ex
perience. Salary $8-20,000. 

SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS 
Insta", integrate, test & perform analy
sis on special & general purpose 
computers.' B.S. E.E. with 2 years ex
perience. Salary $8-15,000. 

CIRCUIT & LOGIC DESIGNERS 
Design & development of transistor 
circuitry for airborne computer 
program. Previous experience in the 
design of digital-analog, logic or radar 
circuits. B.S. E.E., Mathematics or 
Physics with 2 years experience. Sal
ary $8-17,000. 

SYSTEMS ANALYST & 
PROGRAMMERS 
Programming and systems analysis for 
the computation by both real and non
real time computer. Experience should 
include extensive background in math 
of machine language. E.E. degree plus 
2 years experience. Salary $7-18,000. 

Other openings exist in the areas of 
HIGH DENSITY PACKAGING, RELI
ABILITY, QUALITY ASSURANCE, 
COMPONENT ENGINEERING & 
TECHNICAL, PUBLICATIONS. 

A" fees and relocation expenses 
are assumed'by the client 
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The Ferroxcube 52·10 Memory System provides a 10 usec cycle time, 
with half cycle mode of 6 usec, and access time of 4 usec. The program
mer can select sequential, sequential interlace, or random access modes 
of operation. Capacity ranges from 32 to 16,384 characters in various 
bit lengths. 

A unique design, the Ferroxcube 52·10 combines sealed modules; 
with a versatile speed range to meet a majority of specifications. Output 
levels and access modes can be tailored for specific requirements. 

Write for complete details on Ferroxcube general purpose memory 
systems. 

LOW-COST, GENERAL-PURPOSE MEMORIES 
by 

rFr=~~(Q)~~(UJ~~ ~"'" 
CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

SAUGERTIES. NEW YORK 
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